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EDITOR'S NOTE
ISSUES IN THE NEWS
ur feature stories often reflect what's happening in the news.
Two recent events triggered stories that appear in this issue:
the ordination of a married Episcopal priest as a Roman Catholic
priest last February and the official recognition of GALA, a gay
student group, by the Associated Students of SCU last spring.
And so in this issue, as we invite readers to think more about the
possibility of married priests in the future (page 12), we also include
a remarkably candid story by Elizabeth Fernandez '79 on Catholic
homosexuals who want to stay in the Church (page 24) , and a sidebar
about what the ASSCU action means to those on campus.
We knew a story about Catholic homosexuals wouldn't be easy
reading for some of our readers. But the topic seemed even more
appropriate this fall when the president, Father Paul Locatelli, S.J. ,
opened the school year with a convocation on the theme, Respect
for Self and Others.
The convocation's main attraction was an electrifying AfricanAmerican speaker from Xavier University of Louisiana, Father Bede
Abram, OFM, who cajoled us to remember we are all human: "You
may say, 'Hello.' I say, 'What's goin' on, brutha?' You like spaghetti.
I like ham hocks.
"We are culturally different, but we are all human," he reminded.
Then he encouraged us to examine the very heart of prejudice.
A bigot, he said, is someone who doesn't see anything positive about
someone who is different from him- or herself, and, in fact, may
even admit that that person is not totally human .
As I thought about this later, when I was working with Elizabeth's
story on Dignity, I remembered a wonderfully simple-yet powerful-comment by a good friend and former Episcopal bishop of
Nevada , Wes Frensdorff, shortly before he was tragically killed in
a plane crash.
We were talking about how some Christians honestly believe
homosexuals choose their lifestyle and could change and be
heterosexual if they would only try.
Shaking his head, Wes murmured, "Who would ever choose to
be isolated, humiliated, and persecuted? Who would choose to be
a homosexual?"
■
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The Pope has allowed the ordination of nearly 50 married Episcopal
priests since 1980. Some see this
as a sign of hope for a married
priesthood .
By Julie Sly '82
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Occult Comics
"What's Up with Comic Books"
[Summer 1990] may seem silly to
some and irrelevant to others, but
working with high schoolers now
for a number of years, I know they
are a major source of information
as well as entertainment . Although
the article was informative and well
balanced, Mitch Finley omitted a
major portion of the comic book
market - the occult/ new age /
mystical genre.
Go into any comic bookstore today and you will find comic books
with titles such as Dr. Strange and
Cult from major publishers (for example, Dr. Strange is from Marvel
Comics) and not some of the
smaller publishing houses. The
themes and major characters are
not only non-Christian but antiChristian-often violently so.
Even many of the typically
"safe" comic books include these
disturbing and evil themes; the
covers alone are enough to upset
children and their parents.
The Rev. Michael C Garner '78
First Presbyterian Church
Milpitas , California
Not Just for Kids
"What's Up with Comic Books?"
[Summer 1990) did an injustice to
readers: comic book readers. Mitch
Finley portrays that audience as
almost entirely children. That
simply is untrue.
According to Don and Maggie
Thompson, co-editors of Comics
Buyer's Guide, the average comic
book reader is old enough to vote.
Consequently, comics geared toward this audience are labeled
mature and legally should not be
sold to those under 18.
Parents should not think twice
about their children reading comic
books-unless they discourage
creative and artistic points of view.
Dan Peterson '94
Orland, California
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Church Stature
This is in response to James V.
Lee's letter [Summer 1990) expressing concern that the Catholic
Church is "damaging its stature" by
its abortion stand . Perhaps Mr. Lee
missed an important lesson while
studying at SCU - that the Church,
its religious leaders , and we who
are its members need not be overly concerned with stature; our main
concern should be whether our
lives follow the pattern Christ set
for us 2,000 years ago. While it is
true that times have changed , if the
Son of God was not concerned
about the political stature of the
times, why should we be?
Jan e Conway, parent
Phoenix , Arizona

Tnr A\lfnU:A\ ffHWl\1\ 1, THt. 1•~u
P.\f \UU.H: Hl \IAllt A l•ltH.Nf" I

Developing Diversity
I have just read the Summer 1990
issue and would like to congratulate
you on the article on " Excellence
Through Diversity." This plan, put
forth by Father Locatelli , is a major development in the history of
Santa Clara. There will be other developments that will come of this
plan due to the interest of the Jesuits
as well as the interest that many minority alumni are giving it. Among
members of our Chicano/Hispanic
Alumni Chapter, this document has
been the center of much controversy, debate, and excitement for

the past several months.
It is also very important to thank
you for the article "Fraternity
Disciplined ." Too many times ,
"dirty laundry" is swept under the
rug. This is not the first time race
relations on campus has come to
the forefront , but this is the first
time it has received this much
publicity. Your decision to include
the article shows strength of character, as well as your commitment
to disseminate information without
fear of upsetting certain alumni .
Adoralida (Dora) Padilla '86
San Jose , California

Airing Dirty Wash
It appears to me that fraternities
on university campuses have outlived their usefulness . There seems
to be a contradiction in purpose between a university striving for
diversity in the pursuit of excellence
and a fraternity whose members are
usually selected to fit in and conform with a self-styled group.
If I am not mistaken, the Sigma
Phi Epsilon newsletter, characterized as wantonly degrading to women, racial minorities, and homosexuals, is more than "a discipline problem on campus" as observed by
Mr. Fennelly [Letters, Summer
1990) . Unfortunately, Santa Clara
is not the only university " to have
its dirty wash aired ."
I agree with Mr. Fennelly that
"one is dealing with young people
and what is said or done could mar
them for life." I should think that
any form of sexism or racism cannot be tolerated because no one can
teach or learn in an environment of
hate and harassment.
DeeAnn F. Dickson '80
Sunnyvale, California
Ultimate Penalty
It would be interesting to see a
supplemental commentary by Dean
Gerald Uelmen ["Capital Punishment," Summer 1990) on his position concerning Right to Life vs.
Pro Choice.
I do not dispute that God dwells
in all ofus, but Uelmen should look
in the eyes of the heartbroken survivors of the victims of convicted
murderers. Capital punishment isn't
unfair. It is the ultimate penalty for
the ultimate crime. If one person is
spared the loss of a loved one
caused by homicide, the deterrent
effect is achieved.
John J. Collins '58
Pasadena, California

Imperfect Punishment
In a perfect world without poverty, disease, and human oppression,
I would probably agree with Dean
Uelmen's position [Summer 1990]
to eliminate capital punishment.
But our present society can ill afford the kind of morality that requires us to provide a lifetime of
clothing, food , and shelter to our
most dangerous criminals just so
they can die of old age in prison.
Given a choice, many moral and
religious people would prefer to
spend their limited resources on the
sick, the poor, the innocent victims
of crime, and those who are try ing
to eradicate some of the causes of
violent crime in our society.
Robert C McFetridge '81 (JD)
Fort Leavenworth , Kansas
A Gentleman, Too
Thank you for the Mike McNulty article on Pat Malley [Summer
1990]. I especially liked the story
of Pat and the wristwatch in the
Editor's Note.
However, I do feel that McNulty's article, while illustrating many
of Pat's outstanding qualities as a
coach, educator, student counselor,
colleague, and friend , missed the
core of Pat Malley. Pat Malley was
in every sense of the wo rd a
gentleman . All the rest flowed from
that fact. Robert Cox's 1984 photo
of Pat superbly illustrates what I
mean .
Matt Meier, Ph . D.
Donohoe Professor Emeritus
Department of History
Cover Art
Just a short note of appreciation
for the wonderful art work by Jim
Hummel . His Spring 1990 cover of
Santa Clara Magazin e was
marvelous - a lively, spirited rendition in a classic style, beautifully done.
As an avocational graphic artist
myself, I am attracted to and by
hand-rendered elements of a pub1ication and Humm el's cove r
shouted, "Hey, look me over!" And
I did .
I have one requ es t - more ,
please.
Peter Gallagher '68
San Rafael, California

Pristine Waters
In " Water on Tap" [Summe r
1990), Diane Drehe r states that
municipalities have " blit he ly
FALL 1990
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drilled more wells or constructed
more aqueduc ts, doing untold
damage to the environment." No
one in our state has " blithely" done
anything of the kind in the past 50
years. Flooding Hetch-Hetchy
Valley to provide water for San
Francisco was heatedly debated
when proposed and again as recently as last year. Mono Lake wildlife
is not "currently threatened," but
protected by a recent court decision
restricting withdrawals from its
basin.
For 30 years, I worked to improve municipal water at its point
of use. We Californians are the beneficiaries of the best water planning
and distribution in the world. Almost without exception, our water
is safe to drink and meets all applicable government standards.
William B. Fritzsche
(Loyola Marymount '52)
Pacific Palisades, California

Likes Our Letters
In recent years, I have found
some of the " Letters to the Editor"
more insightful and accurate than
the articles themselves. To James T.
Quinn '57 whose letter was entitled "Bolder Posture" and Mary Kate
Givvin ''ol whose letter was entitled "Greatest Value" [Spring 1990],
Bravo! The truth remains truth and
will , in due time, set those who
have faith and courage free .
Dennis J. Kehoe '60
Aptos, California

Fonda Memories
B. T. Collins writes to condemn
Jane Fonda " in her hypocritical lying best form." I, too, remember
that time-my junior year at Santa
Clara. The war in Vietnam was already too long, too cruel.
Jane didn't always toe the right
line. This she has admitted. But her
anger was just; her objective,
moral. It's difficult to contain your
anger against such abominations as
existed on both sides of the Vietnam
War. I admired , and still admire,
her courage. Not in a small part,
the war ended due to Jane and
others like her.
Matthew O'Brien '73
Milpitas, California
Thanks to Fonda
I always find it curious when the
veterans who suffered the most
from the Vietnam debacle take
shots at the very persons responsiFALL 1990

ble for finally putting an end to the
madness ["Not Fonda Fonda ,"
Summer 1990]. Instead of continuing to bash Fonda , maybe those of
us veterans lucky enough to have
survived the war should thank her
and the courageous student activists
(including those at SCU), without
whose efforts we might still be there
today.
S. M . Zinetek '75 (J. D.)
San Jose, California

Therapeutic Functions
Thank you for printing Dr.
Jerome D. Frank's article, " Stress,
Illness, and Psychotherapy" [Summer 1990] . His s ix therapeutic
functions clearly emphasize the fact
that "all schools of psychotherapy
agree that intellectual insight is not
sufficient to produce change. Patients must also have a new experience."
It is indeed important to help patients explore their negatively distorted interpretations of life events,
in order to create more positive
cognitive and communication skills
that encourage and enhance risking
new life experiences.
Dr. Rosalie H. Mechanic '69 (MA)
Santa Cruz, California
Quality Child Care
I am distressed to see several letters expressing the idea that appropriate child care can be provided
only by children's own mothers
staying home. Ms. Petersen [Summer 1990] advises mothers to " put
away ambition" for a time. She cites
the controversial article by Jay (not
Paul) Belsky which has made Belsky the object of intense controversy within the Society of Research
in Child Development.
That we have not seen fit as a
society to ensure high quality care
for all our children should not be
interpreted to mean that we must
return to a time when women must
choose between work and "quality " child rearing . The goal of
justice for all requires that quality
chi ld care be available to all
families who seek it. Current
research suggests that quality care
for toddlers means care in small
groups, in less structured settings,
with warm and knowledgeable care
givers. This same body of research
suggests that, for babies and toddlers at risk for developmental problems, high quality child care outside the home can be both a costsaving and a powerfully effective

intervention .
Eleanor W Willemsen , Ph .D.
Professor and Chair
Department of Psychology

An Educated View
As a non-Catholic California
junior college transfer student , I
always found the sectarian/nonsectarian debates amusing. When I
arrived , I expected a Catholic institution to be thoroughly Catholic.
It is one thing to require all students
to attend Mass every day yet something completely different to ensure
all courses are taught from a
Catholic/Christian perspective,
with coverage of other points of
view to guarantee objective standards are met. This does not mean
advocating contrary positions. It
means some people hold another
view, and an educated person
should be aware of it. There is just
no conflict between "the search for
truth" and Catholicism . Catholics
themselves are the last people who
should ever entertain such doubts.
Kirk Ireland '79
San Francisco, California
Career Advice
Thank you for publishing Barbara Boyle's article " How to Get Into Advertising " [Winter 1988].
Thanks to her advice and inspiration, I became interested in advertising during my junior year at
SCU. Now, I'm working as a new
business assistant in the Account
Management Department of Scali ,
McCabe, Sloves, Inc. in New York
City and loving it.
Tra cy Garfinkel '89
New Canaan , Connecticut

Footing the Bill
I was disappointed in Dr. Belotti's article, "Promise & Opportunity" [Summer 1990] . He says his
favorable outlook "will undoubtedly benefit [European countries] the
most," but he neglects to point out
at whose expense - the taxpayers.
Rather than arguing against continued use of U.S. money to support
foreign countries, including communist countries, he suggests we
spend less money on national
defense.
Although there are many areas in
which we have let our government
drastically outspend us, our present
financial breakdown is not due to
defense spending but, rather, to our
failure to realize that we can't sup-

port the poor of the world with
money we don't have; nor can we
continue to foot the bills of countries whose governments have led
them to economic oppression.
Marie Patane Gage '85, CPA
Santa Clara, California

Quake Update
Greetings from Northern Ghana.
I have been working here for 19
ye ars, first as a Peace Corps
volunteer, and then in association
with the Catholic Church . But my
reason for writing has to do with
your October 17 earthquake.
I was a chemistry major and have
kept up contact with Dr. Robert
Pfeiffer, head of the department.
You probably know he lived in the
Santa Cruz mountains near the
e picenter. His house was condemned , and he and his wife, Pat,
were not allowed to even think
about rebuilding until after the
spring rains.
I know there were thousands affected by the quake, but I do think
most former students would want to
do their share to help such generous
people as the Pfeiffers.
Denice Williams '68
Northern Ghana
Ed.: In September, Santa Cruz
County gave the Pfeiffers the permits required to return to their Santa Cruz home; they expect to move
back by December. While awaiting
repairs, the Pfeiffers have been living in an apartment in Capitola. ■

Let's Hear from You
Send your comments, criticisms, suggestions, or ideas
to Editor, Santa Clara
Magazine , Santa Clara,
California 95053. All letters
will be considered for publication but may be edited
for clarity or length. Please
limit letters to 250 words.
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The Life of an RA
What it's like to be a resident assistant on campus today
ere Santa Clara to place
a classified for the position of resident assistantknown since time immemorial
simply as RA-the copy might
Iead like the mock ad below.
Actually, no advertising is
needed . Demand far exceeds
supply.
According to Patty Vercauteren , associate director of
Housing and Residence Life,
there are "three or four" applicants for every opening. Last
year, " about 130 juniors and
seniors applied for 35 vacant
slots," a fairly typical ratio in
recent times, she says. What's it
like being an RA in the 1990s?
Probably not a whole lot different than it has been in any
year since Santa Clara first
admitted women in 1961. Of
course, residence hall rules
have changed in the past 30
years, but so, too, of course, has
society at large.

W

FREE
ROOM & BOARD
($5,000 Value)
In xchng for min 20 his wk as
live-in res asst (RA) in undergrad dorm. Quals: 2.3 GPA;
good people-person; able to
work under pressure; well
org.; strong listng skis; role
model; peer counslng. Job
rewarding tho can be fr ustrating. Apply in person, Dean
of Students Office, SCU.

Ask any RA at Santa Clara
what the biggest single problem
is and chances are he or she will
reply, " Noise."
All the half-dozen persons interviewed for this story- four
RAs, a resident minister, and
Vercauteren-cite incidents that
stem from excessive drinking,
mostly beer, as the paramount
problem . (By Vercauteren's
estimate, of the 700-odd rulebreaking citations written by
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RAs last year, "probably all but
50 involved alcohol.")
Not surprisingly, fres hmen
generally drink the most; and ,
because of immaturity and inexperience, hand le it, a nd
themselves, the worst. One RA
echoed t he rema r ks of th e
others in saying it's not drinking in the residence halls per se
that causes problems, it's the
aftermath of excessive imbibing

off campus.
Inebriates return to the halls,
often in the wee hours, and are
loud, waki ng others; rude, obnoxious, or obstreperous ; and
inj urious to the buildi ng and
sometimes themselves.
Such deportment, is definitely frow ned upon by the University. I nfractions earn the offenders so many points; if they
ga rner e n o ug h , they're out

looking for alternate quarters.
But although it does happe n ,
students seldom are expelled
from res idence halls . In thi s
regard , RAs are expected to
play a major part - a s rol e
model , as mentor, as soulmate,
as friend, as confidant , and , at
times, as amateur shrink .
It hasn't always been thu s.
Until a decade or so ago, the
RA's chief role, whether written

Training RAs to cope with complex student lifestyles
tudent RAs are often , it
seems, expected to do the
impossible.
''An RA puts up with the stuff
nobody else gets paid to do," says
John M. Heath, a former RA at
Califo rn ia State Unive rsity,
Sacramento, who has written
material that appears in the SCU
RA manual.
Although Patty Vercauteren ,
associate director of SCU's Housing and Residence Life, acknowledges the job is a heavy one for
students, she still believes in the
peer process.
"RAs are a critical link, because
students will approach them ." says
Vercauteren. "We pick students [to
be RAs] who we feel can make the
hard dec ision s [about many
issues]."
RAs undergo intensive training,
beginning with four sessions in the
spring and continuing in the fall for
10 non-stop days before school
starts. During these sessions, they
learn University policies and procedures; local and state laws that
affect students; communication
and confrontation skills; crisis and
suicide prevention counseling ,
stress and time management ;
earthqu ake preparedness ; administration of fi rst aid ; and how
to deal with racism, AIDS, date
rape, eating disorders, and alcohol
abuse.
This fall, for the first time, the
RAs did a service project as part
of their training, visiting earthquake sites to help residents clear
debris and wo rking in a soup kit-

S

chen preparing and serving food to
the homeless.
"Santa Clara is diffe rent [from
other schools] because of its commitment to service," says
Vercauteren.
"Service projects are an effort to
teach understanding of Jesuit community service and how to develop
a community thiough that. We find
what we do in training affects what
students do on their floors."
Mary Madaras, a McLaughlin
RA, says: "It [the service project]
helps us to be more sensitive to
people's needs and open to helping them. We all worked together
and had fun ."
The training program is put
together on campus with "the best
resources we have," says Vercauteren, "but we also bring in off-

has AIDS," says Jon Berthelot, a
Swig Hall RA. Sterling also led a
discussion on emergency medical
situations. Although RAs are not
taught CPR and first aid, many become certified through the Lifelong Sports Program in intramural
athletics.
For alcohol education , Vercauteren picks experts from
O'Connor and Good Samaritan
hospitals who are involved in
alcohol rehabilitation programs.
Usually this is a panel discussion
with a question-and-answer
period.
"Ninety-five percent of what we
do in training is interactive," says
Vercauteren, explaining that role
playing and communication exercises help students learn how to
problem solve.

"Our RAs are dedicated, but [we]
recognize they are 20-year-olds."
- Patty Vercauteren, housing official
campus experts such as volunteers
from the Aris Project [a county
organization that provides support
for AIDS victims and thei r
families] and the San Jose Diocese
AIDS project."
One training session conducted
by Dr. Doris Sterling, director of
Cowell Health Center, featu red an
AIDS patient who is a student at
San Jose State University.
" It was really helpful to ask
questions of someone who actually

The training also includes sessions developed by second-year
RAs. In Behind Closed Doors,
which simulates real-life situations
in residence halls, peers act out
scenarios-like excessive partying
in a Swig Hall room-and RAs
respond to the situation.
A Scruples game format presents ethical issues RAs may be
faci ng and helps them discuss
"gray areas" about their role, says
Vercauteren. To become familiar

FALL 1990
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or not , was as rule enforcer/
whistle blower, a "dorm cop."
Vercauteren, who has been
involved with residence hall
matters for the eight yea rs she
has served o n the Dean of
Students staff, describes the
duties of today's RA as a lifestyle position.
The main expectatio ns of
RAs today, says Vercauteren,
are that "they are asked to be
role models.
"I think that fres hmen coming in are looking for guidelines
and struc ture . The RAs are
there to help them set boundaries," says Vercauteren .

One two -yea r R A, M att
Mason , a 1990 graduate, took it
on him se lf to convince hi s
freshman charges that it's okay
not to drink .
" There's subtle but definite
peer pressure on freshmen in
particular to drink . I felt it was
important to show them there
are alternatives to drinking."
One means he chose, even
before becoming an RA , was to
throw a Pop Tart and O.J. party.
T he first year he did so, "a few
of my [teetotaler] friends
came." But by his senior year,
the intimate group had multip I ied to "about 120," he

estimates.
By and large, says Mason , an
English major from Omaha ,
"Stud e nts te nd to be very
respectful of those who choose

ing to Mason , "Even the heavy
drinkers stay away from substances." There are two chief
deterrents , he says, and both
involve fear: fear of getting

2nd year RAs simulate real-life
scenarios in Behind Closed Doors.
not to drink , and yet the
pressure (to drink) is always
there."
What about so-called chemical substance abuse? Accord-

the halls," says Vercauteren, emphasizing the critical role RDs
fulfill as student life becomes more
complicated .
"Our RAs are dedicated, but the
University recognizes that they are
20-year-olds," she says.
After their initial training, RAs
have bimonthly meetings to
discuss new subjects or reinforce
subjects already covered. Each
quarter, RAs are responsible for
facilitating programs for their
residents in seven categories:
social, service, life planning, intellec tual , human awareness,
health and fitness, and emotional.

hooked and fear of getting
bounced from the residence
hall. (University officials tend
to be a lot less lenient with those
who get stoned than those who

Some of these meetings give RAs
the nuts-and-bolts information that
can help them run more effective
programs.
"The [RA] training really makes
us aware of resources," says Berthelot. " It is not leading us to be
disciplinarians, [but] focuses on
student development and the process of education."
Although it is a difficult job,
there aren't many students who
quit, according to Vercauteren .
"They get a lot of support from
staff members; their work is
recognized ."

-Maureen Mclnaney

■

Mary Madaras: "service projects help us to be more sensitive and open"

with their 230-page manual , RAs
compete for correct answers in a
Jeopardy-type game.
"There is a lot of information in
the manual," says Berthelot. " It's
helpful to present it in creative
ways."
Throughout the training, RAs do
team-building and trust exercises.
" We have 52 RAs on campus.
They need to depend on each
other. This is a key support
system," says Vercauteren. "We do
lots of group dynamics and icebreaker games that bond the staff."
This year, the overnight portion
of the training was in the Santa
Cruz mountains. " It was incredi-

FALL 1990

ble how the staff came together.
We became good friend s," says
Berthelot.
In addition to relying on each
other, many RAs also rely on fulltime resident directors (RDs) who
relieve some of the burdens that
once were the sole domain of the
RA. Like Vercauteren, the RDs
have master's degrees in counseling or higher education administration. " They are really like
another faculty member," says
Berthelot.
Those halls that do not have full time RDs have graduate students.
" The University would like eventually to see full-time RDs in all

Swig Hall's Jon Berthelot is one of 52 RAs on duty this fall on campus
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continued from page 5

get bombed .) Thus, as Mason
puts it , "Drinking is the drug of
choice."
Although being an RA is "a
hard job," Mason says, upon
reflection , that "overall it was a
good experience. Otherwise, I
wouldn't have done it for two
years."
He says the challenges he
faced helped him become more
effective in resolving interpersonal conflicts, in " working
with people." Moreover, he
recalls, "between the staff and
the guys on my floor, I made a
lot of new friends, met a lot of
really good people."
Like most RAs, Mason was
involved in extracurricular activities, though not stretching
himself so thin as to hurt himself scholastically. On the contrary, he notes, " Because I had
to budget my time, my GPA
actually improved ."
If Mason has any regrets, it's
that the totality of his commitments robbed him of much
chance to date. " They say it's a
20-hour-a-week job, but it's
really around the clock. You 're
always an RA , even when officially off-duty."
Another June graduate ,
David Barone, seconds Mason's
sentiments about life as an RA.
Although blessed with a "great
floor" of freshmen in Campisi
Hall , Barone agrees that having
to play the dual role of " part
policeman, part counselor" can
prove "very difficult."
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RAs in training: Mary Carlson, Scranton, Pa. ; Sean -w.itsh, Sacramento; Lorraine Hynes, Albuquerque, N.M.; Stephanie Marandas, Lake Oswego, Ore.

perience as "posi tive ," notwithstanding the "frustrations"
of having to deal with "constant
noise" and "a lot of strong personalities."
She says she chose " not to be
too picky" as a rule-enforcer,

"They say it's a 20-hour-a-week
job, but it's really around the
clock.'' -former RA Matt Mason '90
Linda Scott, a 1990 psychology graduate, was RA to 34
freshman women in Graham
Hall.
She applied for the job, she
says, because she wanted to live
on campus and enjoys "working
with youth." She rates the ex6
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but to "s top the things "
declared verboten.
The biggest bugbear she experienced as an RA was a " lack
of everyday courtesy and consideration." In most cases, such
thoughtl ess ness-s uch as
blithely blow-drying one's hair

at 6 a.m. while one's roommate
was attempting to sleepstemmed not from meanness
but rather from " not being accustomed to living with others."
Scott says she found herself
devoting more time than she
had expected to "answering trivial questions" and dealing with
"everyday problems-the minutiae of playing 'mother' " to
34 young women, a lot of whom
were "j ust plain spoiled."
For all the hassles and hair
dryers, Scott pronounces being
an RA "a great experience. I
wouldn't [have given] it up for
anything. Mainly, it was fun . I
made a lot of close friends , and
it put me in better touch with
the campus community."
Scott is the third sibling to attend SCU. Brother Rick '88 is
pursuing advanced studies in

mathematics at MIT, and sister
Nancy is an SCU junior.
Alaina Sayers, a 1990 English
graduate, agrees with the other
RAs that alcohol abuse is the
principal and proximate cause
of most problems she had to
deal with as a senior RA in
Swig Hall .
During her four years on
campus, however, Sayers says
she observed a marked decrease
in drinking-related problems.
" People are acting more
responsibly," she says.
Most students do act responsibly, she adds, noting that "it's
only a small handful who cause
repeated trouble. It's always the
same offenders."
On the whole, says Sayers ,
being an RA ranks as "one of
the best experiences" at Santa
Clara. She especially enjoyed
her role as counselor and
confidante.
"I did a lot of one-to-one
counseling," she recalls. " People would seek you out to talk
to you. I knew all of the faces
in Dunne and Swig. That's rewarding."
So rewarding, in fact , that
largely as a result of her RA
experience, Sayers plans to go
into student personnel work ,
preferably at the college level ,
once she has completed advanced studies.
Vercauteren knows first-hand
that the RA program has come
a long way in recent years ,
evolving from the role of enforcer to that of role model and
counselor-mentor.
It's a far cry from the 1960s,
when the rules governing
women's behavior-n ot the
men 's- ran one-and-a-half
typewritten pages. Today, the
rules of residence hall and campus conduct are few indeed .
Do today's students act more
maturely becau se there are
fewer rules, or are there fewer
rules because the students act
more maturely? It's probably a
little of both ; in any case, the
RA program - like Santa Clara
itself-seems to have come of
age. -Thomas F. Black
■
FALL 1990
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Making Catala Click
SCU's venerable women's club plugs its new image
"We can' t have just young
members because they aren't
steeped in club traditions. The
younger members benefit from
the guidance of the members
who have been in the club
longer."

C

atala Club has come a
long way since the 1930s
when it was a small support
group of Santa Clara women faculty wives, mothers of
students, and other friends who met in a tower room of
Nobili Hall to sew on buttons
and darn socks for the Jesuits.
Now celebrating its 60th year,
the 350-member club still accepts all women interested in
Santa Clara, but now includes
students, alumnae, alumni
wives, and female staff members. Over the years, the club
has developed into a service
organization and has raised
$450,000 for student scholarships.
This past May, the club emphasized its plan to meet the
needs ofa "contemporary University community" by installing Abby Dorsa Sobrato '83 as
its youngest-ever president.
Although Sobrato continues
some of the traditions begun by
the club's first president, the
late Mrs. George L. Sullivan
(wife of SCU's first engineering
dean), she is also eager to infuse the club with new blood.
"Our main problem is that
women don't know about Catala . Many [have told us] they
don't belong because nobody
asked them; so we're asking
them now." During her presidency, Sobrato would like to see
an increase in membership,
particularly among recent graduates , stude nts , and their
mothers.
"We've tried to organize our
events so that students, working
women, and mothers can be
more involved," said Sobrato,
who with her husband , John
Michael '83, has two children,
John, 2 ½, and Jeff, 1.
Pauline Mieuli, club president from 1959 to 1961, agrees
that new members "keep the
club young." But Mieuli also
emphasizes the club's need for
a balanced membership.
F'ALL 1990
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from Mieuli and others, "the
best part about being active in
Catala is being a part of Santa
Clara .
"The club keeps you involved
with the University. The University gives [us] so much, it
feels good to give a little back.
With 55 percent of students receiving financial aid today, one
of our goals is to raise more
scholarship dollars."
"We're not one of the University 's largest scholarship
donors, but for a group of

In addition to raising scholarship funds, members also serve
the University through various
volunteer activities: working as
docents at de Saisset Museum
and participating in the docent
gallery, and volunteering at
Cowell Health Center to visit
ailing students.
Catala also works with Student Development to find housing and transportation and to
promote friendships among
students, especially with
foreign students.

"Many [have told us] they don't
belong because nobody asked
them, so we' re asking them now.''
-Abby Sobrato '83

Sobrato: a long way from sewing
buttons and darning Jesuits' socks

It is this balance of young and
old that gives Catala its special
appeal, according to Mieuli,
self-described Catala Club historian . Members have the satisfaction of helping the University
community, and the opportunity
to learn about one of the oldest
campus clubs.
Catala was established by
Father James Lyons, S.J. , in
1930, 100 years after the death
of "The Holy Man of Santa
Clara," Father Magin Catala,
OFM , for whom the club is
named . A Spanish priest ,
Father Catala worked 36 years
in Santa Clara, primarily with
the Indians. He died in 1830,
and his body was interred at
Santa Clara. A plaque documenting his history can be
found at a side altar in Mission
Santa Clara.
Although Sobrato says members enjoy getting first-hand
historical knowledge of the club

women who' ve been around
awhile, our totals are not bad,"
says Mieuli , who has been a
club member since 1957.
The club raises funds through
various events - boutiques,
theater parties, monthly business meeting-luncheons featuring informative programs and
entertainment, and its annual
fashion show and luncheon .
"Santa Clara students model
and help with the fashion
show," says Sobrato, explaining
that this is one way the club attracts students.
A club member since 1987,
Sobrato says she has " known
about the club forever" because
her mother, Mary Alice Dorsa,
has been a member since
Abby's two brothers, Tony Dorsa '70 and Keith Dorsa '78, attended the University.
Abby Sobrato was introduced
to Catala as an undergraduate
modeling in a fashion show. She
became a sorority liaison to
stimulate more sorority interest
in the fashion shows, and has
stepped up her participation
ever since.

" Catala members provide
services to anyone at the
University who approaches the
club," says Father Norman
Martin, S.J., the club's mentor
and chaplain.
"The new club pin [in the
form of a triangle] represents
the club's three purposes: loyalty to the University, service to
the University, and knowledge
of the University," says Martin.
Mieuli , whose late husband ,
Jack '37, was a classmate of
Father Martin, believes that
" there is great satisfaction in
knowing we are helping others
complete their education,
especially those who would not
have had the opportunity
without our help."
Catala meets the third
Wednesday of each month during the school year, and holds
evening meetings for those
unable to attend during the day.
If you are interested in more
information, call membership
chairwoman Janet Avila at (415)
797-1592. "Through this article,
we are asking you to join," she
says. -Maureen Mclnaney ■
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Pastoral Ministries
Developing responsible adult Christians for service

W

hen the graduate program in religious studies
changed its name last spring, it
was just one indication the program was growing up . The
name that had served it for seven years-Catechetics, P-astoral Liturgy and Spiritualitywas restrictive, according to its
founding director Anne Marie
Mongoven, O.P.
"Ou r new name, Pastoral
Ministries, enables us to continue to grow and expand," she
said.
Much of the expansion is
geared toward preparing lay
women and men to share in
ministries formerly performed
only by priests.
"This is a very important
time to be involved in ministry
in the Church," said Rita Claire
Dorner, O.P., who became the
program's director in June when
Mongoven stepped down to
concentrate on teaching and
writing.
"I do not want to look at it in

~
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Dorner: a very important time to be involved in ministry in the Church

The program, which began in
1983 with 39 part-time students,
offers Master of Arts degrees in
catechetics, pastoral liturgy, and
spirituality. This fall, it began
offering courses toward an

foundation is not required in
other graduate programs. That's
probably why we get students
from around the world."
Students come from Hong
Kong, the Philippines, Austra-

members of their churches.
Their median age is 43; 80 percent are women , many of whom
raised their families previously.
Since the first graduation in
1986, 61 people have earned
master's degrees and another 20
are expected to graduate in
1991.
"Presently, there is no other
university west of Minnesota
that offers a graduate degree in
pastoral liturgy or liturgical
music," Dorner said.
The program is unique because it requires a course in
ministry for peace and justice.
"Ours is the only program that
has this focus in course requirements ," says Privett.
"Ministry is about justice.
Faith expresses itself through
justice."
"One indication of the program's significance is where the
graduates end up," said New
Testament scholar and faculty
member Joseph Grassi.
"Our graduates are teachers

"We are really doing what we
should have been doing all
along." -Father Steve Privett, SJ.
the negative terms of the priest
shortage; I look at the explosion
of church ministries as a positive contribution to Christian
life.
" People are coming to ministry today not so much as a
personal call from God, but as
an opportunity to serve the
Church by serving the people
of God."
"We are really doing what we
should have been doing all
along, developing responsible
adult Christians . . . who can
share their gifts with the community," says Father Steve
Privett, S.J. , a faculty member
in the program.
8
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M .A . in liturgical music.
Dorner's education and experience as a musical director
and liturgical scholar have been
vital to the development of the
new degree.
The six core courses required
for graduation in any emphasis
area make the program distinctive nationwide, according to
former director Mongoven.
" Our core courses develop a
solid theological basis," she
said. "We integrate catechetics
and liturgy, based on a theological foundation of Christology,
ecclesiology, fundamental theology, and sacred scripture.
This scholarly, theological

Privett: the only program to offer ministry in peace and justice course

lia, England, Ireland, Italy,
China, and Canada. Although
most students are Catholic,
other Christian faiths are represented, including a priest of the
Armenian Church. Eighty percent of the students are lay

of religion and directors of campus ministry at Catholic high
schools, directors of religious
education, liturgy coordinators
in parishes, and ministers."
Many graduates serve in the
Diocese of San Jose ; others
FALL 1990
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serve in the dioceses of Santa
Cruz , Oakland, Sacramento,
Los Angeles, San Francisco,
Santa Barbara, Santa Rosa, and
San Bernardino and in other
states and countries- Hawaii,
Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky,
Maryland, Oregon, Utah,
Australia, England, and Italy.
Mongoven, regarded as one
of the nation's outstanding
leaders in religious education,
said, "The students in our program are a paradise to teach.
They ' re older. They're very
bright . Many of them have
master's or doctorates in other

Michael Moynahan, S.J. ,
teaches a class on the Eucharist,
and James Reites, S.J., teaches
Western Christian Spirituality.
"We're the only program I
know of with three professors
with graduate training in
catechetics," says Privett.
"Most core faculty are theologians. Our full-time professors
-Rita, Anne Marie, and
myself-offer a real plus to our
students because we have expertise in catechetics and we are
teaching catechetics."
Noting the "unique vision"
Mongoven brought to the Pas-

fields.
"Coming from various
church backgrounds, they bring
a wealth of questions into the
classroom. I think we have an
extraordinary student body."
Students are taught by an
outstanding faculty, according
to Domer, who is a specialist in
liturgy. Mongoven and Privett
specialize in catechetics; Francis Smith, S.J., in Christology
and fundamental theology;
Fred Parrella, in ecclesiology;
Joseph Grassi in biblical
studies; Marie-Eloise Rosenblatt, RSM, in spirituality.

Our Man in Manhattan

toral Ministries program,
Dorner is determined to
strengthen and keep its central
focus. She is presently visiting
liturgical directors to make
them aware of how liturgical
music and other programs can
serve them.
Raising scholarship money is
also a priority because "it is
hard to finance this quality of
education on ministry salaries,"
said Domer.
-Maureen Mclnaney
■
Sunny Merik contributed to this
story.

~

Father Jim Torrens accepts America post 6

0

ne of Santa Clara's bestloved Jesuits left the
University last summer to
become an associate editor of
America , a weekly magazine
published by the Jesuits.
Father James S. (Jim) Torrens , poet , world traveler,
English teacher, and campus
minister, had been a part of the
Santa Clara community for
more than 20 years.
For a quiet man who spent
most of his time teaching ("and
correcting and re-correcting
student essays"), writing
poetry, and counseling, a move
across the country to live and
work in the bustle of New York
City is a dramatic change.
"Yes, it is," said Torrens. ''I'll
be moving from this peaceful,
suburban campus to a rather
fast-paced urban experience.
"But it was time for a change.
I was going to make a change;
I just didn't know in what direction . I had contributed occasional articles and essays to
America. And when my department chair asked me about my
plans for next year, I picked up
the phone and called the editor
of America.
" I asked about his staffing
and his plans, and he said, 'We
just lost two people and I was
about to call your provincial to
FALL 1990

see if he could spare someone."'
Torrens laughed softly. "So,
in about two minutes his search
was over, and my change of
direction was decided."
A native San Franciscan,
Torrens joined the English
Department faculty in 1970,
although he previously had
taught several summer sessions
here. From 1968 to 1969, he
taught in the English Department at Tuskegee Institute in
Alabama, and from 1977 to
1981, he was rector of the Jesuit
community at USE
Torrens graduated from Gonzaga University and College
Saint-Albert in Louvain, Belgium, and received a Ph.D. in
English at the University of
Michigan.
For more than 13 of his years
at Santa Clara, he lived in a
campus residence hall. "I came
to realize that the other people
living in the dorms were still
only 18 years old, and I was way
down the road from them." He
moved back to Nobili Hall two
years ago.
He developed his expertise in
Central America from trips he
made south of the border. The
first, in 1976, was to Mexico
City where he participated in a
Jesuit-run program, Horizons
for Justice, designed to help

Torrens may not need his famous sun-shielding hat in the Big Apple

North American Jesuits understand social change, the plight
of the poor, and other justice
issues.
"I lived for two weeks with
people who were struggling just
to live," he said. "It made me
realize why people come to the
States in such droves.
"I've made seven trips to
South and Central American
nations and probably spent a
year's worth of time down there
altogether," he recalled. "I'm
interested in the area because
it's the Americas, and we're all
interconnected. And so many
Jesuits there are engaged in
social change and in the challenge of education, to say
nothing of church renewal."

Torrens joined the Campus
Ministry staff in 1986 while he
continued to teach one class
each quarter in the English
Department. As a campus minister, he planned and conducted
programs especially for staff,
including weekly Bible study,
retreats, and forums, and was
always there to provide support
and counseling for staff members and their families.
When he left the campus in
August, Torrens said , almost
wistfully, he was leaving home.
' Tm going to miss the community here. But going to
America is a dream. I'd love to
be able to help develop a
periodical that people can't put
down." -Sunny Merik
■
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SCU's Go-to Guy
New focus and work habits may pay off this year for Ron Reis

R

on Reis had an appointment for lunch recently.
He arrived at the restaurant at
12 :15, locked his bicycle, and
exchanged greetings with a couple of his Santa Clara classmates before placing his order.
As he strode through the restaurant, all eyes followed him .
That happens a lot when you
are nearly 7'2" tall and weigh
around 280 pounds.
Although this is Ron's third
year at Santa Clara, he knew the
University long before his
freshman year. He started coming to SCU's coaching camps
when he reached his teens. That
familiarity with the school and
its staff was a selling point when
SCU basketball coaches Carroll
Williams and Dick Davey recruited Ron from Monta Vista
High School in Cupertino.
" I knew that if I wanted to
improve as a player, move to the
professional level , and reach my
full potential , I would have to
work extremely hard . I felt
Coach Williams and Coach
Davey were the people who
could get me to that point. It
came down to Oregon State,
UCLA, Pepperdine, and Santa
Clara. I know I made the right
choice," says Reis.
Although Reis may sound
like any other college studentathlete, he is not typical. He is
bright and perceptive, and likes
to catch people off guard with
his quirky sense of humor: To
a reporter last winter who noted
Ron was wearing a baseball umpire's cap, Reis replied: " Yeah,
I call 'em like I see 'em, and
you're ugly! "
He and Davey, who works
with SCU 's centers and forwards, have always maintained
a close, but informal relationship. In his first interview at
Santa Clara , Ron told Chuck
Hildebrand of the Peninsula
Times-Tribune: "Coach Davey
keeps telling me I'm the worst
10
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player he's ever seen. I keep
thinking if I'm the worst player
around , then what does that ~~
6
make him as a recruiter?"
Another exchange with
Davey came during Ron's freshman year in 1989 when he expressed a de si re to join the
World Wrestling Federation at
some time in his future. During
a low point in his sophomore
season (last year), he was again
asked about entering the square
ring. "I don't know," he said ,
" but after last week's game,
Coach Davey sai d I should
think about it."
Ron was also asked last year
why his grade point average had
improved significantly. With
typical honesty he said, " I'm
going to class."
There is rarely a day when
his sense of humor or amazing
candor doe sn' t surface ; but
make no mi stake , this is a
serious, dedicated individual.
He weighed nearly 320 pounds
when he signed an NCAA letter of intent to attend Santa
Clara in November 1987.
Although he dominated the
local high school basketball
scene, his first year at SCU was Nearly 7'2", Reis says he was taught that " being big was great"
not the stuff from which
legends are made. He scored against San Diego on January 6; killed . I realized I was going to
just over two points per game he followed that on January 11
have to make a choice. I could
and averaged about three re- with a brilliant 30-point, go through the motions enough
bounds. "They 'd put me in as a IO-rebound , four-assist effort to keep my scholarship, or I
bruiser to protect a few guys. against the Lions. For the could go full out and become a
But I wanted to be known more season, he averaged over 12 player. I love basketball, always
points and 7 rebounds per game have; so the choice was easy. I
as a player than an enforcer."
When practice began last and shot 62 percent from the got after it; I think it's paid off.
season, he had trimmed down floor, a remarkable turnaround .
" My goal is to be like Roy
to 270 pounds and had started to USF coach Jim Brovelli said:
Hobbs in The Natural . When I
show signs of agility and quick- "A year ago, he couldn't do walk down the street, I want
ness he had not displayed pre- anything ; now he's their [Santa people to say, 'There goes Ron
viously. In the first 10 games of Clara's] go-to guy."
Reis, the best there is, and the
the season, he struggled. Then
Ron says the reason for his best there ever was!' Obviousin late December, he began to improvement actually occurred ly, that's dreaming; but you've
succeed. His official coming- the summer between his fresh- got to think like that or you
out came in successive West man and sophomore years. "I won't succeed ."
Coast Conference games was working in a warehouse
Size runs in the Reis family.
against San Diego and Loyola and not getting home till about His father, also Ron , is 6'11"
Marymount. He had 21 points, 4 a.m. When I played in pick- and played four years at Cincin10 rebounds, and four assists up games, I was just getting nati . His younger brother, Clay,
FALL 1990
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6'8 " and 250 pounds , is a
freshman tight end on Washington State's football team.
Ron says he was taught that
"being big was great. Whenever I would grow, it was a
positive." At age 12 , he was
6'6" and weighed nearly 220
pounds and co ntinued from
there . Yet his demeanor has
always been one of complete
comfort with himself - no easy
task with his stature.
"It's funny but last year or so
is the first time in my life my
body has stayed basically the

same. I'm just now getting used
to that and fi nding out what I
can do with it," says Reis.
His desire to play in the NBA
some day burns brightly. "I attended Pete Newell 's camp
(strictly for big men) this summer. Pete's son told me he
thought I could play ball in
Europe after I graduated . No
way! I'm going to play in the
NBA even if I have to knock
down the doo rs to get in ."
What do his coaches think?
"He's made amazing strides,"
says Williams. "His first year

here he couldn't score, had no
moves inside, and no quickness.
Last year, he became a fo rce in
some areas. Now he has to take
his game to the next level . But
I think he has th at chance."
Davey likes his work habits.
" He spent more time worki ng
on his game than anyone except
Ku rt Rambis si nce I've been
here."
Reis isn't afraid to criticize
his coaches . Hi s thoughts on
Will iams: " He's the ma n, a
straight shooter, and a basketball genius. But I keep wonder-

ing how he, being a San Jose
State grad, could marry a Stanford girl [Ca rro ll 's w ife,
Susan] . It's kind of like Bill y
Joel marrying Ch ristie Brinkley." Davey, he says, reminds
him of Curly fro m the Three
Stooges. "They have identical
hai r styles. But he is intense,
and that helps me. He won't let
me ease up and I need that."

- Mike McNulty

■

Mike McNulty is a free-lance writer
and radio-television producer in
San Francisco.

Women's Sports
Colby began the women s program in 1963 with a $100 budget

I

i

n 1963, Marygrace Colby, a
Sacramento high school .s
teacher, was given the challenge Ci
to develop a women's " recreation" program at Santa Clara .
With two broken tennis racquets, a $100 budget, and limited-very limited-facilities,
Colby began building what is
now the women's intercollegiate
athletic program.
The program today includes
nine intercollegiate teams with
seven full-time and four parttime coaches, and a budget in She coached all the early teams
excess of $500,000.
"I was just trying to get a years at SCU.
sports and recreation program
Head men's basketball coach
off the ground in the begin- Carroll Williams has seen the
ning," said Colby. " I don't think progress of the women's athletic
they (administration) even knew program from its birth; he arwhat they wanted."
rived the same year as Colby.
When Colby arrived on cam" Marygrace has worked
pus, coeducation at Santa Clara hard ," said Williams . " She
had been in effect only two stood for women's athletics and
years , so women were still a women's rights. She is part of
rarity. While the administration the improvement of the womwas figuri ng out "what to do"
en's (athletic) program (at Sanwith her, Colby began teaching ta Clara) ."
tennis , golf, a nd lifesaving
Colby served 23 years as the
classes. Soon afterward , she director of women's athletics
organized SCU's first women's
until Tom O'Connor combined
men's and women's athletics
basketball and volleyball teams.
Because Santa Clara did not when he became the athletic
hire its first full -ti me head director in 1986, succeeding the
coaches until 1978, Colby late Pat Malley.
coached volleyball , basketball ,
Colby became assistant athleand tennis during her early tic director and today handles
FALL 1990

eligibil ity, fi nancial aid, and admissions fo r all student athletes.
With the reorganization of the
department , Colby's responsibilities c hanged . She wor ks
with a computer that gives her
access to all student athletes'
grades. On her desk, surrounded by photos of her two cats,
Patches and Puffe r, are countless binders and handbooks on

spends Saturdays working fo r
Pet Rescuers, a group that helps
fi nd suitabl e homes for stray
dogs and cats.
Reflecting back, Colby said ,
" I'm proud of the program we
developed at SCU. It has come
a long way from when it used to
be recreation."
Colby's commitment to Santa
Clara and its students has re-

" Marygrace has worked hard. She
stood for women's athletics and
. hts." -Coach Carroll Will iams
WO men' S ng
the thousands of National Collegiate Athletic Assoc iatio n
rules she must know. O n the
wall s are pictu res traci ng the
27-yea r his to ry of wo me n's
athletics at the University.
Colby's service, which has
earned her a number of awards
both locally and nationally, extends beyond her work at SCU.
Besides many years of service
to o rgani zatio ns such as the
American Red Cross and Camp
Fire Inc., she devotes a lot of
ti me to the protection and care
of a n ima ls. C ur ren tl y, she

mai ned strong even in ti mes of
turmoil, such as the 1988 Title
IX investigation.
Com me nt ing on he r longterm at SCU, Colby said : " I
guess I'd say I'm really committed to athletics. I just want to see
the best (athletic) program provided whether its for women or

men ." - Cynthia Stinson

■

Stinson is a senior communication
major from Sacramento. This anicle appeared last spring in T he
Santa Clara student newspaper.
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The Pope has allowed the ordination of nearly 50
married Episcopal priests since 1980. Some see this
as a sign of hope for a married priesthood. For
others, it is the crumbling of an older order

E

Priests & Marriage

arlier this year when Catholics at
St. Augustine's Parish in Pleasanton
found they were getting a new
priest , they were excited at the prospect.
BY JULIE SLY '82
Unlike the "old days," said one parishioner,
priests are hard to come by.
j
But when they learned Father David Staal .i
'77 was a former Episcopal priest with a ]
wife, a daughter, and another child on the u
way, they knew something unusual was happening. They were getting a "father" in
more ways than one. He would be juggling
his pastoral roles-making sick calls,
preaching sermons, baptizing children,
hearing confessions, and the like-with the
responsibilities of being a husband and
father.
The 35-year-old priest was ordained in
February by Bishop John S. Cummins of
the Diocese of Oakland under a littleknown provision of church law allowing
former Episcopal priests to join the
Catholic priesthood . Staal , a convert to
Catholicism almost seven years ago, traded
his job as a software engineer at a Sunnyvale firm for full-time work as a Catholic
priest, joining the ranks of nearly 50 such
U.S. priests in active ministry.
Although the Catholic Church forbids its
priests to marry, Pope John Paul II approved
a special pastoral provision in June 1980
allowing the ordination, on a case-by-case
basis, of married Episcopal priests who left
the Anglican communion to join the Roman
Church. The Vatican's Congregation for the
Doctrine of the Faith, however, stressed in
the provision that the Church's requirement
of priestly celibacy was not being dropped.
The Pope's action has been considered
controversial by some Catholics because if
a celibate priest ordained in the Church
chooses to leave and marry, he is barred
from his priestly duties . Priests in the
United States have been leaving the Church
by the thousands in the past three decades,
mainly because of dissatisfaction with
celibacy. Most observers also attribute the
drastic decline in seminarians to the
Church's prohibition against marriage. All
the while, the U.S. Catholic population has Father David Staal '77 and his wife of U years, Anne, have two daughters, Meghan and Allison
12
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been increasing. A growing number of married priests, in a plea for change voiced
since Vatican Council II , but heightened in
recent months, say the Church can answer
its urgent need for priests by re-opening the
door to them.
Controversy also ha s surrounded
Episcopal priests who have switched to
Catholicism because many left for
"political reasons." Many were upset when
the Episcopal Church approved the ordination of women in 1976; and this provided
an opportunity, if not a motive, to shift
allegiance to the Catholic Church. Others
left because of "disturbing changes" such
as revisions in the Anglican Book of Common Prayer or the Episcopal Church's
relatively liberalized stances on birth control, divorce and remarriage, abortion , and
homosexuality.
In an interview at St. Augustine's rectory
four months after assuming his duties as an
associate pastor-and with the fleeting attention of the media gone-the soft-spoken
Staal says his decision to become a Catholic
priest was purely a matter of personal faith
that had nothing to do with church politics.
He describes hi s "search for spiritual
truth" -from his baptism in the Dutch
Christian Reformed Church to ordination
as a Catholic priest-as "a very lengthy

not in good conscience represent the
teachings and beliefs of that faith, and
because I felt deeply that the Catholic
Church was where I belonged ."
Born in Long Beach and raised primarily in the South Bay, where hi s father was
a software engineer, Staal entered Santa
Clara as a pre-med major. But the Jesuit influence eventually "put me on the road to
Catholicism ," he says. He ea rned a
bachelor's degree in religious studies in
1977 (and an MBA in June 1990) . Jesuit
Father Jim Reites of the Religious Studies
Department was "a major influence ,
because of his willingness to explore the
meaning of faith in an intellectual way and
because he urged me to wre stle with
Protestant-Catholic issues."
After his undergraduate studies, Staal
became an Episcopalian and responded to
the call to ministry he had felt from the time
he was a youngster. He entered Princeton
Theological Seminary and, after two years
there, finished his master of divinity degree
at General Theological Seminary in New
York City. He then moved to El Cerrito
where he completed a master of theology
deg ree at Berkeley's Jesuit School of
Theology.
In 1981, he was ordained at St. John's
Episcopal Church in Stockton, where he

A growing number of married priests, in
a plea for change voiced since Vatican II,
say the Ch urch can answer its need
for priests by opening the door to them.

process. It was no ' road to Damascus' experience like I was being struck by lightning. . . . It was a matter of faith alone.
"As far as I'm concerned, if the Pope
wants to ordain women or allow married
priests or whatever, that's fine . I submit to
the judgment of the Church, wherever they
feel God has led it," he says. " But these
things were not issues for me. I left the
Episcopal Church because I decided I could
FA LL 1990

served until September 1983, before he converted to Catholicism. He was confirmed
as a Catholic in December 1983 at St.
Lucy's Parish in Campbell . In subsequent
years, he was an active parishioner there,
serving as lector, eucharistic minister, and
coordinator of children's religious
education.
" No single event prompted my conversion ," Staal explains. " I just got to a point

where not all expressions of faith are equal
or of equal value. One, the Catholic expression of faith, stood up among the rest. The
differences were something that came to me
over time, and I never just accepted what
was handed to me.
"I left [the Episcopal Church] fully, without any hope of being able to fulfill my
[priestly] vocation in the sense that I'd
known it," he adds . "I gave it up out of
sheer faith and out of the conviction that I
couldn't be anythi ng but a Catholic. I simply asked the Chu rch to give me due consideration, but whether they approved it or
not was totally up to them . If they decided
to re-extend my vocation to the priesthood ,
that was fine. If they didn't, I'd live with
that too."
Sometimes dur ing the complex and
lengthy procedu re to become a Catholic
priest, he thought, "Maybe God wasn't
calling me to be a priest, but simply calling me to be a Catholic." He recalls, " My
dossier sat in Rome for almost three years,
so when I found out it was a big shock."
But the Catholic priesthood, Staal believes,
is " where I was intended to be since the
beginning."
Staal and his wife of 12 years, Anne, have
a 3-year-old daughter, Meghan , and a
newborn , Allison, whom he baptized in
April. His wife, a "cradle" Catholic and a
registered nurse, is very supportive of his
vocation and "knows she can be as involved
in the parish as she wants," he says. Prior
to his ordination, they moved from San Jose
to Pleasanton , where they bought a home
close to St. Augustine's. H is salary is
similar to a lay church worker's wages, plus
a special food and housing all owance
because of his private living situation.
A priest's mi nistry is no more timeconsuming "than anyone else's demanding
job or lifestyle," Staal contends. "There are
countless people in my parish who are doing a 'balancing act' between profession and
family, approaching their job emotionally
in the same way I approach my vocation."
Parishioners at St. Augustine's, which
serves 3,900 Catholic families in a fas tgrowing East Bay suburb, have greatly supported Staal's ministry, according to Father
Daniel Danielso n , th e pas to r. St.
Augustine's " is liberal enough- and financially able to support him. In this day, people will take good mi nistry howeve r it
comes, and David is a very good minister.
SANTA CLARA MAGAZINE
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He very much wants to be a normal priest,
and his being married has not made any real
difference. We haven't had any difficulties."
Danielson , who is also president of the
Diocesan Senate of Priests, notes that there
" has not been a big backlash" to Staal's ordination and that most clergy are "very supportive" of his ministry.
" To expect 200 percent acceptance by
everyone is silly-not even celibate priests
will get that ," Staal observes. " People are
very open and anxious to see how this will
work out-it's sort of like can I walk and
chew gum at the same time? Many people
welcomed the change because of what it
represented -a sign of hope for a married
priesthood. For others, it was the crumbling
of an older order."
Until the Middle Ages , the Catholic
Church allowed its priests- but not its
bishops-to marry. Since then , the Church
has held that celibacy, a church tradition or
discipline rather than a church law, is a sign
that commitment to Christ must sometimes
go beyond all normal human ties. In practical terms, church leaders argue, celibacy
eliminates the competing demands of family life, allowing priests to concentrate on
their pastoral duties.
Pope John Paul II has consistently opposed changing the tradition of celibacy.
Shortly after his election in October 1978,
he called an abrupt halt to all laicizations,
which were granted at an average rate of
about 2,000 a year during the previous pontificate of Pope Paul VI. Although many
married priests have been officially laicized
by the Church , most of those who have applied for laicization since 1978 have not
been and are considered separated from the
Church .
The theology of celibacy is being reexamined " informally" by the practical experience of married priests such as Staal ,
according to Father Theodore Mackin , S.J.,
professor of religious studies at SCU. He
sees "great inconsistency" in the Church's
stance allowing former Episcopal priests to
remain married while barring married
Catholic priests who are formally laicized
from active ministry.
" The Church should reconcile with
priests who left and married , simply
because the Eucharist is the heart of our
faith," he says. " There are many places
across our country where people can't have
the Eucharist regularly because of the priest
14
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shortage. What we have is a conflict in
values- Do we place more value on preserving the law of celibacy or on having the
Eucharist?"
Father James Woolever, professor of
religious studies at Niagara University in
New York and visiting professor in Christianity and ethics at SCU from 1987-1989,
says the critical issue the Church must address is "How essential is celibacy to the
ministry of priesthood? Does it help
pastorally? Most clergy and laity see the
law on celibacy has to be changed- not
overnight, but viewed as an adult problem
to be faced in the 1990s by Catholics in the
pews."
Many studies confirm that a majority of
U.S . clergy and laity favor a change in
church discipline to allow married priests.
A New York Times/CBS poll taken during
Pope John Paul II's visit in September 1987
showed that 55 percent of parish priests
surveyed favored allowing priests to marry
while 35 percent were opposed . The same
poll showed 59 percent of lay Catholics in

and that should be affirmed . But I al so
think when men and women make a choice
to be married, that should be honored , and
they should not be excluded from ministries
in the Church. I see a value in both celibacy
and marriage-they shouldn 't be pitted
against each other."
The pastoral provision under which Staal
was ordained has elicited reaction from
clergy who have obeyed church rules, as
well as from priests who have married and
are no longer officially recognized by the
Church . Sociologist Joseph H . Fichter,
S.J., of Loyola University in New Orleans,
in a recently published book, The Pastoral
Provisions: Married Catholic Priests, contends there is widespread hostility or
discontent over the pastoral provision
among celibate Catholic priests.
Fichter also writes: "Time and time again
we are assured that the acceptance of married men to the Catholic priesthood has
nothing to do with celibacy, yet the most obvious novelty of the pastoral provisions is
that they dispense with the vow of celibacy

''There is great value to celibacy for someone
like myself. . . But I see a value in both celibacy
and marriage-they shouldn't be pitted
. each Oth er. " -Marianist Father Rodney DeMartini '8"7
against

favor of letting priests marry with 34 percent opposed.
Marianist Father Rodney DeMartini ''ifl,
a master's graduate in counseli ng
psychology who is director of AIDS education for the Archdiocese of San Francisco,
believes celibacy should be optional for
parish priests. "Because marriage is not an
option, people opt out of the priesthood,"
he says. "At a basic level we have to reexamine the Church's thinking, theologically and pastorally, that has equated
priesthood only with celibacy.
"There is a great value to celibacy for
someone like myself in a religious order,

for this special category of clergy. . .. It
requires little imagination to understand the
frustration of thousands of American
priests who had obtained formal dispensation from the Holy See and had entered the
state of holy matrimony. They are told by
ecclesiastical authority that 'this is different,' but the evidence before them is that
married priests are now serving the
Church."
Some former Catholic, now-married
priests belong to the Corps of Reserve
Priests United for Service (CORPUS), the
national association for a mar ried
priesthood . They argue that their exclusion
F'A LL 1990

priest, and 51 had priestless Sunday services. About 56 other dioceses said they
would have priestless Sunday services in the
next 5 to 10 years.
A retreat-style meeting of the nation's
bishops in June on the Santa Clara campus
provided the opportunity for about 150
CORPUS members to conduct a prayer service and then meet for the first time since
1978 with four representatives of the hierarchy to discuss their concerns. CORPUS
members expressed the hope that their request for a married priesthood would eventually be considered by the Vatican, which
has the sole power to change the status of
priests. The bishops made no promises, but
did agree to take CORPUS's concerns to
their national committees for further
discussion .
Some married priests say they hope their
work for a married priesthood will foster
other substantive changes within the
Church, such as allowing women to be
priests. They also note that few married
priests could afford to return to full-time
ministry, but could offer their church training and pastoral experience to parishes.
Tom McMahon of San Jose, who resigned after serving as a priest for 26
years-some of those as a married man
with two children-has continued to
minister to a small ecumenical group that
includes Catholics who call themselves the
Community of Jesus Our Brother.
Vatican II "showed us that the main task
Sacramento Bishop Francis Quinn is willing to say he would like to see married priests return.

from the active priesthood, combined with
fewer priestly vocations, will needlessly
limit Catholics' access to the Eucharist.
CORPUS has about 10,000 members : Half
are former priests who have married; the
other half are active clergy and lay people.
CORPUS backs its plea for the Church
to change its laws and allow married priests
to serve again with some troubling
statistics : 18,000 priests nationwide have
resigned to marry in the past 20 years; internationally, 100,000 priests have left in the
past 25 years; the number of men studying
to be priests in the United States has declined from 48,000 to 9,000 in the past two
decades; and since 1965, the number of
U.S. Catholics has grown from 45 to about
57 million.
The group also points to studies showing
FALL 1990

New York's Cardinal. O'Connor told the press
"it would be foolish to see celibacy as
a discipline that could never change."

that some 1,000 to 2,000 parishes in the
country have closed for lack of priests, and
the average age of American priests today
is over 51 and climbing. A study by the U.S.
Bishops' Committee on the Liturgy confirms that 70 dioceses in 1987 had parishes
administered by someone other than a

of priesthood was to form a community,"
McMahon says. "But how can priests do
this when they live alone and have no community? Many Catholics are beginning to
see that the Church is a gathering of people in the spirit of Jesus that should invade
the rest of the world. A return to married
SANTA CLARA MAGAZINE
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clergy would help us all to understand what
Jesus' community is all about."
The small-group phenomenon is embraced by the Federation of Christian
Ministries, a nationwide network of small
spiritual communities in which both men
and women have priestly powers. "We've
stopped waiting for permission; we've just
gone ahead and done it," says Anthony
Soto, former pastor of Our Lady of Guadalupe Church in San Jose and now a professor of sociology at San Jose State
University.
Soto contends that for men who left the
priesthood because they couldn't accept the
rules of celibacy, the ordination of former
Episcopal priests "can serve as a model, but
it is an obvious contradiction-that priests
in the Catholic Church are not allowed to
marry, but if an Episcopalian converts,
that's all right." He believes the "whole expression of priesthood must be reexamined," extending ordination to both married
men and women.
Even among CORPUS members who
might like to return to the active priesthood,
the issue is bigger, says Don Cordero of Los
Gatos, a Jesuit for 16 years until he left and
married in 1971. Cordero, a father of five
whose family worships with the 10 a.m.
community at Mission Santa Clara, contends: "It's not just incorporating the
resigned priests. The issue is moving ahead
and expanding ministry to all. Most of us
also want to see the parish structure become
less authoritarian."
Staal says he "feels a great deal of compassion and sympathy" for priests who left
to marry. "I felt the same when I left the
Episcopal Church for reasons of faith and
had to give up my vocation," he explains.
"There's a deep pain that comes from lea-

Pope John Paul II conducts ordination of priests (1986) as they lie prone before him in Dhaka

ving. . . . The provision I came in under
was not to throw the door open for a married priesthood, but purely for pastoral
reasons, as an act of mercy and understanding on the part of the Holy Father.... For
the Catholic priests, they knew the consequences when they left. There's nothing
wrong with working for change. I think
what's difficult is realizing that such change
may never materialize in your lifetime."
CORPUS hopes for change with church

''There are no theological barriers
to celibacy, just disciplinary. It will
take a concerted action by US.
bishops-or another country-to
change the rule."-Father Theodore Mackin, S.J.
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approval. The group's president, Anthony
Padovano, would like to see U.S. bishops
join Canadian bishops who have announced
they plan to ask for an end to mandatory
celibacy at the international synod of
bishops meeting in Rome in October.
Padovano, a practicing priest for 15 years
before he left and married 15 years ago, told
the San Jose Mercury News in June that
some U.S. bishops have indicated privately they have no problems with making celibacy optional. Others are at least willing
to talk about it. Publicly they say, " 'Our
hands are tied. This decision can't be made
only by us,"' Padovano says . He also
believes, even with Pope John Paul II ,
things will change; and a married
priesthood will happen in this decade.
Few bishops have been willing to go on
record as saying they would like to see married priests return. One, Bishop Francis A.
Quinn of Sacramento, said, after praying
with the married priests in the Mission
Gardens in June, "As a bishop, I am still
obedient to the Holy Father and the
Church's teaching. But humanly speaking,
FALi . 1990

if I were in the position of many of those
fellows who have married, I would long to
come back and function as a priest. That
is what they have been trained for; that is
what they believed they had a vocation to.
They yielded to a stronger pull in the opposite direction."
Though no one can predict when or if the
change to a married priesthood will take
place, many believe it will depend on how
soon the U. S. bishops and Catholic parishioners demand it, influenced by a crisis they
share in common: more and more Catholics and fewer and fewer priests.
Richard Schoenherr, a sociologist at the
University of Wisconsin who has studied
the American priesthood for more than 20
years, confirmed this gloomy assessment in
July, when he released the results of a sixyear study in 86 dioceses of the trends for
clergy. His report, prepared for the U.S.
bishops' conference, shows that if current
directions are not reversed, by the year
2005 there will be 74 million Catholics and
fewer than 34,000 priests, or one priest for
every 2,200 parishioners. The causes for
the continued decline are fewer and fewer
men are finding the priesthood attractive as

"There is nothing wrong with working for change. I
think what's difficult is realizing that such change
may never materialize in your lifetime."
- Father David Staal '77, former Episcopal priest

it looks like that is the way the Church
should go." Quinn believes the Church
should be willing to study optional celibacy
"to see what's in the best interests of the
people in the long run."
Cardinal John J. O'Connor of New York,
considered one of the nation's most conservative prelates, told the press early this year
at the ordination of an Episcopal convert
that "it would be foolish to see celibacy as
a discipline that could never change." Calling the criticism by former Catholic priests
"understandable," he said, "I'm sure that
FALL 1990

a career, and those who are already ordained are resigning at the alarming rate of
37 percent a year. Death and retirement will
also claim their toll.
U.S. bishops have been appointing lay
people, nuns, and ordained deacons to take
charge of parishes that lack priests. In
November 1989, the bishops approved rites
for Sunday worship that can be led by nonordained parish leaders in priestless congregations. To Schoenherr, a former priest,
such measures are no more than stopgaps.
The chief problem is celibacy, and eventual-

ly the Church "will have to accept the ordination of married men in order to recruit
and retain." Without married priests, "the
Church stands to lose its most important
traditions: the Eucharist, the other
sacraments, and the hierarchical governing
structure."
"I suspect this is an experimental period
we are going through, with the Vatican
allowing the ordination of former Episcopal
priests to see how this will affect parishes,"
contends SCU's Mackin. "There are no
theological barriers to celibacy, just
disciplinary. It will take a concerted action
by the U.S. bishops or those of another
country to change the celibacy rule. An influential conference of bishops needs to lay
siege to the Vatican, and then something
will be done."
If the time line for change is uncertain,
what is certain is that the ordination of
married priests such as David Staal has
already and will continue to create a climate
for discussion of the issue in the Catholic
community. As Oakland's Bishop Cummins
wrote in his diocesan paper, The Catholic
J-vice, Staal's ordination and work "will
create conversations" on subjects such as
"ecumenical relations, the source of our vocations, celibacy, a more than theoretical
discussion of married clergy, and the place
of currently resigned priests who have
married."
The married Episcopal converts, adds
Father George Crespin, chancellor of the
Oakland diocese, "will give us some experience in the Roman Catholic priesthood
of a married priesthood. It is not Rome's
intention to open the door, but when the
question is taken seriously in the future, we
won't just be speaking out of theory."
Based on his experience so far as a married Catholic priest, Staal heartily agrees.
"We are providing a concrete, living example, should the Church eventually decide on
the option for priests to marry. One of the
best things is that we are just working our
way into this, and we can't place expectations where there's no history. We are
creating instead of trying to break a mold
that's already there. There's no doubt in my
mind that our experience will provide
valuable data for future discussions." ■
Julie Sly '82, is director ofpublic information and
communication for the California Catholic Conference in Sacmmento and a frequent contributor
to Santa Clara Magazine.
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hen Mary Beth (Meb) Cahill
Phillips '76 (MA '78) came to
pick up her six-month-old baby
from a neighbor's nanny one afternoon
seven-and-one-half years ago, she
immediately knew something was wrong .
Elizabeth had been taken to the hospital ,
she was told, because the fu.mily's 18-pound
dog had shaken her.
"I absolutely knew this babysitter had
done something to my child," Phillips said.
"I knew the dog hadn't done anything."
Thus began the nightmare that threatened
to consume the lives of Phillips and her husband, Bob '79 (MBA). Elizabeth, now 8,
is blind, but otherwise apparently has
recovered from the incident. The nanny was
found guilty and ordered to pay a $100 fine.
And, thanks to the efforts of Phillips,
California now has a new pilot program
called Trustline, a nanny registry parents
can use to determine whether their nannies
have a criminal record .
Phillips found her daughter in the
hospital in a coma, her right side entirely
paralyzed. Elizabeth spent eight days in a
coma and two in a semi-coma. She had
several major seizures. It became apparent
early on that she was blind, the victim of
shaken infant syndrome, which often leaves
children paralyzed, blinded, and mentally
disabled . Some die. Elizabeth had been
shaken violently for at least 15 minutes,
doctors said.
"Fifteen minutes of violent shaking is
equivalent to throwing a baby out of a threestory window onto the pavement," Phillips
said. "Babies are like rag dolls. They suffer major whiplash, and their brains bang
against their skulls."
When Phillips brought Elizabeth home,
she was suffering from a lot of pain . She
had an eerie scream, like nothing Phillips
had ever heard . The only thing Phillips
could do was hold her.
Faced with coping with this tragedy,
Phillips expected help from her friends, the
courts, her pastor. But, she found, people
have problems sharing pain. And , she
learned, the courts care more about adult
rights than protecting children.
" Your support systems fall away," she
said. "People don't know how to cope,
especially if it 's a sustained trauma.
Everyone wanted to know what Elizabeth
was doing wrong. Was she crying? Like it
was her fault.
"People have a need to deny pain; they
want to keep themselves separate. They try
to find one thing different about me that

W
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Phillips with Elizabeth: It became apparent early on that Elizabeth was blind from the tragedy

means it couldn't happen to them." Some
women told Phillips that they never left
their children.
Phillips, a child therapist, says her story
is classic. She had just started leaving
Elizabeth with a neighbor's nanny once a
week to attend a graduate school class. The
neighbors, who had tried to have a child for
many years and were finally successful,
" were very picky people," and the nanny
had lived with them for seven months.
While she nursed Elizabeth through her
recovery, Phillips pursued the nanny
through three-and-one-half years of court
hearings. Her goal was to prevent her from
harming any more children.
The nanny was eventually found guilty
and fined $100. The judge commented that
one life had been ruined so let's not ruin
two. Phillips said he even commented that
the child had not been able to see for very
long so she wouldn't miss the loss of sight.
He gave the nanny a minimal jail sentence.
When she appeared for jail with doses of
estrogen (she had undergone a sex change),
the judge decided jail was inappropriate. He
also ruled that forbidding her to work with

children would violate her civil rights.
"The sense was that this was a flukeeveryone loses it with a kid once in a
while," Phillips said, still incredulous.
"Shaking a child for 15 minutes!
"I felt, if you've got a problem with this
[losing control], work in a deli. Take it out
on a sausage."
In fact , the nanny did take another job as
a babysitter and attempted suicide in front
of the children. The last Phillips heard of
the nanny she was in a residential treatment
program in San Francisco.
"If it had been you or me, she would have
been arrested for aggravated assault or attempted murder," Phillips said. "The most
you can get for felony child abuse is three
years.
"I was very driven. It was clear to me the
courts couldn't protect my children."
She appealed first to other mothers ,
beginning with Bonnie Reeves, whose
child, also the victim of an abusive babysitter, shared Elizabeth's room in the hospital .
"If mothers can't protect their children,
who can?" Phillips asked . "I believe in
militant motherhood, mothering in a global
FALL 1990

When she found her
daughter in a coma,
the victim of shaken
infant syndrome, Meb
Cahill Phillips '76
took the nanny to court
and got California
to adopt a pilot
program, Trustline,
a registry parents can
use to check records
before hiring a nanny

kind of way. If we're not the voice, there
will be no voice."
Her approach paid off.
When she was attempting to reach
legislators, she would walk into their offices
and look for the secretary with a child's picture on her desk. She'd tell her Elizabeth's
story, and the woman would personally go
get the legislator.
She also found there was some advantage
in not having a formal organization.
" Nobody owned me. They couldn't fire
me. I wasn't running for public office. I
could tell the truth ."
Besides other mothers, Phillips also
found help from friends she had met
through Santa Clara University.
Perhaps the most effective was Ed
McGovern '79, who was then a legislative
assistant to Assemblyman Art Agnos, now
mayor of San Francisco.
"It was a real odyssey," McGovern said,
"committee hearings, publicity. We heard
more and more stories [about abusive nannies] . It was amazing all this kept surfacing.
We knew we were doing the right thing."
McGovern said Phillips was concerned
FALL 1990

she would be consumed by the cause. But,
he said he told her, " 'It's got to be you to
keep the flame going-the personal story.'
Trustline would not have happened if Meb
hadn't been who Meb was."
Phillips's compelling story moved
Assemblyman Bill Baker, a Republican, to
sponsor the bill with Agnos, a Democrat,
making Trustline a bipartisan issue.
Phillips also did her homework regarding
costs. Alameda County paid $80,000 for
just four days of trial to prosecute her
nanny, she said. Trustline would cost only
$700,000 a year for the entire state of
California. In addition, since Elizabeth is
blind, she is entitled to government
assistance including Social Security
benefits, special education classes, and occupational therapy.
"If you prevented one incident," Phillips
said, "you'd pay for the entire program."
Phillips and two other mothers began
making the talk show route, advising
parents if their nanny did not want to
register, they should ask themselves why.
After an appearance on PM Magazine, a
mother called. She said her nanny had refused to register, and Phillips's words had
kept haunting her. One day, she decided to
come home early. She caught her nanny
shaking her child.
" I told Bill Baker, there's our one,"
Phillips said .
Eventually, the Legislature passed the
Phillips-Reeves In-Home Child Protection
Act of 1987, which evolved into Trustline,
a pilot program for five counties.
But passage of the act did not end the
fight for Phillips. The limited publicity
funds were not being used appropriately,
and the registration fees for nannies were
prohibitive. Baker asked her to testify at the
budget hearing.
"I was pregnant and weighed over 200
pounds," she said. "I was a nobody
representing no organization." But, after
her testimony, the entire budget was put on
hold until the Department of Justice could
find a better way to fund Trustline.
Now, a nanny can register with Trustline
for $10. Parents can call a toll-free number
to get information on a nanny. Between
April 1989 and August 1990, 3,060 people
called Trustline , 426 clearances were
issued, and clearance was refused for three
applicants.
Since Trustline was formed, other SCU
people have gotten involved . Jackie
Schmidt-Posner, a former staff member, is
a member of Trustline's Advisory Board.

A marketing student, Shari Duzac, did a
market analysis of Trustline as a class
project , making recommendations for
publicity when the program expands
statewide. Corrine Restivo '90 and Andy
Zorio '90 produced a videotape explaining
Trustline to parent education classes.
Phillips is still pursuing the publicity and
legislative battle, making sure the program
includes every county in the state. In early
1991, the California Legislature will decide
whether Trustline will become a permanent
program statewide. Phillips also hopes to
expand it across the nation and broaden it
to include those involved in elder care.
" You have to care about something very
much ; you have to be persistent; you have
to be real," she said. "When people hear
my experience, people don't say no. They
hear my experience.
" Lots of times, I wished I could stop. I
didn't like to be immersed in something that
painful .
" But I was mad enough and driven
enough; I simply wasn't going to stop," she
said . " It's amazing how powerful one person can be."
Meanwhile, Elizabeth appears to have inherited some of her mother's will power.
Angry at her mother for what she considered an unjust time out, Elizabeth ran
away from home at age 4-and it was from
a new home in a new neighborhood . She
also has clear ideas about what she wants
and likes, including her favorite colors.
Sometimes, Phillips says, Elizabeth
seems almost like a guru. She once told her
mother why she thought her younger
brother Andrew was so serious. " I think it
was because you were so sad when he was
a baby," Elizabeth said. Andrew was born
while Phillips was pursuing the nanny
through the court system.
And she also is very proud of herself for
helping pass the "big rule for adults." She
went with her mother when her mother was
presented Contra Costa County's Citizen of
the Year Award.
But although Elizabeth attends a mainstream class in school, she is becoming old
enough to feel sad about being different.
Her favorite song is one Ariel sings in the
Little Mermaid, particularly the verse: "I
wish I could be part of your world." ■
Persons wishing to support Trustline shou/a write
their legislators before January I urging passage
of the program. Trustline's phone number is
1-800-822-8490.
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BY CHRISTIAAN T. LIEVESTRO

Our natural curiosity about each
other tempts us into reading
biographies in the same way we
turn to novels. Is peering into the
private life of another person
mere gossip?

R

ather read a life of Liberace
than of Eleanor Roosevelt? Of
Gandhi than of Marilyn Monroe?
All are biographies of one kind or another,
and together they make up the most popular
non-fiction sold in America today. Our
natural curiosity about each other tempts us
into reading biographies in the same way
we turn to novels or even, in brief forms,
to the profiles in this magazine.
Is peering into the private life of another
person mere gossip? Even James Boswell ,
the chatty and remarkable biographer of
Samuel Johnson in the 18th century, indulged in some common gossip. Most ofus
can't quite resist at least a quick peek or two
at the tabloid gossip at the supermarket
checkout stand. Obituaries are sometimes
fascinating and rather tantalizing compressed biographies. What about the rather
puerile and, at times, prurient "lives of the
rich and famous" -or the private lives of
those with the 15-minute celebrity Andy
Warhol promised us all? And what of the
tawdry gossip of People magazine? All are
some form of biography. But are they also
great literary art?
Writers who create biographies of literary
merit rarely have a problem about spicing
up a good story, if that's their aim, without
having to invent as the novelist must. Sub20
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jects like Catherine the Great or Napoleon
ill yield marvelous narratives, but so do
Lawrence of Arabia (in Jeremy Wilson's
new biography) and even Lord BadenPowell, founder of the Boy Scout movement
(in the excellent recent The Boy-Man by
Tim Jeal). Robert Graves's gem-translation
of the first-century Roman biographer
Suetonius's Lives of the Twelve Caesars is
great reading. Its scandalous, outrageous,
and often too-true lives would not look out
of place in the tabloid racks. It's all there
for the careful researcher to find if the
biographer isn't too reticent or if the family didn't take care to destroy all the evidence
(with Victorian biographies) .
Great biographies are popular, too, when
they read with all the gusto of a superior
novel. One of my favorites is Henri Troyat's
life of Alexander Pushkin, the first and
greatest poet in Russian . He was a Lord
Byron, a real-life Don Juan , far more colorful to know than any character Errol
Flynn ever played. As in a well-crafted
novel, biography combines all the elements
of plot, internal conflict, motivation, cause
and consequence of actions or failure to act,
and great psychological character development. Troyat's Tolstoy, as one reviewer
noted , "reads with the grace of a classic
novel."

Apart from the usual "escape" enjoyment we find in our favorite novels and
biographies, there's another level on which
the main character in a biography may
deeply touch the thoughtful reader. The
lives of others can be a guide, a warning,
or an inspiration to us in seeking ways to
make order out of the confusion of existence. Most important works of art do appeal to us at several levels so that, as Aristotle pointed out, they may both teach as well
as please.
Great biographies are as old as the stories
of Ruth , Esther, and Joseph in the Old Testament or the life of Christ told with some
variations in the Gospels of Matthew,
Mark, and Luke. Ancient biographies (except for Suetonius' Lives) tended quite
simply to glorify a life in a way that would
teach a moral lesson. The most famous example (and still a desert-island book for
fascinating reading) is from the first century A.D.-Plutarch's Lives of the Noble
Grecians and Romans, a marvelous source
for Shakespeare. But Plutarch saw nobility
in the elite men of power, however bloodthirsty or treacherous. His view may seem
like heroic illusion as we cringe with
a touch of cynicism after our own discovery
of the hypocrisy and duplicity of the power
elite. Still, his Lives are never triv ial
FALL 1990
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or dull.
Shakespeare was already modem enough
to use Plutarch's Lives for some of his
greatest characters, such as Antony and
Cleopatra, with skepticism. He shows Antony, instead of with heroic nobility, as "a
bloody demagogue infatuated with an aging
nymphomaniac," as Kenneth Rexroth
described him.
The lives of the saints (hagiography) in
the Middle Ages were not great literary
works of biography as an art but they inspired by moral force in a time of social and
political chaos. Much like Plutarch's Lives,
they depicted Pure Lives, which is the title
of Reed Whittemore's splendid account of
the early biographers. Piety and religious
and moral orthodoxy severely restricted
what the biographer would relate. Virtue
and decency were the lessons to be learned,
not-perish the thought-the whole truth .
It is no wonder, then, that Whittemore recounts the story of modem biographers in
his second book, Whole Lives. Our modem
notion of biographical art is not so severely limited by the moral imperatives of
Plutarch or of the saints' lives. Although we
appreciate that quality in a good biography,
that sometimes rather stem aspect would
hardly make us the eager readers of
biography we've become today. The art of
FALL 1990
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biography by Henri Troyat

biography as practiced by Victorian authors
would seem deadly to us now as the grim
extreme of moral injunction.
Victorian biographies stand in righteous
contrast to the lively and vivid lives so
popular now. They were, in fact , virtual
monuments to the dead, full of rectitude,
solid and stolid lives that discreetly hid the
foibles (and perfidy?) of their subjects.
Widows, daughters, or sons scrupulously
burned all records, letters, diaries, and so
forth, which might tempt the prying eyes
of a persistent biographer. They then (as
may still occur today) officiously designated an "authorized biographer" to create the
appropriately pompous two-volume funeral
eulogy in the form of a "biography," a
rather grossly extended tombstone epitaph.
Sanctimonious Victorians thereby managed nearly to kill the art of biography.
That near-death of biography as a literary
art is highly ironic after one of the greatest
biographies of all time, James Boswell's
Life of Samuel Johnson (1791) . The intimate
frankness and vivid drama of his writing
made Boswell ' s work a great classic.
Johnson was himself, in his Lives of the
English Poets (1779-1781), a very important
biographer. In fact, as one critic tells us, it
was Johnson who dignified biography with
a theory that would give it the stature of a

literary art. He insisted that " to a real
biographer truth was much more important
than respect for a dead man or his
relatives."
Boswell's and Johnson's subjects came
alive as convincing real people-not, as
Virginia Woolf wrote in this century, biographies "in which we go seeking disconsolately for voice or laughter, for curse or
anger, for any trace that this fossil was once
a living man." In her own essay, "The New
Biography," she wanted expressed " not
only the outer life of work and activity but
the inner life of emotion and thought" so
that (in her novel The Voyage Out) his heart
isn't "a piece of old shoe leather."
In 1918, with the appalling disaster of
World War I trench warfare before them ,
disenchanted Britons could look critically
at their Victorian icons who had piously
condoned the devastation and slaughter of
a whole generation of young men . In that
year, Lytton Strachey's Eminent Victorians ,
in mocking irony, revealed with dramatic
success the moral hypocrisy of their
leaders. The simplistic moral piety of the
self-righteous Victorians was exposed as
hypocritical fraud .
Strachey began a vital new direction of
psychobiography. He wrote in the preface
to his landmark 1918 volume: "The art of
SANTA CLARA MAGAZINE
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Lievestro puts his students on a journey for life

C

biography seems to have fallen on evil times
in England ...we never have had , like the
French , a great biographical tradition .. .with us , the most delicate and
humane of all bi:anches of the art of writing
has been relegated to the journeymen of letters ; we do not reflect that it is perhaps as
difficult to write a good life as to live one.
Those two fat volumes with which it is our
custom to commemorate the dead-they
are as familiar as the cortege of the undertaker, and wear the same air of slow,
funereal barbarism." Then he declared, "Je
n'impose rien ; je ne propose rien : j 'expose."
To expose rather than to impose or propose certainly defines the new biographywith whole lives-since 1918. After
Strachey-some said he was "debunking"
the lives of eminent Victorians-we tend to
get far, far more than the polite facts a person would select for the ideal resume. Some
350 years ago, Oliver Cromwell, Lord Protector of England , anticipated the new
biography when he told an artist to paint
him as he was, with "pimples, warts, and
everything."
Sometimes biographers today give us
more than the warts. Novelist Joyce Carol
Oates complained in a recent review that
some biographers "so relentlessly catalog
their subjects' most private, vulnerable and
least illuminating moments as to divest
them of all mystery." Still , after Freud, we
almost expect to discover the mysteries of
" whole lives."
Freud, in fact , wrote to Strachey praising one of his other biographies, Elizabeth
and Essex (1928) . Freud admitted our
limitations- " that it is impossible to
understand the past with certainty because
we cannot divine men's motives and the
essence of their minds and so cannot interpret their actions." But he commended
Strachey for facing these reservations and
still "you have touched upon her [Elizabeth's] most hidden motives with equal
boldness and discretion ."
By far the most important new direction ,
with "boldness and discretion ," in the art
of biography is in Writing a Woman's Life,
Carolyn Heilbrun's very important book on
that subject. She is dismayingly correct in
writing that "biographers have largely ignored women as subjects ... critics of
biography have written as though men were
the only possible subjects." Heilbrun, a major scholar (if you're a mystery fan you
know her by her pen name Amanda Cross) ,
noted 1970 as a turning point. That was the
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hristiaan Lievestro, born in the United
States to Dutch immigrant parents,
couldn't read English until he was in the third
grade. Today, his passion for both reading
and teaching is so great he cannot imagine
living without either-though he confesses
his greatest ambition as a child (and one he
would still like to realize) was to be a tenor
with the Metropolitan Opera.
When asked what he teaches, the popular
professor of English is quick to point out, "I
teach people; I use books." This gentle admonition touches the heart of Lievestro's
teaching philosophy. Each class is a new
adventure, and each group of students is
unique. Lievestro knows the names of all the
students in his class by the second meeting;
by the second week, he knows many of their
interests and philosophies, some of their
goals, and a few of their fears. It is only then
that he determines the reading assignments.
Lievestro claims that he never lectures. He
carries on dialogues with students. He openly
admits he uses literature to get his students
to challenge themselves intellectually and
emotionally. "I try to select works that will
get into their hearts and souls and psyches
so the enthusiasm will come from them, so
they will make themselves vulnerable and
will grow from the experience."
Evidence that Lievestro's methods work is
abundant. Anthony Ferroggiaro '88 refers to
Lievestro as "the teacher who made Santa
Clara for me." Ferroggiaro, currently in his
second year of medical school at Penn State,
says, "I never learned so much about myself,
literature, or the world than I did in his class."
Helen Valine '84 (MACP '89) credits
Lievestro with being the first professor who
challenged her to think critically. "He looks
straight at you while you're talking, and his
eyes are a constant invitation to search
further-to bring more out of yourself."
Valine, a counselor and teacher, modeled
her teaching style after Lievestro's. " He did
very little [obvious] teaching himself," she
says. "Instead, he guided us, allowing us to
explore our own minds."

year Nancy Milford published her 'Zelda .
Milford's biography "revealed F. Scott Fitzgerald's assumption that he had a right to
the life of his wife, Zelda, as artistic property. She went mad , confined to . ..ultimate
anonymity-to be storyless. Anonymity,
we have long believed, is the proper condition of women. Only in 1970 were we to
read not that Zelda had destroyed Fitzgerald , but Fitzgerald her: he had usurped
her narrative."
I find Heilbrun's thesis powerful: that, as
persons, we have a right to live our own
"narrative" so that a good biography, like
a good novel , reveals a person who had a
narrative, who lived a life with a personal

Lievestro's academic credentials are impressive. He completed his undergraduate
work at State University of New York at
Albany, received his doctorate from Harvard
University, and was awarded two Fulbright
scholarships; he has studied at the University of Leiden, University of Amsterdam,
and Oxford. Yet, his students are most impressed by his "non-academic" traits. Compassion, sensitivity, and infectious enthusiasm are the words most often used by
students in referring to this Rennaissance
man who plays the piano, sang baritone for
for several professional choruses; swims
long-distance; and speaks or reads several
languages, including Dutch, German ,
French, Norwegian, Afrikaans, and Yiddish .
Lievestro's singing spanned 25 years and
included a decade with the famed Philadelphia Orchestra and 13 years with Schola Cantorum in the Santa Clara Valley.
Mary Lou Kahn "if! describes Lievestro as
a "very astute observer of students who is
compassionate, sensitive, and a good
listener." Kahn, a self-described nontraditional student who entered Santa Clara
in her 30s, recalls the first day of her first
class with Lievestro: "He was so proper and
dapper, and he stood so erect and spoke so
well, I thought, 'Now here is a real professor!'" She admits it was a little intimidating. Kahn says she was right about
Lievestro being a true professor and wrong
about being intimidated. "He was very open,
very accepting, and very a~cessible. He even
loaned us books from his ••ersonal library."
Christopher Wren '90 agrees with Kahn.
He was most impressed with Lievestro's sensitivity, vision, and "extraordinary awareness
of whom he is teaching."
Lievestro believes learning is a journey and
the trick in teaching is to excite students so
they will continue by themselves-to liberate
them from the teacher. His students agree.
"He encourages y0t to walk with him and
share the journey, the •!xploration," says Ferroggiaro. "It was exhausting, but it was worth
it. He showed me a dynamic of my mind that

identity, who was not swallowed up in the
life of someone else. Here, I like to think
of that marvelous person , Eleano r
Roosevelt. In the past several decades,
many excellent biographies of women have
appeared to do justice very long overdue.
Other types of biography have long been
popular. In fact, they range from a very
solid, almost scientific recitation of the facts
of a life as pure history to the fictionalized
biographical novel. Irving Stone's popular
novels are a good example of the latter,
especially his Lust for Life (on Van Gogh)
and The Agony and the Ecstasy (o n
Michelangelo) . Stone imag ined freely
without much concern for the facts.
FALL 1990

Over the years, Lievestro has kept a lively correspondence with many former students.

I had never realized or understood. I became
a much fuller human being because of Chris
Lievestro."
The exploration doesn't end with graduation, according to Darlene (Dyson) Townsend '73, one of dozens of graduates who still
correspond with Lievestro regularly through
letter, phone calls, and visits. •~ my adviser,
he guided me in integrating my studies with
the rest of my life-to see how my life might
unfold before me. It's an interdisciplinary approach to life that lasts long after you leave
SCU."
Students also are impressed by the depth
ofthis outwardly modest man. Books in nearly every field of literature compete for space
in his office with tomes on history, religion,

On the other hand, Catherine Drinker
Bowen's Yankee from Olympus (on Oliver
Wendell Holmes) reads with all the verve
and color of a novel but never invents conversations or thoughts that aren't solidly
backed by some document (letters, journals, and so on).
Most good biographical writing falls between the extremes of a bland fact-filled
chronicle and the free fancy of the true
novelist. However it's done, the subject
must come alive for us. As Leon Edel put
it, "A biographer is like a grinder of lenses.
His aim is to make us see."
Getting all the facts correct is a very
serious business of research and scholarFALL 1990

philosophy, art, and music. His knowledge
of world affairs is extensive. He produced his
own radio show for two years. He also has
been an actor, a laborer, and a Harvard
instructor.
Yet, SCU is home for Lievestro. " I feel
very blessed," he says. "Coming to Santa
Clara in 1969 was the best thing that ever
happened to me. I have such love and respect
for the Jesuit philosophy of education-the
creative and constructive process that is nurtured here." -Carol Koenig
■
Carol Koenig '71 is a free-lance writer living
in Los Gatos and a second-year law student
at Santa Clara.
■

ship. Daniel Aaron described the obligation
" to penetrate the veil of unconscious or
calculated deceptions most people hang
between themselves and the world." Leon
Edel, great biographer of Henry James,
stated with more sympathy: "to discover the
lies and delusions by which all men and
women defend themselves against the indignities of life."
Robert Caro's multivolume biography of
Lyndon Johnson caused him a lot of frustration because Johnson "had an obsession
with secrecy" and (like Victorian
biography?) Lady Bird was less than forthcoming. Emily Dickinson gave Richard
Sewell enormous difficulties because

"Emily was an artist at covering her
tracks." Those roadblocks and hazards
don 't always endear the subject to a
biographer-as Jean Strouse found before
she could finish her Alice Adams: A
Biography (1980). The cranky sister of
Henry and William James made her so mad
that Strouse almost couldn't finish the
writing. So the facts, once found, aren't
always rewarding to the biographer in trying to create a literary work of art.
One of the problems I have about the art
of biography is with so-called reviewers. I
read a great many book reviews about biographies in, for example, the New l'ork
Times Book Review, New l'ork Review of
Books, and London Review ofBooks. These
are directed at informed but not necessarily scholarly readers. Sadly, many are about
as sensitive to the biographer's art and craft
as a high school book report. As they do
with novels, they tell the plot but say little
or nothing of an intelligent appreciation for
how the biography is crafted that might
distinguish literary art from literary trash .
As one major biographer complained
recently, reviews comment on the subject's
life, quibble about variations in fact from
other biographies on the same subject, but
say nothing at all about the biographer's
point of view or "voice" in how the
character is revealed (so central to a good
novel) . "About the biography itself, enthusiastic reviewers simply said it was well
done-with no clue as to why they thought
so; less enthusiastic ones resorted to such
damn-with-faint-praise phrases as
'thoroughly researched."' As I read such
reviews-which are not at all a critical appreciation of the biographer's craft-I feel
the reviewers write as though they had been
reading a page from an encyclopedia.
In the end, the real test of a great
biography is in the reading. And the average
reader is a far better judge of that than the
scholars or critics. Thoughtful average
readers sense the truth and feel the reality
when the writer has the magic touch of
sprezzatura-the art of artlessness. There
are no self-conscious literary tricks to dazzle us. But the biographer has made the
fossil come to life in a way we never
noticed-the person is marvelously someone we know.
■
Dr. Christiaan T. Lievestro is an associate professor of English and specializes in comparative
literature. He will teach a senior seminar in
biography this winter.
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he word, of course, had not yet
invaded the common argot when
Bill Morrison was growing up, but
even so he knew instinctively he was gay.
Still, his homosexuality should not interfere with the dream he'd nurtured practically since diaper days : to become a
Jesuit, to join the brotherhood that to him
represented man's most noble purpose.
He enrolled at Santa Clara University in
1962, an English major, and soon, president of the Sanctuary Society. Confiding his
sexuality to a campus chaplain, he was told
he could join the priesthood as long as he
remained celibate.
As his undergraduate years slipped by,

closet, adrift from the theology of his
childhood, Morrison lost his anchor of
stability and spirituality. Then one day in
1976, a friend from the past , an SCU
philosophy instructor, unexpectedly showed
up at his home in Phoenix . The two had a
little talk that changed Morrison's life.
"I told him I felt this is how I'm made.
I don't see God condemning me; God and
I have an understanding. He looked at me
and said, 'Good.' That was it. He gave me
approval. It represented everything to me
that was good about the Church . I came
back, I accepted the Church in my life."
On his return to the flock , Morrison (for
the purposes of this article he wishes to

An ecumenical hybrid of religion and politics,
Dignity has become a controversial engine
of dissent among Catholic homosexuals
since its start two decades ago.
Morrison grew uncertain of his place within
Catholicism, conflicted over its teachings
on homosexuality. He graduated and joined
the Catholic Relief Service in West Africa;
but gradually the rift became a schism, and
Morrison fell away from the Church, certain he was an outsider.
"I was a Catholic and I believed in the
tenets of the faith, but I just didn't want to
go to church," Morrison says. "I basically
excommunicated myself. I could not reconcile my own sexuality and morality with the
church's views so I stayed out."
Cloistering himself in the gay man's
24
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withhold his full legal name) joined a national organization called Dignity, a group
of activist Catholic men and women.
" Dignity gave me a home, a parish," says
Morrison, 48, an artist and aspiring social
worker who is now president of the Dignity chapter in Phoenix . "I didn't fit the
heterosexual mold of my church. To walk
into a church alone every Sunday made me
uncomfortable. At Dignity, I feel at ease
and I can celebrate being Christian and
being gay."
Yet this organization, on a precarious
perch fusing sexuality with spirituality, ex-

ists in a state of brittle discord with the
Church .
An ecumenical hybrid of religion and
politics, Dignity has become a controversial engine of dissent among homosexual
Catholics since its start two decades ago.
A few years ago, it openly defied church
teachings on homosexuality and was exiled
from most dioceses around the country.
"They adopted a stance that homosexual
activity . . . was compatible with being a
Catholic. That was a break from what the
Church taught," says Father William
Spohn, SJ., who teaches moral theology at
the Jesuit School of Theology in Berkeley.
" There is certainly room for people of
different orientations in the Church , but
church officials and theology have drawn
the line that homosexual activity is prohibited. The idea is that sexual activity is
always to be oriented toward procreation
and within the context of marriage."
On this fundamental aspect of Catholic
doctrine, the magisterium says the Church
cannot compromise. But Dignity members,
taking a more militant stance, believe they
should be allowed to exercise the ir
homosexuality and yet be welcome as full
participants in church life.
Although countless homo sexual
Catholics quietly practice their faith and
find their own path to peace with God ,
Dignity operates in a continuum of
tension-part of the Church yet not part,
seeking reform but al so overtl y
confrontational.
"There are many gays in the Church who
are not part of Dignity," says San Francisco
chapter co-president Kevin Calegari . "They
think we are too activist; we upset the apFALL 1990
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Although countless homosexual Catholics
quietly practice their faith and find their
own path to peace with God, Dignity
operates in a continuum of tension-part
of the Church yet not part, seeking reform
but also overtly confrontational

■
pie cart."
Indeed , membership has undergone a
precipitous slide in recent years, from 5,000
to 4,000, where it now hovers . Th e
downturn stems in part from the insurgent
AIDS epidemic; at least 400 members have
died from the lethal virus.
But the membership decline also revolves
around two pivotal events that put the
organization at seemingly permanent loggerheads with the Catholic Church .
For years, some U.S. bishops tacitly supported the group because of its success at
reuniting estranged gays with the Mother
Church. In numerous cities, Dignity hosted
weekly Masses on church grounds, and
diocesan priests celebrated the liturgies. In
one indication of church approval , hundreds of Dignity members gathered at St.
James Cathedral in Seattle in 1983 for a
Mass conducted by Archbishop Raymond
Hunthausen.
In the autumn of 1986, however, the
Vatican's Congregation for the Doctrine of
the Faith , under the leadership of Cardinal
Joseph Ratzinger, issued a " Letter to the
World's Bishops," an 18-point document
considered the most definitive church
teaching on homosexuality.
Although it denounced acts of violence
against homosexuals, the letter stated that
an inclination toward homosexuality is not
sinful in itself but nevertheless an "objective disorder." Living a homosexual orientation, the letter said, is not a morally acceptable option.
''As in every moral disorder, homosexual activity prevents one's own fulfi.llment
and happiness by acting contrary to the
creative wisdom of God," the letter said .
FALL 1990
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ASSCU recognizes gay student group
They remember the jokes, and laughing
along though it hurt. They remember walking through the cafeteria, and wondering if
everyone in the room was snickering.
They remember uneasiness, and fear of being discovered. Most of all, they remember
feeling alone.
But for homosexual students, once an invisible, unhappy minority at Santa Clara
University, much of campus life is about to
change. In what some consider a remarkable
pastoral step, the Associated Students of Santa Clara University has formally recognized
a gay student group as an official campus
organization, granting it the same privileges
and status of other student groups.
By extending recognition last May to the
7-year-old Gay and Lesbian Association
(GALA) , Santa Clara became one of the first
Catholic universities in the nation with a
student-sanctioned organization for gay
students.
"Its purpose is very clearly support and
education, not advocacy of an active homosexual lifestyle," says James Briggs, vice
president for student development. " It has
very specific purposes, and they are consistent with the mission and purpose of SCU
and guidelines of the Diocese of San Jose."
Those guidelines state that "individuals do
not choose and cannot change their sexual
orientation , but must understand it and integrate it into their life of faith and conscience."
Expressing the hope that GALA may help
advance sensitivity, Briggs stresses recognition " in no way implies that Santa Clara
University endorses or condones a sexually
active, homosexual lifestyle."

Unlike Dignity, which is mainly for Roman
Catholics, GALA is non-denominational.
The student group, which has 15 members
and two advisers from Campus Ministry and
the counseling center, is now eligible for
ASSCU funding.
" Whenever we can allow students to be in
an atmosphere where they can openly search
for their own identity, that is the role we need
to play," says Sister Maureen Schaukowitch,
OSF, director of Campus Ministry. ' 'As individual students become more whole, the
University community becomes more whole.
New people have started coming to the
meetings because there was support on campus. They felt the school wasn't just using
rhetoric in talking about diversity, but was
responding with action."
Other Roman Catholic universities are
wrestling with the thorny issue of homosexual clubs on campus , wondering if they
represent a collision of Christian moral
principles.
Earlier this year at Loyola Marymount
University, officials refused to sanction a
homosexual student group. Last year, an appeals court ordered Georgetown University
to give a homosexual student club the same
benefits it extends to other student groups,
but the court did not require the university
to officially recognize the organization .
" Universities must . . . reach a position
that will not deny the individual rights of the
people but also will not deny their Catholic
allegiance," says Sister Alice Gallin , executive director of the Association of Catholic Colleges and Universities in Washington ,
D.C. " The students have to understand what
the universities stand for in their official
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They remember the

continued from page 25
policy."
To gay students at SCU, the new recognition represents a benchmark in support ,
a signal of compassion from the campus
community.
" We talk about how far we've come and
how other schools will be looking to us to
see how we do," says one se nior who asked
that his name be withheld . A combined
science major, the 21-year-old joined GALA
earlier this year.
''I'd known about it since I was a freshman," he says. " I just never had the courage
to go. The hardest part is that first step
through the door, but I was welcomed
immediately.
" It's very hard for students here coming
out. Other students . .. are socialized in the
Catholic belief, which is sympathetic of homosexuality but non-accepting. The point of
GALA is to help students who have nobody
to talk to."
That's precisely what young homosexuals
at Santa Clara need, some faculty members
say. For to come of age as a homosexual on
campus is to conquer a cauldron, a volatile
mix of adolescent stresses.
Beset by the pressures of adjusting to college and struggling to fit a heterosexual
norm, several gay Santa Clara students
formed a suicide pact a few years ago, according to one professor. Eventually, the
students worked through their conflicts.
"They felt that they were pariahs," the professor says. " That was the milieu . They certainly wouldn't dream of coming out. There
was no GALA in those days.
"The '80s were an era of such pressure to
get your MBA and your BMW. If you have
that kind of pressure, then you have, in addition, sexual identity anxiety. What does
that do to students? They have dreadful selfimages."
Gay Santa Clara students say a current of
hostility runs through the campus, seldom
overt and largely subconscious , but
nonetheless real.
"A lot of homophobia comes through in
language," says a liberal arts major who
graduated in June. " People say things like
'that's so gay' or they joke with friends and
call them 'you queer.'
" One woman says she had to walk by a
GALA poster several times to get the phone
number. She didn't want anyone to know she
was looking at it."
In her first two years on campus, this student says she felt miserably isolated . The accumulated tensions caused her to develop an
eating disorder that she has since overcome.
But over time, she joined GALA and grew
more comfortable with her sexuality. Now
she hopes the gay support group will help
others. -E.R
■
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"The Church, in rejecting erroneous opinions regarding homosexuality, does not
limit but rather defends personal freedom
and dignity realistically and authentically
understood."
In another important point, the document
strongly advised church leaders to withhold
support from organizations that undermine
church teachings.
"To some, such permission to use church
property may seem only just and
charitable," the letter said, "but in reality
it is contradictory to the purpose for which
these institutions were founded; it is
misleading and often scandalous."
Never before had the Church so clearly
and forcefully articulated its position that
homosexual activity is sinful.
" Some people are overinterpreting it as
saying that the Church is saying homosexuals are sinful or corrupt," says Father
Gerald Coleman , president-rector of St.
Patrick's Seminary in Menlo Park . "It
doesn't mean that . . . . It is saying that just
as all people are inclined to act out sexually, the homosexual's inclination is toward
other members of the same sex and that is
the disorder."
Nine months later at a national convention in Miami, Dignity ran afoul of this
directive when it drafted a new credo maintaining gays can practice their sexuality
while remaining devout Christians: "We af-

■

says Deacon Norm Phillips, spokesman fo r
the San Francisco Archdiocese. " Up to that
point there hadn't been any particular friction between the archbishop and the local
chapter of Dignity. They hadn't espoused
anything contrary to the Church . The San
Francisco chapter could have disavowed the
statement, and there wouldn't have been any
problem."
Long viewed as highly sensitive on gayre lated issues, Archbi shop John Quinn
clearly found the situation di stressi ng.
" Through the years," he wrote in a Jetter to diocesan priests, " I have met from
time to time with the leaders of Dignity;
and through these meetings, I became
aware that Dignity had been an instrument
of good for a number of Catholics, leading
some away from degrading, promiscuous
behavior and bringing some who were
alienated from the Church back to the
sacraments and to the practice of their faith .
" But at its last national convention ,
Dignity adopted a resolution repudiating
the moral teaching of the Church and the
Gospel concerning homosexual acts."
When San Francisco chapter members
refused to recant their position , Quinn told
them they could no longer sponsor the
liturgy at St. Boniface Church where they
had held weekly Mass for four years. Since
then, the group has gathered at Dolores
Street Baptist Church in San Francisco.

"Just because people have fallen
short of the expectations of the
Church doesn't mean they should be
denied the Mass. If we drove all

the 'sinners' out of the Church,
we wouldn't have a church-and
not too many bishops." - Bishop Francis A. Quinn
firm that gay and lesbian people can express
their sexuality physically, in a unitive manner that is loving, life-giving, and lifeaffirming."
To U.S. bishops under the Vatican fiat,
Dignity's new statement demanded a clear
response: It must be barred from holding
worship services in Catholic churches.
" That was when shove came to push ,"

" Dignity has done a lot of good in its
history. It has provided almost a refuge fo r
homosexuals," says Father Coleman. " It
has done and still does a Jot of positive
things . But as an organization , it has taken
an explicit , clear stanc e against th e
Church's position.
" To me, it is analogous to the abortion
question. It would make no sense if there
FALL 1990

jokes, and laughing along though it hurt
were a pro-abortion organization and the
Catholic Church allowed it to meet on
church property and hold Masses for its
members. You'd be saying one thing and
allowing another thing. The Church's position on homosexuality is very clear. The
group has taken a position against church
teachings and to allow them to meet on
church property, to support them, would
jeopardize the Church's position ."
According to Pat Roche, president of
Dignity USA , some 40 chapters around the
country have been removed from church
grounds in the past two years, causing some
homosexuals to sever all ties both with Dignity and with the Church. However, ten
chapters are still permitted on church property, including a 60-member chapter in
Sacramento that meets twice monthly at St.
Francis Church . In fact, Bishop Francis
Quinn conducted a Mass for them last May.
" I see Dignity as a group of gay men and
lesbians who love the Church and want to
be part of it ," Quinn told the Sacramento
Bee in a June interview. "Just because people have fallen short of the expectations of
the Church doesn't mean they should be
denied the Mass. If we drove all the 'sinners' out of the Church, we wouldn't have
a church-and not too many bishops."
In San Jose, Bishop Pierre DuMaine,
with some diplomatic finesse , forged an
unusual arrangement with the local Dignity chapter, one that by all accounts is
thriving.
After months of discussions, the diocese
last year took over sponsorship of the weekly service for gay and lesbian Catholics,
completing a process begun five years
earlier when a diocesan committee was
fo rmed to develop guidelines for a ministry
to homosexuals.
" The idea was to open it so more people
would attend ," says diocese spokesman
Fathe r Eugene Boyle. " There are gay
Catholics who would not want to be identified with Dignity. It was a good compromise . . . so that a Mass of this nature
could continue and yet avoid any direct connection with Dignity."
In the new pastoral program , Masses are
held Saturday evenings at the Campus
Christian Center in San Jose. Supervising
the liturgy that d, aws about 35 people each
weekend , the diocese today has no official
relationship with Dignity, though it continues informal dialogue with the group.
" It was done in a cooperative environment ," says Bill Welch, president of the
FALL 1990

5-year-old Dig nity c ha pter with 19
members. "The people have been trying to
make it work and . . . Bishop DuMaine
wants the ministry to work . He tried to put
something out there when others weren't
even thinking about it."
Kelly Snyder, 31, who graduated from
Santa Clara University with bachelor's
degrees in theater in 1981 and music in
1983, joi ned the San Jo se c hapter in
February and has attended weekend services ever since.
One of nine children steeped in a
Catholic upbringing, Snyder regularly attended Sunday morning Masses at the Mission Church while on campus. But after he
graduated, he found himself increasingly
reluctant to attend the services, unable to
pinpoint why.
The Mass for homosexuals brings him
what he missed, a sense of "community,"
he says.
"At the Mission Church, I started seeing
my classmates arriving with their wives and

■

Church as a smorgasbord ; it has many
things out there and we pick and choose.
A priest might say I'm not really a Catholic,
but I feel I am . It is healthy to question , and
the bottom line is I do believe in God and
the Trinity."
Like many other members of Dignity,
Mike hopes the Church will soften its prohibition against sexual relations outside
marriage; but on this point, Spohn says
there is little likelihood of change.
" My hunch is there is kss theological
barrier to getting women 01 Jained than for
Dignity to realize its goal within the
Church," Spohn says. "There is no moral
rea so n to not ordain women, but th e
Church has always had a natural-law ethics
position against homosexual activity."
Even so, Dignity members hope that
bridges might be built with the Church on
common goals, such as mini stering to
AIDS patients. And they see signs of optimism from a rare meeting between Dignity president Pat Roche and Monsignor

"In terms of church laws, yes, I'm breaking the rules. But I strive as well as anyone
to live up to Christ' S standards." -Kelly Snyder '81

children and felt like I didn't belong," says
Snyder who runs a video store and works
as a waiter. " It wasn't a feeling of rejection
but the sense that something was missing.
You couldn't show up with a boyfriend the
way a man could show up with his wife and
hold hands.
" In terms of church laws, yes, I'm breaking the rules. But I strive as well as anyone
to live up to Christ's standards. It is difficult
to reconcile, I admit. But I say How can it
be wrong for me to love another person? On
that level, I can justify staying in the Church
and to heck with other people who say I
should leave."
In fact, Snyder has started a relationship
with a fellow alumnus and Dignity member,
Mike . A 33-year-old optometrist, Mike
asked that his last name not be used .
"This is the way I was raised; it's my
religious tradition and I don't feel it is worth
throwing away," says Mike, a member of the
class of 1979. " I guess you could say I'm
a progressive Catholic. We look at the

Robert Lynch when the National Conference of Catholic Bishops gathered at
SCU in June. Afterward , Lynch , the conference's general secretary, said he would
recommend a further meeting with Archbishop Daniel Pilarczyk, president of the
National Conference.
"I'm very encouraged about that meeting
with Monsignor Lynch ," says Seattle resident Roche. " There have been so many
strides in the past 20 years. If someone had
said to me in 1966 that there would be an
official ministry to gay and le sbian
Catholics anywhere in the Catholic Church,
I'd have thought they were hallucinating.
But it happened .
" I like to say that when I was born , God
gave me two gifts- my sexuality and my
faith. It was like getting a microwave oven
and aluminum cookware. It isn't easy to be
gay and Catholic, but I keep on cooking." ■
Elizabeth Fernandez , class of 197':), is a staff
writer for the San Francisco Examiner.
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Q&A

with the

President

Santa Clara Magazine asks
the questions and Father
Paul Locatelli, S.J.,
provides the answers
The Mission Gardens has been a
favorite spot for generations of
Santa Clarans.
/,

SCM: Some alumni readers think Santa Clara is
lessening its grip on providing the classical
Jesuit education it offered before 1960. Some also
claim this is due, in part, to increasing business
and professional demands. Is a quality Jesuit
education a relic of the past?

I P.L. I 1t seems to me what some people
mean when they talk about Jesuit education
years ago relates to scholastic theology and
philosophy. But the totality of the liberal
arts is the real core of a Jesuit education.
When we talk about the education of the
whole person, we are not only talking about
philosophy and theology but also about how
to educate someone to be a responsible
citizen , to be an effective member of the
community, to be competent in one's professional life, and to understand the moral
and ethical issues in the whole broad range
oflife. A Jesuit education is really a learning for life.
In the past 10 years, I think we have never
been clearer about what we mean by quality
Jesuit education . It seems to me there was
a revolution in higher education in the
1960s in which all semblance of any
coherence or comprehensive approach to
liberal arts in education collapsed . We saw
that worldwide. But in the 1980s, two things
happened : (1) At Santa Clara , we instituted
a core curriculum revision for all students,
and (2) the Jesuit order itself made it clear
what it expects in a Jesuit education .
So, the two things that have changed in
the 1980s are a clearer academic basis for
education and a clearer intellectual understanding of the service of faith and the
promotion of justice. I don't think a lot of
people understand the contemporary Jesuit
mission . I think they are at odds with it . I
think they see Santa Clara as too liberal in
terms of the justice question . But Father
Kolvenbach [superior general of the Jesuit
order] has made it very clear that we have
to educate in terms of justice, as he says,
in the name of the Gospel , in the name of
charity.
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SCM: Stanford President Donald Kennedy has
stated that the emphasis on faculty research at
his institution was oing to be lessened in the
future and a stronger emphasis put on teaching.
Does Santa Clara have any such plan?

IP.L. I My

response is that a national
research university like Stanford, which is
turning out doctoral graduates, has a very
different orientation than we do. We come
from a different side. We have always emphasized teaching, and now we are trying

to incorporate the idea of scholarship. Today, we have teachers who are engaged in
scholarship.
We are in the best position of all and, in
my opinion , we do a very good job of itthe ideal Santa Clara professor is a teaching
scholar and a scholarly teacher. To me,
teaching shows an interest in students; and
scholarship, an interest in learning. The
more students are involved in both the
better it is. Collaborative learning among
faculty and students is the ideal.
FALL 1990

SCM: What special qualities does Santa Clara
look for in hiring its faculty members that sets
it apart from other schools of comparable quality? Is it essential they be Christian?

[ P. L. I We look for qualities in a prospective faculty member that show an interest
in teaching and an interest in scholarshipthat whole balance. On the teaching side,
he or she must have a genuine interest in
students. That's a critical part of Jesuit
education.
Do they have to be Christian? No. Many
of our Jewish faculty members, for example, have a terrific sense of what it means
to be a Santa Clara faculty member. They
also understand what it means to have a
tradition. What we look for is someone who
understands we have a particular tradition
with certain dimensions to it that flavor, that
leaven, the whole educational process. And
again, some faculty who are not Catholic,
not necessarily Christian, will support our
tradition in terms of quality education, an
education that gives students a sense of
justice and an appreciation of their faithwhatever that is. When I was AVP [academic vice president], I used to say to prospective faculty members that although we have
a religious studies requirement, the thrust
of that requirement is to help students
understand their faith and appreciate it, not
to indoctrinate. I never had anyone I interviewed counter that.
I marvel at some of the non-Catholics on
campus. I believe that a diversity of
religions on campus is helpful; we understand our own religion better when we can
dialogue with those of other religions. In
a certain sense, we are all in a search for
God. And as we dialogue, we get a better
understanding of our own beliefs. I have a
wonderful friend, for instance, who is an
atheist, and we talk about it all the time.

the magis-to do more-more qualitatively
than quantitatively.
SCM: We say in our admissions materials that
Santa Clara is distinctive, that it is different from
other universities because of its Jesuit and
Catholic heritage. In your opinion, what are those
distinctions?

I P.L. I Although our academic mission is
pre-eminent at Santa Clara, we need also
to emphasize what sets us apart from other
universities ifwe are to be a quality institution of the future. This includes academic
excellence in the Jesuit tradition, a concern
for the individual in the community, a
religious experience in the faith community, and leadership for a just society.
I think what differentiates Santa Clara
from other Jesuit universities is a learning
environment of the rich tradition and innovation we've been bringing together here
for the past 140 years, as well as what
Silicon Valley can give us. As I see it, the
Jesuit tradition is a balance of teaching and
research for the faculty and active learning
for the students. We try to educate the
whole person, and we promote the intellectual understanding of faith and justice as
part of that agenda.
We need to emphasize the characteristics

that make us different from other universities rather than aping some other institution. The more we work with, promote, and
articulate these characteristics, the better
off we are going to be.
SCM: About 65 percent of the undergraduates at
SCU today list themselves as Catholics. What
special challenge is there for the University when
35 percent of our population is non-Catholic?

I P. L. I I think 65 percent is a good proportion. Santa Clara hasn't had Catholic percentages ranging in the 90s since the late
1960s. For the past five years, the figure has
ranged around 65-67 percent. I believe
religious diversity in the student body is
good.
Because our admissions recruiting is focused on Jesuit and other Catholic high
schools, we should keep the present proportion. Remember, most Catholic high
schools today are less than 80 percent
Catholic. Bellarmine Prep has about the
same ratio we do.
A Jewish faculty member talked to me
recently about aggressively recruiting more
Jewish students. I explained to him we don't
actively recruit Catholic students. We don't
target any religious group. It would be a
violation of law if we did .

SCM: Will the declining number of Jesuits trained
for administration lead to more lay men and
women In these roles In the future?

I P.L. I Yes, it could, and probably will . I
worry less about the declining Jesuit ranks
than most. The Jesuit identity of Santa
Clara depends on how well we Jesuits communicate what it means to be a Jesuit, what
the Jesuit ideals or Jesuit charism is. I think
Jesuit ideals can be exciting for anyone. It's
our responsibility to collaborate with people so they understand them and will continue to foster them. I strongly believe that
the notion of the Jesuit school is just part
of our tradition, and it doesn't take numbers
to keep it that way. It's the whole idea of
FALL 1990

After the reroute: 42 palms line
the new entrance road to Mission
Santa Clara
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Nobili Hall, once a student dorm
and dining hall, is now the Jesuit
residence

SCM: How will education In the 1990s differ from
previous years?

I P. L. I Students of the

SCM: Why is it important for a university like
Santa Clara-small and highly selective-to be
a champion for diversity on campus?

I P.L. I The whole community is enriched
by different cultural perspectives, both in
the people we meet and in the discussion
of ideas and the dialogue we have, which
are the purposes of a university. It helps us
all-students, faculty, staff, administrators- understand the richness of other people and learn more about different cultures.
Looking to the future, by the year 2000
we are going to be a multicultural society
in California without a majority-minority
composition. By all predictions, the majority of people entering the labor market in the
year 2000 are going to be persons of color
and women. And if we are not educating
the people of our society, then our education is deficient.
From the beginning, Jesuit schools were
formed to educate the immigrant and the
underserved, and we have a responsibility
to educate that population. We have been
challenged by Father Kolvenbach who said
the focus of the university ought to be the
service and promotion of justice and a genuine love for the poor. I think it has to be
part of our education-not the exclusive
part-but definitely a part of our education.

SCM: If greater diversification is a goal for Santa Clara, how will we achieve it? Is money the
key?

I P. L. I The essential ingredients for greater
diversification are recruitment and retention to graduation; the climate or environ30
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ment on campus for people of color and
how comfortable they feel once they ' re
here; and how they participate in our environment, whether they feel they are genuinely participating in the community. I
honestly believe if we take care of those
three things, the money will come.

SCM: Some alumni are concerned their children
may be denied admission to Santa Clara if we
accept too many minorities. What assurance can
we give them that the Santa Clara experience will
be available for their children?

IP.L. I It's

the wrong question. Santa
Clara's admissions process is based on a
portfolio, and alumni-related applicants are
given special consideration. I don't know of
a single case where an alumni son, daughter, nephew, or niece was turned down because we'd given the slot to a minority. Currently, we accept about 86 percent of
alumni-related applicants. We have a very
positive approach and we work very hard
to keep our proportion of alumni-related
students. Each case is considered individually; we have no quotas. As to scholarships, financial aid is based on blind need .
Recently, the president of another Jesuit
institution said to me that he thought Santa
Clara's proportion of alumni - related
students was too high and that he preferred
about 10 percent. My response was I think
he's missed the point. To be able to have 30
percent of our freshman class each year
with alumni ties supports a positive relationship among the alumni and the University, one which I hold dear.

1990s are going to
be dramatically different from those we saw
in the 1980s. The whole diversity question
is going to have an effoct.
We will continue to focus on each student. Translated , this means emphasis on
high-quality teaching with scholarship
enhancing the over-all quality of the
University. We must educate for a global
society, which means gearing our curriculum to international issues; we must
educate for a multicultural society, which
many business executives and educators are
saying is the key to our future; we must
educate for technological and communication innovation as we move further into the
information age; we must educate for
ethical decision making across all walks of
life and work. At Santa Clara, we must, at
the same time, preserve our emphasis on
the arts and sciences as part of our foundation . And certainly, all these influences will
touch our professional schools as well .
The trick is implementing these changes
while we become more fiscally conservative. Looking for ways to contain costs
and be more effective educationally will be
a challenge. This year, we intend to make
some structural changes in our budgeting
and financial planning to help us meet that
challenge.

SCM: Some alumni readers expect and want Santa Clara to take a public stand on issues such
as reproductive rights, abortion, and women's
role in the Catholic Church. What is the role of
Catholic universities like Santa Clara, and why
don't they do this?

I P.L. I We

don't "take a public stand "
simply because we are a university. I don't
believe many people understand what a
university is all about. We are here to exchange ideas, and our teaching role is to
teach- not to indoctrinate. For us to tell
people they have to be capitalists or Marxists or even, on a more emotional level , prolife, is contrary to the very character of a
Catholic university-or any university. Our
responsibility is to raise the right questions
in the search for knowledge and truth so
people can make the right decisions.
The fact that we are willing to enter into
the dialogue and to make certain the Catholic position is clearly represented is the key.
As in our forum [on abortion], for instance,
we made sure the Catholic bishops' position was articulated clearly. I think it is
more difficult to enter into the dialogue and
FALL 1990

I run every day. Actually I pray, work ,
to debate the issue than to make a simple heard me once.
statement and say we are going to support
I think the most difficult part-and I and run. My usual routine is I get up and
the Catholic Church. I think it is the wrong don't want this to sound negative, but I do a little reflection time. Then I come over
thing to do. I think by doing so we have not guess it is-is that some people have their to the office and work so my bones aren't
helped the Church, and we have not helped own agenda. The University has a large creaking so much. Then about 6:30, I take
ourselves as an academic institution.
number of constituencies, internal and ex- a run . I run about four miles. I run the
Recently, in the controversy over birth ternal to the University, and yet people streets of Santa Clara. My latest jaunt is to
rights, I realized how different the pastoral focus on their own single issue. My job is go out the main gate and down to Bellarteaching role of a university president is. trying to help them understand there is mine, sometimes along the railroad tracks,
My role is to make sure we continue to more to the University than their single and then come back along Lafayette Street.
Every now and then, I try to get away for
search for the truth-not with a capital issue-that there is a University purpose" T" -whatever that means. The only way
and to show them how they can be a part a day. I've gone to Carmel a couple of times
in the past six months-just for the day.
we get to the truth is to debate and dialogue of it.
and see what the issues are. But for us to
It is always refreshing to me when some- Photography is still my hobby. I take picsimply say something is wrong avoids that one hands me some money and says, "Use tures when I go places, and I enjoy that.
whole process.
it for whatever you want." That says, "We
I see my family-who live in Santa Cruz
I agree with Cardinal Newman and with trust you with the University. Our little pro- and Boulder Creek-about once a month .
Father Pat Donohoe, S.J. (SCU president gram is not the most important program My mother doesn't care about my being
president. The most important thing to her
from 1958 to 1968). Cardinal Newman , here."
when Santa Clara was in its infancy, wrote:
is that I'm close by. She couldn't care less
" For why do we educate to prepare for the
about what I'm doing. She probably has the
world? Why do we cultivate the intellect of SCM: How do you relieve your personal job best attitude of all toward my job!
many beyond the first elements of knowl- stress? What do you do in your leisure time?
SCM: In your opinion, where does Santa Clara
edge, except for this world? If then a univerI
P.L. I What leisure time? Well, to my sur- rank nationally among Catholic colleges and
sity is a direct preparation for this world ,
prise, from July to July, I read about a universities today?
let it be what it professes. It is not a condozen books, ranging all over the place,
vent; it is not a seminary ; it is a place to
I P.L. I Very definitely in the top five. I say
from John Gardiner's On Leadership to
fit men of the world for the world. We canthat because of the quality of our faculty;
Taylor Branch's Parting of the Uizters to
not possibly keep them from plunging into
the quality of our students; the quality of
rereading Robertson Davies's The Deptford
the world with all its ways and principles
our academic programs; the quality of the
Trilogy. What I do now on the plane is
and maxims, when their time comes. But
staff; and the quality of Santa Clara Magspend half of my time reading for pleasure.
we can prepare them against what is inazine, which everyone praises to the heights
And I also read at night, just before I go to
evitable; and it is not the way to learn to
everywhere I go.
bed. About half of what I read is novels,
swim in troubled waters never to have gone
and half, non-fiction.
SCM: Finally, the right point.
■
into them."
In 1967, Donohoe said: " The Universi- t
ty is not a planet spun off from the world . <ls
The Thomas J. Bannan EngineerIt is a part of the world, and its formal work ~~
6
ing Building was dedicated in
is preparation for the world . It would be
early 1986
false to itself and to its clients if it failed to
ready its graduates for a non-sanitized existence."
SCM: You've been president for two years. What
Is the greatest lesson you've learned thus far?
What's been the most difficult?

I P.L. I I have been pleasantly surprised by
how much I really enjoy the job. I didn't
think I would. I didn't think I would like the
public life as much as I have- and by that
I mean going out and meeting people. I
looked at the invitation list for a dinner later
this month and I knew all but five guests.
Two years ago, I didn't know most of them.
I'm getting to know more people. I basically
find people interesting. And having an opportunity to meet with people is interesting.
I have been pleasantly surprised also by the
number of requests to give talks and that
people invite me back-even after they've
FA L L 1990
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Is this really his

Last
Hur

As Tom McEnery prepares to leave office, he says
he has no immediate interest in politics
BY MICHAEL S. MALONE '75

having also attended Santa
inishing his second and ,
Clara Prep when it was still
final term as mayor of ~
on campus, before it became
San Jose, the nation's ~
Bellarmine.''
13th largest city, Tom McEnery 6
Now, McEnery's eldest
'67·(MA '69) will be rememdaughter attends SCU, making
bered as controversial, flamher a very rare fourth-generaboyant, and combative.
tion Santa Claran.
He will also be remembered
"My earliest memories of
as the most influential South
the school," says McEnery,
Bay mayor of this century.
"were of the football team and
McEnery, 44, a third-generaof my father taking me to
tion San Josean, inherited a
games. I remember once ,
city that was dying at the
when Pat Brown was running
center; and through vision,
for governor, he debated at
guile, and more than a little
Santa Clara in the old Seifert
old-fashioned power politics,
gym; and my father got into a
turned it into an internationalreal intense dialogue in the auly admired model of downtown
dience with some other people
urban redevelopment.
that turned out to be more exIn doing so, Mayor McEnery
citing and drew a bigger crowd
took an enormous gamble on
than the debate on the stage.
the financial fate of the city as
"So, it was inevitable that I'd
a whole, including its outlying
go to Bellarmine and then to
neighborhoods. But with his
typical self-assured style, he
Santa Clara-though looking
back I think while I was there
seemed to make the bet withI spent more time in the pool
out a second thought. The
fiscal roulette wheel is still
room than in class. I graduated
in 1967, then went back and got
spinning, and the bottom line He is a third generation Santa Claran and son of a former San Jose mayor
a master's in Anglo-Irish hison San Jose's downtown redevelopment may not be known until the next And ask Tom McEnery to suggest his most tory.'' He smiles ruefully, "It was very
century. But for now Tom McEnery's leg- important legacy to San Jose and he ignores valuable training for being a mayor. My
acy looks sterling. The new downtown, the redevelopment and says, "I think it will thesis was on Michael Collins, a great name
with its hotels, retail pavilion, convention be some of the education programs I put in in Irish revolutionary history. Tim O'Keefe
was my adviser.
center, Children's Discovery Museum, and place."
This bundle of contradictions was born
"Like most people, I think, when I
arena-to-be-$300" million in new facilities-represents a remarkable transforma- the son of another San Jose mayor and the graduated I stayed away from the school for
tion for just eight short years. Nevertheless, grandson of two leading figures in turn-of- quite some time. I got myself totally imafter a tenure that began with $70 million the-century San Jose politics. His paternal mersed in the family business [the Farmers
in lost city funds and acrimonious battles grandfather, Patrick McEnery, was the first Union Corporation] running a restaurant
over each new proposal , the mayor's "good of the family to attend SCU. "He was a and attempting to develop our San Pedro
to excellent" approval rating stands at 62 newspaper man [who] worked for the Lon- Square properties in downtown. One thing
percent, and he leaves $50 million in the don Times. He covered the Dreyfus Affair we accomplished during that time was to
city's treasury.
among other big stories of his era. He came put more restaurant seats in the square than
Yet , suggest to Tom McEnery that he is out here and became the city editor of the in all the rest of downtown."
It was these experiences of renovating
a consummate politician and he will cringe Mercury. In fact, he covered the story of
and talk about how anxious he is to get out Professor Montgomery's famous ex- one corner of central San Jose and battling
of politics "after eight years in a place I periments with the Spirit of Santa Clara with the entrenched political interests that
never really liked ." He has a notoriously airplane, where Buck Shaw stadium is now. propelled Tom McEnery into politics .
"So, he attended [SCU] and made a lot "Downtown at that point was at the very
sharp tongue and seems to revel in the
rough-and-tumble of verbal battle; but of good friends with the Fathers. And then nadir of its existence. It had no support at
privately, he is bruised by harsh criticism. my dad was a dyed-in-the-wool Bronco, City Hall. Downtown retailers who'd given
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rah?
their hearts to the city really had their hearts
ripped o ut. The downtown was bei ng
judged, with some degree of accuracy, as
being clinically dead . There [were] just a
few kicks of the leg here and there. And that
really upset me."
McEnery's involvement in downtown
politics began in 1975 when he chaired a
group that restored the Peralta Adobe, the
oldest building in San Jose. A year later, he
was appointed to the Planning Commission.
And the year after that, he was appointed
to fill an unexpired term on the City Council. In 1980, he ran for that same seat.
Although campaigning is an experience he
admits to hating, he won 72 percent of
the votes.
By 1982, McEnery had become a major
player in downtown politics. " I wanted to
do for downtown what I had done for my
own little corner of San Pedro Square." The
best way to do that , he realized , was to run
for mayor-an ambitious task for someone
just 36 years old. He was helped in the cam-

the same as most people in the city felt. I
can't claim any political astuteness on this.
I just feel real passionate about things , and
maybe I'm a little bit more vocal about it.
What I say verbally is what an awful lot of
other people in this city think .
"And I think I was right when I thought
that people had a deep yearning to have a
center of pride in this city, to come down
with their family and visitors. Absolutely.
The professional politicians should have
seen that too."
Tom McEnery's eight-year tenure has
been one of almost continuous heat and
noise. The downtown redevelopment not
only changed the city's skyline, but also
created mixed feelings in the outlying districts, which feared City Hall 's attention
was now focused entirely on downtown .
There was the $73 million loss by the city
in 1984, due to bad investments (a third of
which was recouped in court earlier this
year). Then came a bitter battle over the
new areana , which was at last victorious in
a general election.
One fight that even McEnery admits
blindsided him dealt with his desire to erect
a statue to city pioneer Thomas Fallon. It
was met with strong protest by the Hispanic
community, which saw Fallon as an imperialist, and that in turn was picked up as
a cause celebre by the local newspapers.
McEnery, a trained historian, still shakes
his head in bewilderment at the resulting
hue and cry.

''I wanted to do for downtown what I had
done fo r my own little corner of San Pedro
Square." - Tom McEnery '67
paign by running against three equall y
unknown opponents; but just as important,
voters found appealing his combination of
insider/outsider status- the scion of an old
Valley family running against the downtown
power structure. "My brother kidded me
that I got so many votes because most of the
people thought they were either voting for
Dad or me."
McEnery not only won, but became the
first San Jose mayor in history to be elected
in the primary election, having garnered 61
percent of the vote. Four years later, he took
63 percent of the vote, winning all 10 of the
city's districts.
His appeal? "I think the hopes and aspirations I had for my family were absolutely
FALL 1990

Looking back, McEnery is at least as
proud of the low crime rate as the tall
buildings. " Having lived downtown all my
life and having my wife and kids here, I was
concerned about the safety of my neighborhood. That's why I've always been so extreme-so me would say absolutely
obsessed-when it comes to adding police
officers, making sure criminals don't get
paroled , and trying to change the laws about
prison terms for convicted felons. That's
why I'm proud San Jose has become one
of the safest major cities in America.
" lfI were to choose my biggest achievement in my eight years, it would be the renewed sense of pride that people have in this
city-the tremendous confidence they have.

And that's going to continue as the next step
in redevelopment begins to tie the neighborhoods more and more into the downtown .
"When they poll the citizens of most major cities these days, usually half say they'd
like to live somewhere else. I'm very proud
of the fact that when they asked the same
question in San Jose 80 percent of the people replied that it is a good place to live and
raise their families. They can get a job here.
The streets are safe. They're optimistic."
Any regrets? " Certainly not that we
didn't get enough done. If you had told me
eight years ago that we'd get half of what
we've done by now, I'd have said 'I'll settle
for that .' Of course, there's always a lot of
things you wish you had time to do."
When Tom McEnery became mayor, he
was a relatively unknown young man. Now
he is an internationally known figure, accustomed to the spotlight. Not surprisingly, there have been numerous rumors about
McEnery 's post-mayoral ambitions-state
senator, some say, or the U.S. Congress, or
perhaps, four years hence, a run for the
California governorship.
Remarkably, McEnery 's own plans seem
more modest and less precise than any of
those imputed to him . He claims to have no
immediate interest in politics, primaril y
because he doesn't want to leave the community. In fact, he has become a leading
proponent of limiting terms of office for
elected officials-even though it limited his
power in the final months of his term .
" I think," he says, somewhat wistfully,
" I'd like time to do some reading ; a little
writing, perhaps ; maybe some teaching. I
had a lot of fun teaching a course in the
political history of the Valley at Santa Clara
a few years ago. And my niece is a teacher
in Franklin-McKinley, a very interesting
district in San Jose where the kids speak 20
or 30 different dialects. I've talked to her
about perhaps being a teacher's assistant for
a couple months. To get out and see the city
in a way you can't while you're mayor kind
of appeals to me -and to help with some
of the educational programs I've helped get
under way during the past few years."
Tom McEnery, teacher 's assistant? It
sounds too fantastic . Perhaps the real
answer is that Tom McEnery has yet to
figure out how to follow such a start , to improve on being the mayor of San Jose, " the
best government job in America."
But give him a little time. No doubt he'll
think of something.
■
Michael S. Malone '75 (MBA '77) is the author
of The Big Score and the host of "Malone" on
KTEH-TV (Channel 54) .
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Tesco Controls Inc. in Sacramento. He and his wife,
Jeanne, live in Stockton. David Smith (JD '54) is an
attorney in Palm Desert.

'51

'33 James W. Foley is an attorney in Saratoga.
'35 Louis Picetti was recognized for over 50 years
of service to education in San Benito County at a dinner meeting of the County Board of Education. He left
his post as a board member last June after 13 years
of service. His home is in Hollister.

'36 Jack F. Da ly Jr. has retired from the California
State Automobile Association Board of Directors after
serving for 25 years. He is president of Daly's Department Stores in Northern California; a fifth store opened
this fall in Oregon. Jack celebrated his birthday and
his 65th year of golf by playing at Silverado with his
wife, Mamie, and children: Tim , Kerry '72 , Erin '76,
and Mark '78.

'37

C h a rles Ba nnan and his wife , Idell , were
honored with a Mass and 50th wedding anniversary
celebration at Mount Saint Mary's College Doheny
Campus in Los Angeles last May. The festivities were
hosted by their children: Steven and Idell Gross;
Forrest '67, JD '70; and Sharon Bannan.

'39

Charles De Young has retired as a funeral director. He and his wife, Dora, live in Stockton.

'40

David Ingram and his wife, Trude, live in Foster
City. He is a real estate appraiser and consultant.

'42 M arten Barry owns his own real estate management firm in Burlingame.

'43

Robert Podest a is an artist, writer, and cartoonist. His cartoons appear in business newspapers
in several U.S. cities, and his paintings are in many
galleries, including New York City. His book , Topical
Fish will be published this year by a New York
publisher.

'47 Robert F r eitas Sr. and his wife, Barbara, live
in Fresno where, since his retirement he has been a
Chapter II trustee-panel trustee, U.S. Dept. of Justice,
Office of the U.S. Trustee.

'48

Joseph Pausne r Jr. is a tax program manager
at Hewlett-Packard in Palo Alto. He and his wife,
Joann, have three children (two of whom are Santa
Clara grads), and one grandchild. Joseph Santana (JD
'50) is a partner in the San Francisco law firm of Santana, George, Preston , Steffen & Katzen .

'49

Herman " Bud" Ravizza was presented with
the Red Cross Life Saving Award last spring for saving a fellow Rotarian's life at a meeting in Sacramento, when his friend was choking. The incident occurred only two days after Bud attended a Red Cross
meeting during which he learned both CPR and the
Heimlich maneuver.

'50

Frank Bri tto n Jr. owns Britton & Co.
Customhouse Brokers in Calexico. John Bronson lives
in Seattle where he is a Redemptorist Jay brother.
Robert Ferrari is a horse racing faci lity supervisor
wi th t he Monterey Satellite Racing Facility in
Monterey. Patrick Fitzpatrick is a representative of
the James Econn Co. , an insurance firm in Los
Angeles. Leighton Hatch is a private judge in
Sac ramento and various California counties. Don
Keith is a dentist in San Diego. Philip Lynch Jr. is
a financial manager for DeLoach Vineyards in Santa
Rosa, where he lives with his wife, Constance. Eugene
Rodrigues and his wife, Beverly, live in Upland. He
is in sales and marketing for Modtech Inc. in Perris.
Kenneth Schwarz is a chief electrical engineer at
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J oe Caulfield owns Caulfield's Office Products
in Oakland. Alfred DeMartini is an attorney with the
Department of Housing ·and Urban Development in
San Francisco. His son , Tom , is a sophomore at SCU,
and his daughter, Celeste, is a freshman . Richard Plat
is senior vice president of Pacific Scientific Co. in
Newport Beach .

'52

E ugene En gle is vice president , investments, at
Bateman Eichler Hill Richards Inc. in San Francisco,
where he lives with his wife, Beverly.

'53

Adolph Capurro is an attorney in San Francisco.
He and his wife, Jeanne, live in San Rafael and have
three children: J ohn '85 ; Stephen , a senior; and
Christina, a second-year law student.

'54

Thom as Flynn is a partner in the San Francisco
real estate investment banking firm of Blackman Flynn
& Co.

'55 Robert Williams is a partner with his daughter,
Helen JD ' 86, in the San Francisco law firm of
Williams & Williams. He has served on the University 's Board of Fellows since 1983.
'56

Tom Conmy is owner of Thomas B. Conmy
Packaging Sales in Carmel, where he lives. Robert
Dossee, a superior court judge in Alameda County,
was appointed to the California State Court of Appeal
in San Francisco by Governor Deukmejian.

'57

Lucius J enkins is director of administrative services for the Union School District in San Jose, where
he and his wife , Phyllis MA '87, live.

'58

H . " Bud" Hamilton is an account executive, network systems sales, for AT&T in San Ramon. He writes
that he and his wife, Lyn , became grandparents of a
boy in February and a girl in May. Arthur Lafranchi is an attorney in Petaluma . John Murphy and his
wife, Ellen, live in Greenbrae. He is a sales representative for IBM in San Francisco.

'59

Clayton Barbeau returned from a lecture tour
to Singapore to do a series of four films on intimacy
prior to going to St. Thomas, V.I. , to speak to survivors of Hurricane Hugo. The film s were released
by Franciscan Communications in September. Erwin
Bork is a sales representative for Oakland Paper and
Supply in Emeryville. Terrence Dorsey is a vice president and senior portfolio manager at First Interstate
Bank of California in San Francisco.

'60

Michael Bur ke and his wife, Carole, live in San
Rafael . They have eight children, two of whom are also
alumni , Catherine Agelson '87 and Danny '90. Harry
Chase Jr. is a computer programmer analyst for the
IRS in Washington , D.C. James Collins is president
of Quantum Lighting Inc. in Klamath Falls, Ore.
Shevlin de Ia Roza and his wife, Beatrice, live in National City. He is with National Homecare Systems
in San Diego. Robert Ennis (JD '66) is an attorney
in Boise, Idaho. Terry Flanagan is a physicist at Jaycor
in San Diego. George Gardiner is a police sergeant
for the city of Alameda . Greg Givvin and his wife,
Marcia , live in Northridge. He is a vice president/ financial consultant with Shearson Lehman
Brothers in Woodland Hills. Gabriel Gutierrez is a
superior court judge in Los Angeles County. Robert
Hall (MS '71) works for United Technologies/CSD in
San Jose as an engineering manager. Tom Hastings
is a superior court judge for Santa Clara County. Wells
Longshore and his wife, Myrl, live in Portola Valley.
He is a psychologist and peer counselor with the Multiple Sclerosis Society of Santa Clara County. Kenneth

Luschar is an engineer at Dalmo Victor in Belmont.
Richard McGough is a civil engineer for PG&E in
San Francisco. He lives in Burlingame with his wife,
Patricia. James Mieuli is a florist/retailer with Navlet's
in San Jose. Paul Redlich and his wife, Dorothy, have
eight children and eight grandchildren . He writes that
he is active in the Knights of Columbus , the local
parish, and community affairs in Shawnee, Kan . ,
where they live. He is an executive search consultant
for Insurance Management Associates. David Ramm
teaches in the Livermore Unified School District.
Byron Schnetz is a vice president with the Bank of
America in Fresno. Norman Ziomek is vice president , operations, at Combustion Power Company in
Menlo Park .

'61

J a mes Crowley is an account executive at Dean
Witter in Palo Alto. He and his wife, Lynn , live in
Foster City. Gene Elam is a vice president and CFO
of Homestake Mining Company. Michael Robinson
works for Douglas Aircraft Co. in Long Beach as a
business unit manager in human resources . David
Wilson is in property management for United Property
Services Inc. of Fremont. He and his wife, Mary, live
in Pleasanton .

'62

Charles Noya is a partner in the Albuquerque,
N .M., law firm of Villela , Skarsgard & Noya.

'63

Lawrence Hofmann is an engineer with John
Brown Inc. in Houston , Tex . M ichael McGonigle is
a physician and surgeon in Joplin , Mo.

'64

R ichard Daly and his wife, Patricia, live in
Novato. He is a road maintenance engineer for Marin
County. Francis Hourigan is a judge in Los Angeles
County Superior Court. Samuel Mabry is vice president and director of federal affairs for Hercules Inc.
in Washington, D.C. He heads the corporate office and
is responsible for the company's government affairs
activities. He and his wife, Sandra, and their three
children live in Falls Church, Va .

'65

Brooks M othorn works for Coldwell Banker in
Oakland in investment sales. Pa m ela (Schafer)
O'Brien is a high school teacher for the Fremont
Union High School District. She and her husband ,
Mark , live in Los Gatos.

'66

J ohn Burns has taken a year's sabbatical from
his Atlanta , GA, practice of consulting and clinical
psychology. He and his wife , Julie, joined the Jesuit
Volunteer Corps in August and are part of a new community of volunteers in Medford , Ore. John is working on the development of a mental health coverage
system for the poor in the area, and Julie is a paralegal
on housing issues for a non-profit legal services agency.
Sherrill (Ford) Hufnagel is assistant superintendent,
curriculum , for the Delano Joint Union High School
District in Delano, where she lives. Sharon Jelich is
a management analyst for Contra Costa County
municipal courts. She lives in Concord . Michael
Ryan , president of Ryan's Fine Furniture in Seattle,
has been in the Air Force Reserve for 19 years. He
is a colonel assigned to the 446th military airlift wing
at McChord Air Force Base, Tacoma, Wash ., where
he is deputy commander for maintenance. Judy Semas
resigned as president of Hope Rehabilitation Services
to become a vice president of Plaza Bank of Commerce
in San Jose.

'67

David Foos is a psychiatrist in Pasadena. Kirk
Frederick is CEO of Kirk Frederick Graphics in San
Francisco.

'68

Kenneth Bauman is a manufacturer's representative of architectural hardware for Bauman Associates
of Redmond, Wash. He and his wife, Deborah, live
in Woodinville, Wash. Capt. Barry Dysart , USN,
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Choosing a College
Virginia Luthman '67 helps high school students pick best college for them
f Santa Clara were to award a r
degree in matchmaking, Vir- <l!
ginia Hughes Luthman '67 ~
(MACP '82) might be its first 6
recipient.
An educational consultant based
in Campbell, Calif., Luthman has
been successfully matching high
school students with appropriate
colleges for the past five years.
"Parents and students alike want
as much information as possible
about college admissions," she
says. Fears and phobias abound, so
it is Luthman's task to provide that
information, along with advice
and recommendations.
Luthman started with just 12
clients-friends and their children
who took a leap of faith and
trusted," she says. She now
"holds" at 70 a year, and has never
needed to advertise. "It's strictly She started with just 12 clients
word of mouth," she says.
A self-admitted matchmaker, academics), the family's finances,
Luthman describes how she coun- and other considerations. "It's
sels with parents and students. It's especially important for parents to
important to get them "engaged," hear their child's concerns, and
a word she uses frequently. She ex- vice versa," she contends.
plains she first meets jointly with
After the interview and datathe parents and their child during gathering session, Luthman prehis or her sophomore or junior pares a report that includes a
year of high school. While the stu- synopsis of the student's needs and·
denfdoes a writing sample, Luth- 12 recommendations of colleges
man speaks with the parents. Then matching those needs. Each colshe interviews them together. They lege is listed on a separate sheet
discuss their preferences (urban or with its address, requirements, aprural campus, distance from home, plication information, housing,
size, social aspects, athletics, costs, and notes of interest-for

I

se rves aboard the aircraft carrier USS Saratoga,
homeported in Mayport , Fla. Martin Lettunich (JD
'71) is an attorney in Saratoga. Craig Needham is an
attorney with the San Jose law firm of Caputo, Liccardo, Rossi, Sturges & McNeil. He frequently lectures in Northern California on recent developments
in tort practice.

'69 John O'Boyle (MSEE '72) is vice presidentdirector, consulting services, at Dataquest Inc. in San
Jose. Father Dennis Smolarski, S.J. , an associate profe ssor of mathematics, gave an SCU alumni "minireunion" at the rectory of St. Mary 's Catholic Church
in Champaign, Ill. , last May. Present were Catherine
Cavagnaro "if! and her husband ; Patrick Moran '84;
Mike '85 and Barbara (Hayes ' 84) Kropp and their
baby daughter, Hanna ; Steve Chiappari ' 84; and
Maria Girardi ' 84. Father Smolarski has published
two new books, The Essentials of Data Structure I and
II.

'70

Carlos Alamilla is a field manager, customer service, for Xerox Corporation in Salt Lake City. Mario
Alioto is an attorney in San Francisco. Anthony Bianco and his wife, Linda , live in Palm Desert. He is an
FALL 1990

example, "great soccer coach,"
"excellent pre-med curriculum ."
She divides the recommended
schools into three categories:
reach-those they may have to
stretch for; probable-those
within their reach; and safety-the
shoo-in.
The family then visits campuses.
Luthman guides them in evaluating colleges academically and
socially. They are encouraged to
read viewbooks , catalogs, and
other school literature. Then , they
narrow the list of 12 to as few as
3 or as many as 6.
Luthman herself prepares the

Make the senior
year a good one,
Luthman advises.
letters requesting application information. "This way I know the process is going forward," she says.
The next appointment is spent
checking grades, SAT scores, setting up schedules, and getting letters of recommendation- "and
making sure they apply appropriately," she adds.
Luthman's counseling skills
really come into play during the

officer and part owner of Coachella Valley Containers
Inc., an agricultural packaging company in Thermal.
Dolores (Robinson) Boughton teaches in the
Washington Elementary School District in Sacramento.
Mark Canales is a research and development manager
at P. E. Nelson in Cupertino. James Damiani is CFO
of Norco-Billings Printing and managing partner of
American Art & Graphics in San Leandro. Thomas
Drakes is a physician in Redding, where he lives with
his wife, Loretta. He specializes in hematology and
oncology. He is an assistant clinical professor in the
internal medicine department at UC Davis and was
named a fellow in the American College of Physicians.
Patricia Brown Dullea and her husband , Charles, live
in Redwood City. She is a mentor teacher, sta ff
development , for the San Mateo City School District.
Gail (Garrity) Geary is an associate governmental
program analyst for the state of California, Department of Social Services, in Sacramento. Yvonne Hall
is a merchandising manager for Levi Strauss in San
Francisco. Mary (Schneider) Hanlon works for
Fibreboard Corp. in Concord as a workers compensation administrator. Henry and Marilyn (Hess)
Hansel live in Santa Rosa, where Henry is a Ford and

final meeting. "I lend support and
prepare the students for rejection
and pressure at home," she says.
Some students try to make themselves "more interesting" to colleges by taking special courses or
embarking on unique hobbies during the summer. Luthman advises
them "to do what they love and all
else follows."
Luthman acknowledges that the
best part of the job is "when the
kids call to share their acceptance."
Virginia Luthman , who is married to SCU's Executive Development Center director, Elmer
Luthman, advises parents to make
the senior year a good one. For
most, it's the last year their child
will be living at home. "I adore
adolescents," says this mother of
two sons-one a sophomore at
Gonzaga University and one college-bound next year.
Luthman's friends testify to her
matchmaking abilities. She is responsible for three marriages, in
addition to the numerous college
matches. As one student told her,
"You got in touch with what was
right for me."
Santa Clara's matchmaker seems
to have gotten in touch with what
was right for herself as well .
Patricia Fowler
■

Patricia Fowler is a free-lance
writer living in San Jose.

Mercury dealer. Gregory Hull and his wife, Marilyn
(Schnoor) , live in Petaluma. He is an attorney with
the San Jose law firm of Caputo, Liccardo, Rossi ,
Sturges & McNeil. Mark Hurst is an attorney in Elk
Grove. He is working toward an LLM degree in
business and tax at McGeorge School of Law. Meg
Kellogg and her husband , Richard Catterton, live in
Berkeley. She is director of strategic planning and
analysis for Kaiser Permanente's corporate office in
Oakland . Tom Lerone is vice president, finance and
administration, and CFO of Navigation Technologies
in Sunnyvale. Nancy Mau.a is a real estate broker with
Pacific Union Residential Brokerage in San Francisco.
Mary Catherine (Ragen) Murphy is a campus
minister and religious studies teacher at Mercy High
School in San Francisco. Ed Northup is vice president and general manager of Baxter Healthcare International in Penang, Malaysia. He writes that he has
"extra room and would welcome any alumni visitors."
Michael Pacelli is a government affairs consultant for
Bay Relations Inc. in Daly City. Ron Petersen and his
wife, Esther, live in Los Gatos. He has his own financial adv isory business in Campbell . Michael Redmond teaches in the mathematics department at
SANTA CLARA MAGAZI NE
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Southern Illinois University in Carbondale. Gordon
Roby is a partner/sales in Mokelumne River Forest
Products in Lodi . Elizabeth (Ebinger) Smith is an
attorney in San Diego with Seltzer, Caplan, Wilkins
& McMahon . Her husband , Tom , is an attorney with
Giorni , Smith & Woods in LaMesa , where they live
with their two daughters, Emily and Rachel. Jose
Stevens and his wife, Lena, live in Berkeley with their
children, Anna and Carlos. He is a psychologist and
writer. His two latest books are Secrets of Shamanism,
(Avon , in 1988) and The Personality Puu le, (Affinity Press, 1990) . Kathleen (Walker) Vaught is an attorney in Fairview Heights, Ill . Edward Walsh is a
manager/administration and traffic engineer for the city
and county of San Francisco. Veronica Zecchini is
executive director of the Central Oregon Council on
Aging in Redmond . She lives in Bend .

'71

Robert Barnett lives in Los Angeles , where he
is a writer. William Carter is vice president , product
development , of Xilinx in San Jose. Steve Gengo lives
in San Francisco, where he is a marriage, fami ly, and
chil d cou nse lor. S teve Hom an is a consulting
registered environmental health specialist. He lives in
the Bonny Doon area of Santa Cruz County with his
wife, Christine, and their two teenage children . Larry
Jenkins is a superintendent and project manager at
Bouten Construction Co. in Spokane, Wash. Stephen
Moloney (JD ' 75) is a senior partner in the Los
Angeles law firm of Gilbert, Kelly, Crowley & Jennett . His wife, Nancy Barile-Moloney (JD '76), is on
a nine-year sabbatical from her law practice due to the
recent birth of their third child. Patricia O'Hara , a
law professor at the University of Notre Dame, has
been appointed vice president of student affairs at the
university. She is the first woman to become an officer at Notre Dame. Dan Walker is a partner in the
Hinsdale , Ill . , law firm of Cesario & Walker. He and
his wife , Loretta , and two children live in Naperville.

'72

Edward B rady and his wi fe, Mary, live in San
Carlos with the ir three sons. He writes that he has
opened an eng ineering con sulting offi ce , Brady
Engineering , "close enough to bike from home."
Stephen George is a principal at Putnam , Hayes &
Bartlett in San Francisco. He is an economic consultant to electric utilities and special izes in research and
strategic planning. He spent the summer on a consulting assignment in Bilbao, Spain . Esau Herrera
(JD '76) practices law in San Jose, where he lives with
his wife, Angelina. He is an elected member of the
East Side Union High School District Board of Education. Janet Murphy lives in Honolulu where she is
a legal assistant in the family support division of Corporation Counse l. Tom Narey is controller for R&G
Environmental Services Inc. in Santa Clara . Kevin
Rooney is vice principal and athletic director of Notre
Dame H ig h S c hoo l in Sherma n Oaks . David
Samuelson (JD '75) is a building inspector for the city
of Mountain View. He and his wife, Samantha , live
in Los Gatos with their children , Mary Faye and Peter.
Cynthia Schneider is vice president of the Board of
Di rectors of the Greater San Franc isco Bay Area
C hapter Alzheime r Association. She has been a
volunteer for the past two years. A vice president of
Sierra Capital in San Francisco, she lives in San Leandro. Denise Taylor, M .D. , is a neurologist in private
practice in St. Louis, Mo. Nancy (Hubner) Van der
Haeghen is sec retary/treasurer of Van der Haeghen
Construction Co. Inc. in Alamo.

'73

James Black lives in Los Gatos and is a real
estate appraiser. William Brusher is vice president,
operations, of Management C ompensation Group
(MCG) in San Francisco. James Devaney (MBA '76)
is a real estate broker with Golden State Financial in
Fresno, where he lives with his wife, Janis. Thomas
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Kane, M .D. , is chief resident in orthoped ic surgery
at Queen's Medical Center in Honolulu. Joan (LaForrest) Sollers is a marketing communications specialist
at Hewlett-Packard in Cupertino.

'74

Rita Beamish is a White House reporter with
Associated Press. Peter Cooney is sales manager for
Golden Gate Productions in Corte Madera . Steve Cortopassi is a ba nker w ith the Bank of America in
Newport Beach . He and his wife, Karina , live in Irvine. Fr ed Crary (MBA '77) is Western regional
manager for Sil icon Graphics of Mountain View. Tim
Flatley is a district general manager for Pac-Tel Paging in Fort Worth , Tex. Bridget Gransee is an executive training manager for Macy 's California in San
Francisco. Mike Morgan is an assistant vice president and director of cas ino marketing for the Hilton
Hotel and Casino in Las Vegas. David Sarnowski (JD
' 81) is chief of the c rimi nal j ustice division of the
Nevada attorney general's office. He and his wife,
Becky, and thei r two children live in Carson City.

'75 Glenn Hinohi teaches math at Potter Valley High
School in Potter Valley. He lives in Ukiah . Joseph
Ramirez is an associate corporate counsel at ICL Inc.
in Santa Clara . Debra Smith-Duncan and her husband , Wayne, live in Manhattan Beach. She is vice
president, finance, and CFO of Olson Travelworld Ltd.
in El Segundo. Kathryn Tsushima and her husband ,
Daniel Keller, live in San Mateo. She is a teacher's
assistant at Nueva Center for Leaming in Hillsborough.

'76

J effrey Bergmann became a partner in KPMG
Peat Marwick in July and specializes in the real estate
and construction industry, personal taxes, agribusiness,
and partnerships. He lives in Fremont . Paul and
Laurie (Clark '79) David live in Burwood , Victoria ,
Australia, with their children, Alison and Mariel. Paul
is a tourism and leisure consultant with Peat Marwick
Hungerford International Charte red Accountants, and
Laurie is a part-time technical writer. Roi Davis lives
in San Jose and is a manufacturer's representative with
Roitronics Technology Sales & Marketing. Thomas
Gay is a cost control specialist with Chevron Overseas
in Angola , Africa. Jon Hoffman is a personnel administrator at Rolm Systems in Santa Clara . Scott
Miller lives in Corvallis, Ore., whe re he is a CPA .
John Nicholson is president of The Nicholson Co. in
Campbell. Bill and Karen Shea-Daly live in San
Mateo. Karen is a teacher at the Vocational Leaming
and Treatment Center in San Jose, and Bill is a structural engineer with Rinne & Peterson in Palo Alto.

'77

Peter Craigie (JD '81) is an attorney in San Francisco. He and hi s wife, Conna McCarthy, live in Piedmont. Don Dougherty Jr. (JD '80) is a partner in a
San Jose firm wi th law c lassmates Scott Ca rter
JD/MBA ' 80 and Charles Sabes JD '80. Paula Kreizinger lives in Bothell , Wash., with her husband , David
McKay, and their children, Sara and Ian . She is a flight
attendant for United Airl ines. David Nile, M .D., is
a pediatrician at the Adolescent Care Center in St.
Louis, Mo. Marc Pujalet is a regional director of
marketing for Westin Hotels in Seattle. His wife,
Nikette (Rajkov ich) , writes that she is a domestic
engineer. David Ramey and his wife , Charleen, live
in Carmichael. He is a public relations manager for
Intel in Folsom. Jonathan Ryan is a partner in the
Monterey County office of the accounting and consulting firm of Deloitte & Touche and a member of
the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
and the California Society of Certified Public Accountants. He lives in Pac ific Grove. Father David Staal
is a priest at St. Augustine's Church in Pleasanton.
Father Jack Treacy, S.J. , was ordained at St. Mary 's
Cathedral in San Francisco in June and celebrated his

Mass of T hanksgiving the next day at Mission Santa
C lara . He serves on the campus min istry team at the
University of San Francisco. Bill Wilkinson is a
stockholder/partner in Ruzzo, Scholl & Murphy Accountancy Corp. in San Jose.

'78

Nonnie Capurro (MA '80) , her husband , Randall Reeve, and their daughter, Randahl , live in San
Jose. Nonn ie is a deputy probation office for Santa
Clara County. Sheryl (lwatani) Haller is a CPA with
Ernst & Young in Palo Alto. She and her husband,
Richard '78, live in Cupertino. Tara (Sponsler) Hutchison is an audit senior manager at KPMG Peat Marwick in San Francisco. Nancy (Allen) Lee is a merchandise analyst for Ross Stores in Newark . She and
her husband , Dennis, also own Treats, an ice cream
and yogurt shop in Foster City, where they live with
their two children from Dennis's first marriage, Valerie
and Robert. Jeffrey Thompson is an attorney with
UniHealth America in Burbank.

'79

Sheila Carrigan is an attorney with Cooper &
Kelley in Denve r. Mark Connolly (JD '82) is a partner in the Tracy law firm of Garretson & Connolly.
Michael DeNeffe (MBA '90) and his wife , Li sa ,
moved to Portland , Ore. , after nine years in the hightechnology industry in Silicon Valley. He is now a product manager for Leading Technology Inc., a PC
manufacturer in Portland . Steve Inglin is Western U. S.
sales manager for Abbott Labs of No rth Chicago. He
recently moved to Laguna Beach ; before he left
Chicago, he wo n $1.5 mill ion in the Illinois lottery.
Lewis Levy is a partner in the Los Angeles law firm
of Levy, Goldman & Levy. Gerald Philpott is sales
manager-TV sy ndication for Multimedia Entertainment in Los Angeles. He lives in Manhattan Beach.
Dan Santo is a program manager for Loral/Rolm MilSpec Computers in San Jose. Cheryl Ford Smith
(MBA '84) works in communications development at
Apple Computer in Cupertino. Aileen Lowe Stephens
is a software manager at Stanford Telecommunications
in Santa Clara .

'80

Mary Ann Bagileo is a medical service ass istant at Stanford University. She and her husband , Bart
Masarie, and their three children live in Redwood City.
Janet (Steiner) Benton (MBA '83) is a fi nanc ial
manager for CEO Orchard Properties in San Jose.
Monica Bezore is Southwest area admi nistrative
manager for National Semiconductor in Tustin . She
lives in Newport Beach. Michael Boston and his wife,
Betsy (Kincart ' 81) , live in San Jose, where he is a
benefits manager for LSI Logic. Jerie (Backer) Campi
and her husband , Matt , live in Santa C lara , where she
writes that she is "" having a great time being a stayat-home Mom" rais ing their 2-year-old Elizabeth .
Scott Chapman is a se c uriti es ana lyst for
McCullough, Andrews & Cappiello Inc. in San Franc isco. Rosanne Compite ll o is a personnel ad ministrator for Rolm Systems in Santa Clara. Matthew
Connolly received a J. D. degree from Humphreys Law
School in Stockton in 1989 and is an accountant for
Sumiden Wine Corp. in Stockton , where he lives with
his wife , Lori. John Copriviza III is an engineerestimator fo r R.& C. Collet Inc. in Vacaville. He and
his wife, Donita (Gooker '82) , live in Fairfield . Matt
Costello is a consulting analyst for NCR in San Diego.
Thomas Deline earned his law degree at St. Louis
University and is an attorney in Denver. Colleen
Dieterle started her own accounting practice this summer in San Bruno, where she lives with her husband ,
David Abreu. Mike Docherty is an attorney with
Doherty, Ru mble & Butler in St. Paul , Minn . Peter
Draeger is the owner and CFO of Draeger's Supermarkets Inc. in Menlo Park. Ralph Fassett is a project manager at Frank J. Rooney Inc. in Coral Gables,
Fla. He and his wife, Marsha , live in Miami Lakes.
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First Novel
Ballantine publishes a haunting European-style novel by Lew Buzbee '79

A

chance encounter as a 15- revelation in the book. There is
year-old high school student also an element of suspense as to
in San Jose with the works of John the amount of pressure that the
Steinbeck turned Lewis Buzbee manipulative Nion can bring to
'79 into your consummate man of break up the lovers.
letters.
"The next two books in the
He became an English major at trilogy have been written already,"
Santa Clara University, worked in said Buzbee. "They are 'Underseveral independent bookstores in ground,' which will deal with the
the Bay Area and then became a
sales representative for Chronicle t ""'
Books. He is also a skilled book
reviewer.
~
Now he has taken the final step €
and become a published author for
the first time.
The first slender volume of his
FUN Trilogy has just been published by Ballantine Press, and
Fliegelman 's Desire is gaining
critical attention across the nation.
It is a haunting European-style
novel about a quiet book clerk
(Fliegelman) who pursues " his
desires" right to the end in a city
based on San Francisco.
"I deliberately named the loca- Reading Steinbeck at 15 set his path
tion The City as they do in European novels," said Buzbee on a inner thoughts of Fliegelman, and
promotion stop on the Peninsula. then 'Not at Home," which will
The story revolves around Flie- reunite Mimi and the hero in forgelman's attraction to one of his eign locations. It will be an opencustomers at a bookstore, Mimi ing up of the scene. One of the
Surbain, the mysterious and glam- countries is an unnamed land simorous wife of powerful wheeler- ilar to Albania," he said.
dealer Nion Sinclair, a Trump-like
The author noted that his configure. There are great moments of nection to a book publishing firm
passion, humor, and self- has not made it easier to obtain a

i

i

Michael Fauria is an optometrist in Fremont, where
he lives with his wife, Nancy, and son, Christian.
Derek Fenelson lives in Hayward , where he is a freelance video producer. Missy Figara is a sales representative for Placer Title Co. Karen Giannotti, DDS,
practices dentistry in Fremont. James Heupel is an
inventory manager at Slakey Brothers in Stockton .
Frank Hoffman is controller at Sim J. Harris Company in San Diego. Terri (Simone) Horiye, after eight
years as an electrical engineering marketing manager,
is now a realtor with Century 21 , Stewart & Associates,
in San Jose, where she lives with her husband , Tom
'78, and son, Anthony. Christine Jensen is a speech
and language pathologist for the San Jose Unified
School District. Sandra (Tallerico) I..evisor is a vice
president-commercial lending at MidPeninsula Bank
in Palo Alto. Tony Madden is in marketing for IBM
in San Francisco. Richard Mannina is a CPA in Santa
Clara. Joseph Marchica and his wife, Victoria, live
in Lake Forest. He is a finance manager for Taco Bell
Corp. Ray Marino is controller for Hunting Gate Investments Inc. in Menlo Park. Lee McCracken is with
3i Capital in Newport Beach. Mark Micheletti (MBA
'87); his wife, Susan , and their two sons live in Sunnyvale where he is a financial analyst at Amdahl.
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publisher. "The Chronicle leans
over backwards to be fair. I can't
be guaranteed a good review just
because I work for their publishing
firm . I sent this manuscript off to
more than a half dozen publishers
before it was accepted," he added .
Buzbee gave great credit to his
creative writing teacher at Santa
Clara, Professor James Degnan ,
for encouraging him in his goals.
"Jim is very good at pointing his

in the country. "It is hard work and
all of your customers are not necessarily gentle soft-spoken folks ,''
he said.
Currently, he is busy promoting
top-of-the-line books for the fall
quarter for his company. "They
are high on the new art book on
Frida Kahlo,'' he said. "A new
cookbook by James McNair is expected to do well also."
Buzbee is a man who lives thor-

Buzbee gave great credit to his
creative writing teacher at SCU,
Professor James Degnan, for
encouraging him in his goals.
students into the writing fields that
would be most profitable for them.
He knew I was trying for the field
of novels so he let me concentrate
on that," he said.
Buzbee also believes that writing seminars and conferences are
helpful to budding writers. "They
do get you writing and that is important, the simple act of writing,''
he said.
His novel details some of the
many problems faced by the clerks
who actually man the bookstores

Timothy Miller is in sales fo r Northwestern Mutual
Life in San Jose . Bill Rasmussen is executive director of Humana Hospital in Westminster. He and his
wife, Susan, live in Fountain Valley. Lynne Rice is
assistant to the director of the Senior Center of Palo
Alto. Louise (Meagher) Robinson owns Monograms
Plus in Eastridge Mall in San Jose. Owen Rooney is
an attorney with the Oakland law firm of Hardin ,
Copok, Loper, Engel & Bergez. Elizabeth Ryan is
a paralegal at Rose, Klein & Marias in Santa Ana .
Katharine Salerna is an accountant for the Sewer
Authority, Mid-Coast~ide, in Half Moon Bay, where
she lives. Mark Soldati and his family have returned
to Walnut Creek after four years in Southern California. He is a civil engineer for J. M . Montgomery Consulting Engineers. Susan Stocker is a CPA in La Jolla.
She has her own consulting business, providing sales,
installation, and training of accounting software. She
writes that she won a new car on the TV game show
"Classic Concentration ." Kirk Syme is a senior sales
consultant with Coldwell Banker Commercial in Redwood City. Joseph Toste (MBA '82) is a technical
marketing manager for Advance Micro Research in
San Jose. Anthony Vasconi is a senior business planner for Performance Semiconductor Corporation in

oughly in the world of literature.
" When Walker Percy died recently a whole segment of the
South died with him ," he said .
"That is what happens when a
writer can create a whole world of
the imagination."
Buzbee is on his way to staking
out a similar niche in American
letters. -Jack Russell
■

Jack Russell is books and authors
columnist for the San Mateo
Times. Reprinted by permission.

Sunnyvale.

'81

Rich Bertolucci is publications manager for the
UCLA sports information office. Donald Bertuccio
(MBAA '84) is a consultant/administrator at Corber
Administrators Inc. in El Cerrito. James Colombo is
a procurement quality engineer at Litton in San Carlos.
Matt Fairbank has been working in Yakima , Wash .,
for the past five years with Interfaith Volunteer Services, which he joined after finishing three years in
the Jesuit Volunteer Corps in the Northwest.
Katherine Hatch is a research analyst for the office
of local government affairs in the governor's office in
Sacramento. Mary Kelly lives in Walnut Creek and
is a manager of sales planning and analysis at Sy base
in Emeryville. Robert Kennedy is an associate professor of chemistry at Columbia University in New
York, teaching synthetic organic chemistry and doing
research. John Kovaleski is a partner in the San Jose
commercial real estate firm of Blickman and Turkus.
Valerie Musgrove is a special assistant to the assistant secretary and policy manager in the U.S. Department of the Treasury, Washington , D.C. She lives in
Alexandria, Va.

'82

Jane Anderholt is a sales representative for
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Rorer Pharmaceuticals. She lives in Riverside. Sharon
(Sammon) Bell is a co-op program manager for Unisys
in San Jose. Margaret Bussone (JD '88) is an attorney
in the San Jose law office of Lynne Yates-Carter. Lisa
Christensen is a litigation analyst with Pillsbury,
Madison & Sutro in San Francisco. Marjorie DeWtlde
is a quality assurance engineer at Adobe Systems Inc.
in Mountain View. Daniel Fake is a corporate finan cial accounting manager for Lucky Stores in Dublin .
He and his wife , Marie (Vitorino), and their three
children live in Danville. Lynn Gahagan (MSEE '88)
is a systems engineer with Litton Applied Technology
in Sunnyvale. Robert Halupka is managing optometrist at the Newark office of Eyexam 2000, an affiliate of Lens Crafters. Carmela (Fratareangeli) Hernandez is vice president of alternative investments for
Eureka Bank in Foster City. Lance Heywood is an
electrical engineer with Lift Engineering & Manufacturing Co. in Carson City, Nev. He lives in Incline
Village. Anastasia (Weber) Ippolito is a captain in
the U.S. Army Medical Service Corps , stationed in
Alexandria , Va . Linda Marcheschi is controller of
F-M Construction in San Francisco. Keith Pedescleaux is a spirits off-premise market supervisor for
the Georgia sales territory of Brown Forman Beverage
Company. He is based in Atlanta . Cheri Pul s
graduated from Northwestern University 's J. L .
Kellogg Graduate School of Management last June.
Gregory Sanguinetti is the Northwest district sales
manager for Jaguar Cars Inc. He lives in Sunnyvale.
Mary Shipsey attends John F. Kennedy University in
Martinez , and is working on her master's in psychology
and a marriage, family, and child counseling degree.
Robert Stankus owns Robert Anthony Advertising in
San Ramon. John Takla graduated from the University of the P'acific School of Dentistry in 1985 and practices general family and cosmetic dentistry in San
Mateo.

'83

Christine (Long) Brunkhorst lives in Minneapolis with her husband, Jay, and daughter, Megan .
She teaches English at North Hennepin Community
College. Christine Cline is controller of Mid-P'acific
Environmental Laboratory Inc. in Mountain View. Lisa
(Sammon) Fischer is a librarian at GTE Government
Systems Corp. in Mountain View. P. Gregory Frey,
a general civil litigation attorney, is an associate with
the Honolulu law firm of Smith , Himmelmann. He
is also an officer, director, and majority shareholder
of Neighborhood Legal Services, a corporation with
five offices in Hawaii , which was started by his late
father, a long-time Honolulu attorney. John Hernandez has his own financial and tax consulting
business in San Mateo. Charles Hooper is a marketing
analyst for Merck , Sharp & Dohme in West Point ,
Penn . His home is in Lansdale. Andrea (Bold) Kelly is an assistant vice president and commercial loan
officer with the Bank of California in San Diego.
Robert Lee is a partner in the San Jose CPA firm of
Ireland , Sanfilippo & Co. His wife, Yvette (Rusch),
is an office manager for Aqua Design Inc. Chris
Mahowald is a real estate developer with Trammell
Crow Co. in Hayward. Judy (Radovich) Mathews and
her husband , Keith '74, teach at St. Martin School in
San Jose. Judy is also enrolled in the master of science
program in instructional leadership at National University. Jose Moreno (JD '87) is a deputy district attorney
for Santa C lara County. Michael Trindle, M .D., is
nearing the end of his residency in anesthesia at the
University of California , San Francisco. Sara (Deininger) Vasquez is a retail administrator/financial for
The Yarmouth Group, Property Management Inc. , in
San Francisco. Kevin Vogelsang is a lieutenant in the
U.S. Navy. He and his wife, P'atty, live in Pousbo,
Wash.

'84 Margaret
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Ayala earned a master's degree in
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organizational behavior in June 1989 from the California School of Professional Psychology, Berkeley, and
is a professional staffing and recruiting human resource
representative at Hewlett-P'ackard. David Bernstein
is a CPA with Ernst & Young in San Francisco. Tim
Brown earned an MBA from Pepperdine and now
works as a compensation analyst for Applied Biosystems in Foster City. Stephen Chiappari is a visiting
assistant professor in the mathematics department at
SCU. Eric Christenson does health care management
consulting with CM6 Consulting in Walnut Creek .
Robyn DeMartini works for Thrush Development
Company in Chicago. She is a real estate broker
specializing in new construction sales. Jenise Ellis
lives in Boston and works for Lotus Development
Corp. in Cambridge as an analyst , strategic business.
Anne Feit lives in Redondo Beach and is a marketing
manager for American Movie Classics cable television channel. Anthony Gabriele received an MBA
in May from the Darden School at the University of
Virginia, Charlottesville. He is a business banking officer with First Interstate Bank in Fresno. Arnold Kop,
M.D. , is doing his internship in internal medicine at
Kaiser Hospital , Santa Clara. Kathleen McGill received an MBA from Wharton School of Business and
is an account manager for Oracle Corp. in Chicago,
where she lives. Patrick Moran is a financial planner with Reliance Financial Group in Buffalo, N.Y.
Amy Morith is an engineer with Plus Development
Inc. in Milpitas. Mildred (Bordessa) Reber is a sales
manager for Valley View P'acking Co. in San Jose.
Kimme (Brooks) Scott works for Xicor Inc. in
Milpitas as an assistant controller. Thomas Siu is an
aviator in the U.S. Navy. He is stationed at the Naval
Air Station in Norfolk , Va . Adam Thomas is a senior
materials analyst for National Semiconductor in Santa Clara. David Thornley teaches fifth- and sixth-grade
"sheltered English" at Mattos School in Fremont. The
program , which he helped author and implement five
years ago, combines non-English-speaking students
and children with poor English in the same class. David
had 12 different languages spoken in the first class he
taught, and this year he has six . The school has people who are fluent in many languages so that they can
communicate with the children and the parents. The
program has been so successful that other schools are
now adopting it. Robert Yoklavich lives in San Diego
where he is a loan officer with World Savings.

'85

Annette Achermann received an MBA in June
from the Kellogg Graduate School of Management at
Northwestern University in Evanston , Ill. Michael
Adams is a grain trader and manager with Adams
Grain Co. in Sacramento. His wife, Sue (Fuller '86) ,
is a full-time homemaker and mother. She was a civil
engineer working with hazardous waste management
until the birth of their daughter last December. Michael
Blach is vice president and general manager of Blach
Construction Co. in Santa Clara . Michael Bridge
earned an MBA at the Walter A . Haas School of
Business, UC Berkeley, in 1989. He is a management
consultant-strategic management/real estate with Ernst
& Young in San Francisco. Martha Brouwer lives in
Menlo P'ark and is a secretary at Know ledgeSet Corp.
in Mountain View. Jennifer (Stuhr) Buchanan is a
tax auditor for the Employment Development Department in Redding. Melinda Endaya-Goode earned a
master's degree in bioengineering at UCLA in 1988
and is an engineer at Hughes Aircraft. She also does
c onsulting work for the Centi nela Hospital
Biomechanics Lab. Her husband , Chris Goode '84,
earned his MBA from Cal State Northridge in 1989.
He founded and ran a business specializing in business
applications for personal computers and is now a financial analyst in forecasting/strategic planning at Glendale Federal Bank. They live in Moorpark . Michal

Cardoza is a sales representative for Kalmar Lifttrucks
in San Jose, where he lives. Christine Fitzpatrick is
an attorney with the San Francisco law firm of Lill ick
& Charles . Kimberlie (Moutoux) Garg received a
master's degree in public affairs from the University
of Minnesota in 1988. She was a research assistant in
economic development for the state of Minnesota until the birth of her son last year. She and her husband ,
Rohit, and son live in Minneapolis. Mary Hegarty
graduated from the UC San Diego School of Medicine
in June and is doing her residency in pediatrics at the
University of New Mexico Children's H ospital in
Albuquerque. Mary Beth Huey is a mortgage banker
at Benchmark Funding Corp. in San Jose. Daniel
Mahowald is a systems consultant with Andersen Consulting in Seattle. Virginia (Andrade) McPherson is
a human resources representative at Avantek in Santa
Clara . Marie Richter-Gogin , M .D. , is doing her
residency in anesthes ia at University Hospital in Ann
Arbor, Mich. She and her husband , Greg, live in Ypsilanti . Lisa Reed received a master's degree in interdisciplinary education this summer from SCU. She
is a teacher with the Santa Clara Unified Schoo l
District. Pearle (Verbica) Salters and her husband ,
John , live in Portland , Ore. , where they atte nd
Multnomah Bible College, studying to go into missionary aviation . They spent the summer in Zimbabwe,
Afri ca , as short-term missionaries. Greg Scott
graduated from Hastings College of Law in May and
is now a deputy district attorney in Contra Costa County. His home is in Moraga . Kathleen Shay is circul ation marketing manager for Miller Freeman Publishing
in San Francisco. Michael Vellequette and his w ife ,
Kim, live in Akron , Ohio. He is a co mputer sales
representative for CRC in Beechwood. Suzanne
(Plasse) Williams writes that she was sorry to miss
the Class of '85 reunion , but she and her husband,
Brian, have moved from Anchorage, Alaska , to Aberdeen, Scotland.

'86

Julie (Jerbic) Beatty is a development engineer
for Varian in Santa Clara. Megan (Howarth) Billinger
is a compensation analyst for Hewlett-P'ackard in Sunnyvale. Her husband , Brent '86, CPA , is a senior accountant with the San Jose accounting firm of Deloitte
and Touche in San Jose. Meri Bozzini is a chemist
at Applied Biosystems Inc. in Foster C ity. Suzanne
(Fochslin) Bradshaw is a branch manager of a Santa
Rosa branch of the Bank of America . Tim Brink is
an estimator for C. H . Stone Plumbing in Los Angeles.
Matthew Britton is a technical spec ia li st in
animatronics with the Landmark Entertainment Group.
He recently met with Soviet President Go rbachev
regarding robotics in USSR manufacturing. Matthew
lives in Glendale . Laurie (Stees) Brummett and her
husband , Dwayne, write to tell us that their second
child , Derek Christopher, was born on April 25 and
died shortly thereafter. All of us here extend our heartfelt sympathies to Laurie, Dwayne, and their fami ly.
Laurie is working part time as an eligibility technician for the Foster Care Department of Social Services
in San Luis Obispo. Their home is in Grover C ity. Lisa
Crabb is an account manager at Space Designs in
Mountain View. Peter Collins is a financial consultant with Arthur Andersen & Co. in Los Angeles. Tara
(Slowey) Fowler is vice president of marketing and
sales for Security Moving and Storage in San Jose.
Marianne (Lynch) Fraher is in c harge of
telemarketing for UCLA . She and her husband, Dennis, live in Playa de! Rey. Robert and Anneilynn (Pipo
'87) Frizzell live in San Jose, where he is a senior
market analyst for VLSI Research Inc. She works for
Underwriter Laborato ries in Santa C lara . Edward
Goetze is a lecturer in the mathematics de partment
at the University of Chicago. Ken Green completed
the teaching certificate program at SCU and teaches
FALi . 1990
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biology and coaches football at Andrew Hill High
School in San Jose. His wife, Teri (Toepfer '87) , is a
junior accounting associate at Trammell Crow Property
Management Co. in Foster City. They live in Sunnyvale. Catherine Gurbaxani is an assistant to the
director of business affairs at the Carsey-Werner Co.
in Studio City. She also sings with a small countrywestern band. Scott Jeffrey is a master planner at Advanced Micro Devices. He and his wife, Carolyn , live
in Mountain View. Stuart Johnson (M BA '88) is a
commercial sales manager for Alhambra National
Water Co. in Union City. He and his wife, Sandy, and
their three sons live in Redwood City, where he writes
that he referees AYSO soccer and sti II plays softball .
Patricia Leeper is the manager, inbound telebusiness
group-sales operation , for Next Inc. in Redwood City. Edward Machado is a computer operation supervisor for Commonwealth Central Credit Union in San
Jose, where he lives with his wife, Erin (Kinney ' 87) ,
who is a credit supervisor at Si liconix Inc. in Santa
Clara. Brigid (Sullivan) Pierce is an accountant in
the Reno office of Ernst & Young. Patricia Redmond
lives in San Jose and is a senior accountant at Peterbilt Motors in Newark. Ann Rolston is executive confere nce manager for the Red Lion Hotel in San Jose.
Susan (Gutierrez) Russi is in venture capital with Apple Computer in Cupertino. Her husband , Greg '85,
is a manager at Harry 's Hofbrau in San Jose, where
they live. Leslie (Boggs) Sacksc hewsky, M. D.,
graduated from St. Louis University School of
Medicine in May. Genene (Waterman) Vaccaro is a
sa les manager for the Drackett Products Co. in
Pleasanton . Mark Vellequette lives in San Jose and
is a fi nancial analyst at Intel in Santa Clara. Jeff and
Eileen (Ward) Zanardi and their I-year-old daughter,
Nicole Marie, live in Saratoga. Eileen is a senior internal auditor for Lockheed.

'ffl Mary Ellen (Fretz) Allen teaches in the Lincoln
Unified School District in Lodi. Karl Arnold Jr. is
a stockbroker at Charles Schwab & Co. in Sunnyvale.
Lisa (Schreiber) Beatty teaches second grade for the
Santa Clara Unified School District. Melinda Bihn
completed her master's degree in comparative literature
at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill , in
1989. She taught French for one year in Chapel Hill
and is now studying German in Salzburg, Austria .
Kristin Brkich is general merc handise manager for
U. S. retail operations of Jacques Vert (USA) Inc. , a
womens wear retailer with 23 stores in England and
Canada and a 25 store expansion under way in the
United States. James Coyle lives in Menlo Park and
is a software engineer for Natural Language Inc. in
Berkeley. Jennifer Dito is a real estate agent with Cornish and Carey in San Mateo. Eric and Theresa
(Flores) Fischer are partners in their own accounting
business in San Bruno. Cynthia Freedman is a programmer with Sterling Software in San Jose. Diane
Freiburger is a personal lines account representative
at Flinn, Gray & Herterich in Palo Alto. Tom Gough
teaches at Willow Glen Educational Park. He played
Benedick in this summer's San Jose Shakespeare
Festi val production of Much Ado About Nothing .
Wesley Hanson is a youth min ister with Youth for
Christ in Stockton. Catherine Cavagnaro is a graduate
student at the University of Illinois, Urbana , and is
working on a doctorate in mathematics. Kecia Kemp
is a deputy sheriff for Alameda County. Karen
Krebser lives in Belmont and is an administrative
assistant for Berson & Associates in Mountain View.
Christina Lee lives in San Jose, where she is a computer programmer for IBM. Eduardo Luna received
a master's degree in public affairs from the University of Texas, Austin , in 1989 and is an evaluator with
the U.S. Genera l Accounting Office in Washington ,
D.C., where he lives. Jennifer (Duris) Norton is a
F'ALL 1990
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graphic designer with Cleary & Kramme Inc. in Campbell. Robin (Pang) Maganaris works in programs and
trai ning for the Mid-Peninsula YWCA in Palo Alto.
Sara Schmitz is the director of public relations at Kimco Hotel Management Co. of San Francisco. She is
responsible for the media relations and publicity of ten
hote ls and six restaurants . Steve Schott is a land
development manager for C itation Homes in Santa
Clara. His wife, Jean (McDonagh) , is an investment
administrator for Bailard Biehl and Kaiser in San
Mateo. Michael Slicton-Williams is in the master's
program in social work at San Francisco State University while he works as a program manager at Project
Opportunity, a non-profit organization that provides
placement and job training for adults with developmenta I disabilities. Steve n Sov ik live s in Zurich ,
Switzerland , and works for Andersen Consulting on
a project installi ng an index futures trading system for
a financial services institution. He's also been playing and traveling wi th the Zurich rugby team .

'88 Todd Antes is a product marketing engineer for
Wiltron Co., a Morgan Hill-based manufacturer of advanced measurement equipment. He is responsible for
marketing and support of existi ng and future products
for the network analysis division . Amy (Hutcherson)
Brink teac hes in the LaCanada Unified School
District. Julie (Dixon) Darknell lives in Santa Cruz
with her husband , David . She teaches Spanish and
math at Wilcox High School. Jamie Deming is a CPA
at Deloitte & Touche in San Jose. Sandra Erlach is
a treasury operations specialist for Apple Computer.
She lives in Santa Clara. Brigette (Brossier) Foehr
is an account executive in display advertising with
Metro, a San Jose newspaper. Anne Jarchow works
for Covia in San Francisco as an administrative coordinator. Kristina Jensen lives in Santa Cruz and is
an assistant bridge engineer for the Cal ifornia Department of Transportation. Anne O'Connell is a staff accountant at Price Waterhouse in San Jose. David Wibbelsmann is a c hemist with Chem Trak Inc. He lives
in Sunnyvale. Douglas Young played Pericles in the
summer 1989 San Jose Shakespeare Festival production of Pericles Prince of Tyre at San Jose City College.
'89 Michael Busselen is an assistant account executive at Hill & Knowlton Public Relations in Santa
C lara . He lives in San Jose. Mary Cloos is a graduate
assistant at the University of Maryland, College Park.
Paul Collins lives in San Jose, where he is a youth
specia list at Next Door Sol utio ns to Domestic
Violence. Mary Anne Daniels is a personnel administrator at Interlink Computer Sciences Inc. in Fremont. Colleen Branson is an account manager/sales
for Airborne Express in Milpita s. She lives in Menlo
Park. Anne Marie Gunning is a marketing assistant
at Storm Technology in Palo Alto. Denean (D',\ngelo)
Hanson is in customer support at Triad Corp. in Livermore, where he lives. Steve Hnatek is a sales representative for Eveready Battery Company. He lives in
C laremont. Chris Kronshake is a design engineer at
Lockheed Missiles and Space Company and lives in
Sunnyvale. Michael Santos is working on his doctorate
in social psychology at the UC, Santa Cruz. Lynette
Lippert works in the fi nance department/travel card
for Chevron USA in Concord. Mario and Leslie
(Davis) Lleverino live in San Jose. Mario is a district
manager for Suzanne Muffins of Palo Alto, and Leslie
works for Quality Rehabilitation Services in Los Gatos.
Michelle Mackie is sales manager at the Hotel DeAnza
in San Jose. Peter Vigil is an engineer for Amdahl Co.
in Sunnyvale. Joe Walsh is a cost analyst for LSI Logic
in Fremont. Jeffrey Williams is a software engineer
at Hewlett-Packard in Boise, Idaho. Todd Yamami is
a financial analyst at VLSI Technology Inc. in San Jose.
Annie Yuan is an applications engineer at National
Semiconductor. She lives in Campbell .

'90 Paul Caldarazzo is a second lieutenant in the
U.S. Army. He is stationed in Germany for four years.
Roberta Kasper is in Okayama , Japan , teaching
English in several schools and assisti ng Japanese
teachers for one to two months in each school. She
will be there for one year. Eric Lever is an engi neer
with John Carollo Engineers in Santa Ana. He lives
in Costa Mesa. Brian MacDonald lives in Arlington,
Va ., and is a staff assistant fo r Sen. Mark Hatfie ld.
John Moore is a staff assistant fo r Rep. Bob Smith . ■

ADVANCED DEGREES
'51 Gilbert DeBorba (JD) practices law in Fremont.
'63 Hal Colvard (MBA) lives in Va ncouver, Wash.,
wh e re he is an
ERA-Commercial .

associate

broker

wi th

'66 Louis Wies (JD) is an attorney in Hayward.
'68 J ohn Hinds (MSME) , president of AT&T International , was elected to the Board of Directors of Foster
Wheeler Corporation of Clinton , N.J. , a design,
engineering, construction, and real estate development
organization with worldwide subsidiaries and affiliates.

'69 Joanna Steely (MAE) is the alumnae coordinator
for Nerinx Hall , a high school in Webster Grove, Mo.
'70 Roger Elton (JD) is an attorney with the Reno
law firm of Woodburn , Wedge & Jeppson .
'71 Robert Windeler (MBA) owns Robert Howard
Co. Inc., a label manufacturing company in Palo Alto.

'72 Kenneth Bryant (JD) is a partner in the San Jose
law firm of Little & Bryant. His recent major emphasis
has been as arbitrator/mediator in civil litigation matters. Gerald Kiltz (MSEE , MBA '77) is a product
marketing manager with Archive Corporation in Costa
Mesa. Charles Rudd (MS) is vice president , engineering, at E-mu Systems Inc. in Scotts Valley.

'74

C la rk Guinan (JD) is an attorney with Belzer,
Jacki , Katzen Hurlicy, Murray & Balamuth in Wal nut
Creek. Roy Krumwiede (MBA) is director of federal
government contracting for Computer Data Systems
Inc. in Aurora , Colo. Luke McCarthy (JD) works fo r
WF Advisors, a real estate and pension advisory fi rm
in Tucson , Ariz . Gregory Morris (JD) is the executive
assistant to the president for governmental relations
at Central Michigan University in Mt. Pleasant. He
is the university 's liaison with the Michigan Legislature
and state agencies.

'76 Rassoul Aleshi (MS) lives in San Jose and owns
Idea Manifestors Guide (IMG) , an engineering cons ulting a nd marketing firm . Linda He ndri x
McPharlin (JD) is a partner in the San Jose law firm
of McPharlin & Mahl . John Yohanan (JD) practices
law in San Jose.
'77 William Moniz (MBA) is vice president, finance
and operations, for Spectroscopy Imagi ng Systems
Corp. in Fremont. Aida Nelson (MBA) works for
Hewlett-Packard in Palo Alto as a customer support
administrative manager for the Latin American region.
'78 J ohn Covington (MBAA) does agricultural consulting with New Ventures Trust in Fresno. Robert
Freitas J r. (JD) edits and publishes the investment
newsletter " Value Forecaster" in Pilot Hil l. He and
his wife, Nancy, live in Sacramento. Barbara Spector (JD) is a partner in the San Jose law firm of Spector & Hackett. She specializes in civ il litigation,
business, and personal injury.
'79 Susan Cohen G oldstein (JD) and her husband ,
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Larry, live in Olympia, Wash., where she is a senior
assistant code reviser in the Code Reviser's Office.
Sister Joan Rychalsky (MA) is a guidance director
with the Archdiocese of Philadelphia.

'80 Donald Black (JD) is an attorney with McCormick, Barstow, Sheppard, Wayte & Carruth in Fresno.
Thomas Brzezinski (JD) practices law with the San
Ramon firm of McNichols, McCann & Inderbitzen.
Scott Carter (JD/MBA) , Charles Sabes (JD), and
Donald Dougherty ('77, JD'80) are partners in a San
Jose law firm. Michael Gutierez is vice president and
senior product manager for the Bank of Cal ifornia in
San Francisco. He is responsible for strategic and tactical market planning for personal trust and investment
management serv ices.

'81

Anita Arellano (JD) is an attorney in P-acific
Grove, where she lives with her husband , Carl
Pohlharnmer. Gloria (Lung) Wakayama (JD) is a
partner in the Seattle law firm of Harris , Orr &
Wakayama.

'82

Linda Gonsalves (JD) is a partner in Gonsalves
& Kozachenko in Fremont. Linda Miller (MA) is a
licensed marriage and family therapist in Los Altos.
William Seligmann (JD) is a partner in the Cupertino law firm of Dempster, McDonald & Seligmann.
Lynn Thaxter (JD) is a deputy county counsel with
the Santa Clara County Office of the County Counsel.

'83

Anne Cathcart (JD) and her two daughters live
in Reno, Nev., where she is a deputy attorney general
defending tort and civil rights claims against the
Department of Prisons. Karen Drury Russell (JD)
is a partner in the San Jose law firm of Kraft & Drury.
Timothy Irving (MBAA) lives in London and works
for the Bank of America, Capital Markets- Europe.
Tess Escay Reynolds (MBA) is the director of the
graphics business unit, corporate products division ,
for Software Publishing Corp. in Mountain View.

'84 Robert Finnell (JD) is associate general counsel
for Ingres Corp., a publicly held international computer software company in Alameda. He recently
returned from a four-month assignment with the company's international operations in London. Jan
Schwartz (MBA) is a marketing product manager for
Applied Materials in Santa Clara .

'85 Barbara Moore (JD) lives in Sacramento and
is a deputy district attorney-felony trials for the San
Joaquin County district attorney 's office in Stockton.
Terence Moran (M BAA) is an assistant manager in
the agriculture department of Vlasic Foods Inc. in
Visalia. Mary Saadat (MA) lives in Costa Mesa and
is president of National Alternative Care Inc. in
Newport Beach. Robert Williams (JD) practices law
in Rotterdam , The Netherlands.

'86

Patrick Coleman (MBA) works in customer service at 3Com Corporation in Santa Clara . Gerald
Robinson, S.J. (MA) , is the superior and director of
the Manresa Jesuit Retreat House in Azusa . Jeffrey
Rulifson (MBA) is a manager, computer industry
analysis, for Motorola Inc. Corporate Strategy Office
in Schaumburg, Ill. He and his wife, Kristen, and their
two sons, William and Matthew, live in West Dundee.
Mary (Sheppard) Yuschak (MBA) is a finance
manager at Tandem Computers in Santa Clara.

'fr7

Virgil Chen (MBA) is a quality control manager
for Echosphere Corporation in Englewood. Jane Conn
(MBA) is director of banking and finance for Varian
Associates Inc. in Palo Alto. She manages all cash
assets, foreign exchange, relations with lenders, and
stock administration. Marie Corbin (JD) is an attorney
with Pillsbury, Madison & Sutro in San Francisco.
Matthew Edwards (JD) is an officer in the general
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law branch of the U.S. Coast Guard at Alameda. Dawn
Ella Gilzean (JD) is an attorney with Mclnnis, Fitzgerald, Rees, Sharkey & Mclniyre in San Diego.
Barry Kinman (JD) has his own law office in San
Francisco. Cynthia (Ribas) Rosen (JD) is an attorney
with Ropers, Majeski , Kohn, Bentley, Wagner & Kane
in Santa Rosa. Sharon (Isreal) Whaley (MBA) is a
public relations specialist for the San Jose Water Co.

'88

Nina Frappier (MBA) is a marketing manager
for Eden Hospital Medical Center in Castro Valley.
Margaret Keys (MBA) is executive director of the Palo
Alto area American Red Cross. Randall Nelson (JD)
is an attorney with the Fresno law firm of Lang, Richert
& P-atch.

'89

Troy Andrade (JD) practices law in San Diego
with Klinedinst & Fliehman. Stephen Borrelli (JD)
is an associate in the Los Angeles law firm of Lord ,
Bissell & Brook. Elizabeth Brennan Moody (JD) is
a law clerk in the public defender's office in Anchorage,
Alaska. Diana Dean-Gendolti (JD) is an attorney with
Wtlke, Fleury, Hoffelt, Gould & Birney in Sacramento.
Regina Esteras-Brenner (JD) is a research attorney
for the Los Angeles County Superior Court. Jeffrey
Meister (MBA ) is a management consultant with
Andersen Consulting in San Francisco. Kenneth Mifsud (JD) is a deputy district attorney for Alameda
County. His home is in San Mateo. Victor Nelson
(MS) is a program manager for Sun Microsystems in
Mountain View.
■

MARRIAGES
'49 Herman

" Bud" Ravizza to Freda Miller, on
March 11. They live in Sacramento.

'69

Veronica Hayes to Michael Foley '73, on June
23 at Mission Santa Clara . They make their home in
Los Gatos.

'74

Rita Beamish to P-aul Costello, on July I, in Kennebunkport, Maine. Their home is in Washington, D.C.
Kara Lee Macy to Robert Ruckriegel III , on August
4, in Boulder, Colo. They live in Austin, Texas.

'76

Karen Shea to Bill Daley, on July 7, in Foster
City. They make their home in San Mateo.

'77 Richard Grimes to Mar ie Gibbs '80, on June
16, at St. Andrews Church in P-asadena. They live in
Los Angeles.

'78

Nancy Allen to Dennis Lee, on September 17,
1989, in San Francisco. They live in Foster City with
Dennis's children, 7-year-old Valerie and 3-year-old
Robert.

'79

Christine Cardinale to Paul Chirico, on June
16, at Holy Cross Luthern Church in Los Gatos. They
make their home in San Jose. Mark Connolly (JD '82)
to Celeste Garramendi, on June 23, at St. Thomas
Aquinas Catholic Church in Mokelumne Hill. Their
home is in Tracy. James Parsons to Annette Kaempen ,
on August 11, at St. Andrew's Presbyterian Church in
Newport Beach.

'80

Colleen Dieterle to David Abreu, on November
25. They make their home in San Bruno. Karen Giannotti to Mario Chiodo, on July 7, in Piedmont. Sandra Tallerico to David Levison, on May 19, at the
Fleishhacker estate in Woodside. They live in Menlo
P-ark. Jody Lieb to Steven Flanders, on August 25.

'81

Jay Bechtel to Willow Pennington, on March 24,
at Mission Santa Clara. Their home is in Campbell .
Rich Bertolucci to Mary Ann Terminella, on April
21 , at St. Thomas Aquinas Catholic Church in Fayette-

ville, Ark . Rich's brother, Dave ' 89, was his best man ,
and his sister, Linda '86, was a bridesmaid . Rich and
Mary Ann live in Santa Monica.

'82

Nancy Cristofaro to James Carriere, on June 2,
at St. Margaret Mary Church in Oakland . Douglas
Hoffman (MBA) to Constance Clark, on July 8, at
Saratoga Foothill Club. They make their home in San
Jose. Steven Johnson to Mary Madden , on September
16, 1989, at Queen of Apostles Church in San Jose.
They live in Fremont. Kenneth Kirrene to Daune
Wilson , on August 11 , at St. Mary Magdalen Church
in Los Angeles. Edward Ruder to Elizabeth Mayle,
on June 24, at C hurch of the Nativity in Menlo P-ark.
Their home is in San Jose . Sharon Sammon to
Richard Bell , on March 17, at Mission Santa Clara.
Lynne Thaxter (JD) to Chris Brown of Banbury, Oxfordshire , England , on August II. They live in Los
Gatos.

'83 Andrea Bold to James Kelley, on September 9,
1989, in San Diego. Karen Drury (JD) to Philip
Russell , on May 26. Their make their home in San
Jose. Ron Hansen to Kerry Annoble, on November
18, 1989, at Mission Santa Clara. Judy High (MBA
'88) to Jeff Coldani (MBA '86) , on February 10. They
live in Sunnyvale. Kendall Olson to Sheila Flaherty
'85, on March 3, at St. Joseph's Church, in Rio Vista.
Their home is in San Jose. James Quilici to Marci
Shallis, on May 6. They live in Poway. Lisa Sammon
to Eric Fischer, on February 24, at Mission Santa
Cla ra . Their home is in Santa Clara . Elizabeth
Scurich to John Powers, on June 16, at Our Lady of
Help of Christians Church in Watsonville. They make
their home in Richmond Heights, Mo.

'84

Douglas Ferrari to Gail Gratton , on April 28,
at Mission Santa Clara. They live in San Jose. Gary
Iwatani to Willette Watanabe, on July I, at Miss ion
Santa Clara. Their home is in Fremont.

'85

Paulette Barsi to George Gugale, on September
2, at Valley Catholic Church in Watsonville. Tom Cotter (MBA '89) to Mary Jonaus, on May 26, at St.
P-atrick's Church , in Grand Haven, Mich . Don Loewe!
(M BA 'frl) to Angela Cappai ' frl, on April 21 , at Holy Family Church in South P-asadena. They live in
P-asadena. Fernando Revilla to Renata Morrow, on
May 26, at Mission Santa Clara. Their home is in San
Francisco. Karen Rossini to Michael Kapolneck, in
June 1989, at Mission Santa Clara. They live in Sunnyvale . Jennifer Stuhr to Mark Buc han an , on
November 11 , 1989, at Little Country Church in P-alo
Cedro. They make their home in Redding.

'86

Leslie Boggs to P-aul Sackschewsky, M .D., on
June 9. They live in Columbus, Mo. Scott Brunello
to Natalie Alvarez, on June 23, at Mission Santa Clara.
Their home is in San Jose. Lisa Crabb to Brian
Christensen, on May 19. They make their home in San
Jose. Megan Howarth to Brent Billinger, on March
10, at Mission Santa Clara. They live in Sunnyvale.
Steven Kenilvort to Kathryn Obot, on May 19, at Mission Santa Clara. Jody Lieb to Steven Flanders, on
August 25, at Mission Santa Clara. Maura Miller to
John Hillegass, on July 28, in Sunnyvale. They live
in Dana Point. Joseph Ruder to Caitlin Sullivan , on
August 18, at Va lley Catholic Church in Watsonville.
Terri Salsman to Arnaldo M. Rodriguex, on June 23,
at Sacred Heart Church in Saratoga. They make their
home in Santa Clara. Mary Shepperd (MBA) to
Thomas Yuschak , on May 12, at Willow Glen United
Methodist Church in San Jose. Their home is in Los
Altos. Genene Waterman to Todd Vaccaro, on May
26, at Mission Santa Clara. They li ve in San Jose.

'fr7

Marla Antonini to W. Edward Richmond, on July 7, at Mother of Good Council Chu rch in Los
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Angeles. Joan Berson to Scott Gibson, on January
6, at Mission Santa Clara. They make their home in
Santa Rosa . Catherine Cavagnaro to Will Haight , on
August 12, 1989, at St. Martin's Church in Sunnyvale.
Jennifer Duris to Anthony Norton, on February 17,
at Our Lady of Angels Catholic Church in Burlingame.
Theresa Flores to Eric Fischer, on November 25,
1989, at Mission Santa Clara. Their home is in San
Bruno. Michele Freeman to James Banister, on June
23, at Mission Santa Clara. Mary EUen Fretz to Sean
Allen, on July 14, at Mission Santa Clara . They live
in Chico. Sharon Israel to Max Whaley, on May 12,
at Wente Wmery. Their home is in Fremont. Maureen
Meagher to John Del Santo '86, at Mission Santa
Clara. They live in Danville. Robin Pang to Gary
Maganaris, on May 5, in Honolulu . They make their
home in Pacifica. Margaret Powers to Jeffrey
Williams '85, on May 26, at Mission Santa Clara.
Yvette Sassus to Bill Scannell , on April 21, in San
Francisco. Lisa Schreiber to Todd Beatty, on February
17. They live in San Jose. Diane Ulibarri to Dan
Freiburger, on June 30, at Holy Cross Church in Los
Gatos. They make their home in San Jose.

'88 Anita Arbini to Bruce Cech , on April 28, at St.
John Bosco Church in Tacoma, Wash . Their home is
in Renton. Julie Baptista to William Baker, on July
3, in Colorado. They live in San Jose. Kathryn Boken
to Patrick Welsh Jr. '89, on April 21, at St. Brendan's
Church in Los Angeles. Their home is in South
Pasadena. Amy Hutcherson to Timothy Brink '86,
on August 5, 1989, at Mission Santa Clara. They make
their home in Altadena. Barbara Kaszanics to
William Gissler IV, on December 16, at St. Mark's
Episcopal Church in Santa Clara. They live in Newark.
Erin Nally to Jean Pierre Lapeyre '86, on August
18, in Alhambra. Daja Phillips to Andrew Wey '89,
on May 6, at Yosemite National Park. Their home is
in Campbell. Tricia Pusatari to Dion Pizzo, on March
10, at Mission Santa Clara. They live in San Jose.
'89 Elizabeth Brennan (JD) to Douglas Moody, on
August 25, in Anchorage, Alaska. Leslie Davis to
Mario Lleverino, on November 25, at Mission Santa
Clara . Christopher King to Joanne Bucher, on June
23, at Mission Santa Clara. Their home is in Santa
Clara. Tobey Long (MBA) to Norman Jen, on June
9, at St. Thomas Aquinas Church in Palo Alto, where
they live. Kristen Scarpace to Sam Giammona (JD
'87) , on July 7, at Mission Santa Clara.
■

BIRTHS
'57 To Anthony Andrade and his wife, Elizabeth,
their fifth chi ld and second daughter, Katharine
Cecilia, on May 21, in Gilroy.

thony Michael , on June 3. They live in San Jose. To
Peter (JD ' 81) and Conna (McCarthy '79, JD '82)
Craigie, a son, Kieran Daniel , on June 21. They make
their home in Piedmont. To J ohn Hagerma n (MBA
'80) and Leslie lmperiale-Hagerma n , a daughter,
Pamela Marie, on July 17. They and sons, Stephen and
Daniel, live in Menlo Park. To Tim (MBA '79) and
Ma r y (Zorn) Meissner, their fourth boy, Michael
James, on September 4, in San Diego.

'78 To Lisa (Santana) Bakewell and her husband,
Daniel , a son, Daniel , on August 7. Their home is in
Sunnyvale. To Scott and Cathlin (Atchison , JD)
Feldman , their second child , Hannah , in Santa Cruz.
To Ted Upland (MBA '81) and his wife, Arlene, a
daughter, Alexandra Nicole, on July 20, in Novato.

'79 To Sheila Carrigan and her husband , Marlin
Buse, their first child, Brandon Carrigan Buse, on
April 14, in Boulder, Colo. To Tom and Kathy
(Clements) Hunt, a son, Miles Thomas, on July 7,
in Clovis. To Lewis Levy and his wife, Joyce, a son,
Justin Michael , on February 6, in Los Angeles. To Dan
Santo and his wife, Vera , a daughter, Nicole, on
August 14, 1989. They live in San Jose.

'80 To Peter Draeger and his wife, Ann Marie, their
first child, Rian William , on August 4, in Redwood
City. To Julie (Hagan) Elder and her husband , Bill ,
their first child, Christopher William , on January 11.
Their home is in Marina del Rey. To Way ne
Haraguchi and his wife, Yumi , their second son, Kirby
Kamada , on June 23, in San Jose . To Robert Higgins
and his wife , Laura , their second daughter, Mary
Theresa, on April 30. They live in Santa Clara. To
Frank Hoffman and his wife, Patricia, their second
child, Paige Candace, on June 28, in Escondido. To
Tony Madden and his wife, Lori , a daughter, Kylie
McKenzie, on April 4, in Concord. To Joseph Marchica and his wife, Victoria, their third child, Stephen
Joseph , on July 11, in Lake Forest. To Carolyn
Meredith-Simpson (MBA '84) and her husband, Jirn ,
a son, Thomas Robert, on May 25. They make their
home in Cupertino.To Bart Sullivan and his wife,
Susan, their second daughter, Susanna Marie, on May
13, in West Palm Beach , Fla . To Bret and Carol
(Reding '82) Sisney, a daughter, Kelly Elizabeth , on
March 12. They live in Capitola. To John and Suzanne
(Kelly) Soares, their third child and first daughter, Jennifer Viola, on May 9, in San Mateo. They live in
Foster City. To Robin (Carroll) and Kurt (JD '83)
Stoffers, a son, Ryan Edward , on July 17, in Saratoga.
They live in Saratoga with their 3-year-old son, Kyle.
To Diane (Caso) Whelan and her husband, Michael ,
their first child, Alexander Michael , on June 12. Their
home is in Campbell.

'73 To Thomas Kane and his wife, Marie, their first
child, Thomas Keola, on May 11 , in Kailua , Hawaii .

'81 To Julie (Barber) Bene and her husband, Chris,
a daughter, Nicole Rose, on May 12 . They live in
Scottsdale, Ariz. To Allison Abbott-Kline and her
husband , Norman Kline '79, their first child, John
Richard, on April 10. They make their home in Santa
Clara. To Marilyn (Vierra) Clarke and her husband ,
Michael, a son, David Houston , on July 2, in Maui ,
Hawaii . To Cristina (Moreno) Stutler and her husband, Paul, their second child and first daughter, Leigh
Alexandra, on November I, in Ann Arbor, Mich .

'74 To Tom Zipse and his wife, Sheri, their third son,

'82 To Nancie (Riddle)

'68 To Frank

Konecny and his wife, Jennifer, a
daughter, Alexandra Nicole, on September 8, 1989.

'71 To Stephen (JD '75) and Nancy (Barile JD '76)
Moloney, their third child and first daughter, Kathleen
Marie, on April 6, in Pleasanton.

Brent Thomas, on July 7. They live in Santa Clara.

'76 To Margaret Porter Ontiveros and her husband,
Paul , their fifth child and first daughter, Molly
Kathleen, on May 14, in Santa Maria. To Terry and
Lisa (Regalia) Weekes, a son, Connor Michael , on
June 3. They make their home in Foster City.
'77 To Steve and Marie (Pert) Boitano, a son, AnFALL 1990

Beals and her husband ,
Stephen, their first child, Jedediah Timothy, on May
24, in Truckee. Jedediah is also the first grandchild
of Wtlliam Riddle Sr. '51. To Lynn Gahagan (MSEE
'88) and his wife , Jan , a son, Lynn Patrick, on August
10, in San Jose. To Thomas Obot and his wife, Crystal,
their second child, Nicholas Thomas, on March 4, in
Fremont. To Mark and Leslie (Berger) Roberts, twins
Ryan and Kathleen, on June 24, in Fremont.

'83 To C hristine (Long) Brunkhorst and her husband , Jay, a daughter, Megan Marie, on June 26, in
Minneapolis. To Mindi (Allbee) and Will Diemer '84,
their first child, Alexandra Morgan , in San Jose. To
Maggie (Bear) and Jim McNamara , a daughter,
Meghan Elizabeth , on July 26. Their home is Dana
Point. To Mark Miller and his wife, Betsy, a son,
MacKenzie Gwyn, in Placerville, last spring. To Jose
and Chrissy (Samcoff '85) Moreno, a son, Benjamin ,
on July 15, in San Jose. To Jennifer (Ruso) and Mike
Scurich '84, a son, Luke Francis, on May 8, in Watsonville. To Mike and Suzy (Dito) Trindle, a daughter,
Theadora Barbara, in December 1989, in San Francisco. To Michael Walker Jr. and his wife, Te rese,
a son, Michael Walker ill , in Tulsa , Okla.
'84 To Cynthia (Pereira) Atencio and her husband,
Bob, their first child, James Robert, on May 31, in Torrance. Their home is in Harbor City. To R.P. Gregory
and Maria (Fialho) Frey '84, their second daughter,
Allie Malaea, on May I. They and their daughter,
Samantha, live in Hono lulu . To Joe and Janine
(Kraemer '86) Gonyea , a daughter, Margaux Marie,
on September 17, 1989, in Medford , Ore. To Suzanne
(Leeman) McA llister and he r husba nd , Er ic, a
daughter, Petra Camille Mei-Fong, on May 26, in
Princeton, N.J. They live in Pennington, N.J.
'85 To Michael and Sue (Fuller '86) Adams, a
daughter, Marianne Elizabeth , on December 12, in
Sacramento. To Andrew Bewley and his wife, Jeannine, a son, Daniel C hristian, on October 30, 1989,
in Santa Barbara. To Michael Blach and his wife,
Margie, their seco nd daughter, Ma rga ret Ann
" Megan ," on April 28, in San Jose. To Kimberlie
(Moutoux) Garg and he r husband , Rohit , a son,
Amitabh Nathan , on Novembe r 11, 1989, in Minneapolis. To Todd and Maureen (Orlando) Goolkasian , a son, Philip Martin, on April 21, in San Jose.
To Brent and Dana (Nuzum '86) Jones, their second
daughter, Courtney Brooke, on May 21, in San Jose.
To Rene (Smith) Maher and her husband, Jirn , a son,
Zachary Thomas, on June 29. They live in Pleasant
Hill. To Terry (JD '89) and Mary Ann (Crowe)
O'Hara , a daughter, Bridget Regan, on August 15, in
San Jose. To Dominic and Stacey (Pruett '86) Taddeucci , a son, Patrick Henry, on July 17, in Pacific
Grove.

'86 To Tony (MBA) and Gissia Abiog (MBA), a son,
Anton Darius, on April 20, in Los Gatos. To Joseph
Piazza and his wife, Joanne, a daughter, Katherine
Marie, on July 12, in Sacramento.
'87 To Greg Calcagno and hi s wife, Ann , a son,
David William , on August 23. They live in San Jose.
To ~Icy and Denean (D'Angelo '89) Hanson, a son,
Wesley Joseph, on January 16, in Livermore.
'89 To Mark Delsman (MBA) and his wife, Vivian,
a daughter, Stefanie Michelle, on July 27. They and
their 2-year-old son, Matthew, live in Santa C l ara . ■

DEATHS
'24 W. Clarke Mathews, in April, in Orinda. A
native of Ortonville, Minn ., he was a lieutenant colonel in the Army Air Corps in World War II, European Theater. After the war, he was assistant manager
of the Palace Hotel in San Francisco, and then founding manager of App le Valley Country Club. He was
manager of Orinda Country Club from 1950 to 1970
and executive director from 1970 until his death . He
is surv ived by his wife, Minnette.
'27 Everett C. Erle, on May

10, of a heart attack,
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while traveling in London. He was a columnist for the
"American Philatelist" and "Western Stamp Collector," and editor of " Western Express." In 1976, he was
inducted into the American Philatelic Society Writers
Unit No. 30 Hall of Fame. His home was in Oakland.
He is survived by two sons, Charles '58, and Paul ,
' 63 ; a grandson , Steve '8 8 ; and seven other
grandchildren.

'31

August J. Mignola , in December, of cancer, in
San Jose. He was the owner of a cutlery store in San
Jose for many years. He is survived by his wife,
Catherine, and two stepdaughters.

trical superintendent for the city of Santa Clara. He
also was the first executive director of the Northern
California Power Agency, a vice president of SA! Consulting Engineers, and president of NPI and Associates,
an energy and power consulting firm . He devoted much
of his career to developing engineering methods that
were not detrimental to the environment, such as solar,
geothermal, wind, and hydropower. He was a veteran
of World War II. He is survived by his wife of 43 years,
Marciel; three daughters, Stacie Rodgers '82, Marcie Bartelmie 72, and Sheila Ingraham ; and four
grandchildren.

'52

'32 J ohn Timothy Healy, on June 19, in Coronado.
After his retirement from a varied business career he
was involved in yachting for many years. He is ~urvived by his wife; Marian .

William A. Schanbacher, on May 18, in an auto
accident while on vacation in Italy. He was the owner
of J&W Associates in Inglewood. He is survived by
his wife, June, of Playa <lei Rey ; a son, Christopher;
and daughter, Susan.

'36

'54 Charles V. Caillat (JD) , on July 17, of pancreatic
cancer, in his Los Gatos home. He was 70. He was
a partner in the San Jose law firm of Miller Morton
Caillat & Nevis for 36 years. Born in Portl.:nd, Ore. '.
he attended the University of Portland for two years,
then served as a first lieutenant in the Army Air Force
during World War II . After his discharge, he entered
Stanford University and earned his bachelor's degree
in 1949. After receiving his law degree from Santa
Clara, he spent his entire career with the same San
Jose law firm . He was president of the Santa Clara
County Estate Planning Council, a trustee of the Santa
Clara County Bar Association from 1966 to 1968, past
president of the University Club, and a member of the
Sainte Claire Club. He is survived by his wife, Wilma;
daughter, Suzanne; son, Gregory ; and four
grandchildren.

Stanley S. Hasbrook (JD '38), on September 3,
in Santa Clara. A vice president and trust officer for
Wells Fargo Bank in San Francisco for 35 years before
his retirement , he was a member of SCU 's Board of
Fellows and President's Club. He is survived by his
wife, Genevieve; son , John '8 1, MBAA '83; and
daughter, Stephanie.

''ST James P. Breen , on June 13, of cancer after a
six-month illness. He was 73. A rancher and farmer
in San Benito County since 1941, he dated his California ancestry to 1846, when his grandfather and greatgrandfather arrived with the ill-fated Donner party. His
great-grandfather bought the Mission Grant at San Juan
Bautista and acquired as the family home a house facing the Mission Plaza, built originally for Gen . Jose
Maria Castro. James farmed in the area most of his
adult life. Before World War II, he left his studies at
Santa Clara to join the Army Air Corps and underwent flight training in Texas. He received his wings
as a pilot and had orders to report to the Philippines
for duty when a physical examination revealed he had
tuberculosis. He was discharged from the service. He
was a member of the San Juan Bautista Service Club
Knights of Columbus, Stanford Buck Club, and Rotary'.
He is survived by his wife, Betty; daughters, Peggy
and Mia; sons, Patrick and Paul; four grandchildren;
and one great-grandchild.

'39

Richard L. Grodin, on February 10, as the result
of a stroke suffered several months before. Former
president of Oakland's Board of Education and a wellknown retailer, he was active in many civic organizations and had served as president of the Oakland Junior
Chamber of Commerce and as president of Temple
Sinai. He was also active in the Downtown Merchants
Association and was the former owner of Grodin's
clothing stores. An Oakland native, he was 73. He is
survived by his wife, Marjorie; sons, Steven and Marshall; and four grandchildren.

'40

Richard V. Jobst, on August 26, in Dallas, Texas,
of emphysema. While at SCU, he was captain of the
golf team. He was a commander in the U.S. Navy during World War II , and in oil exploration in Texas after
the war. He is survived by his wife, Emily ; daughters,
Anne and Madelina; and several grandchildren .

'50 George E . Faugsted J r. (MA '63) on July 15,
m Sacramento, from heart disease. A retired high
school history teacher, he never married, but raised
his sister's daughter and son after she passed away. He
is survived by his niece, Justine Bernard; and his
nephew, Father Tom Lucas, S.J. '74.
'50 Norman P. Ingraham , on July 14, in San Jose,
of a respiratory illness. A native of New England , he
lived in the Santa Clara Valley for more than 40 years.
An engineer by profession , he started his career with
Pacific Gas & Electric and eventually became elec42
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'57 Peter J. Gallagher, of Alzheimer's disease, on
January 19, in his Santa Clara home. The 69-year-old
Montana native had suffered with the ailment since
shortly after retiring from the city staff in 1981 and
had volunteered as an Alzheimer's research subject at
the Northern California Research Center in Berkeley.
He became Santa Clara's first purchasing agent in 1961.
Before coming to the city, he worked as a purchasing
agent for two years for the State Compensation Insurance Fund in San Francisco. He was a master
sergeant in the Army during World War II, serving with
the 191st Ordnance Depot Company in the retaking of
New Guinea and the Philippines from the Japanese.
A fan of big band music, he collected most of the 78
rpm records of the popular band leaders of the 1930s
and 1940s. He was active with Our Savior's Lutheran
Church as a volunteer collecting and distributing food
through FISH , a church-run relief program that serves
the area's needy. He is survived by his wife of 43 years,
Eleanor; two daughters, Kristin Goins of Paso Robles
and Jean Vaughn of San Jose; one son , Paul, of Livermore ; and five grandchildren.

'63

Janis Kalnins (MBA), on April 9, in a Mountain View convalescent hospital from liver failure, after
a three-year illness. After earning his MBA at Santa
Clara, he was an auditor for the city of San Jose for
15 years until his retirement. His lifetime hobby was
chess. He was active in local chess clubs and participated in tournaments. He is survived by his wife,
Stefa, of Santa Clara; a brother; four sisters; and many
nieces and nephews in his native Latvia.

'65 Michael W. C. Phifer (MBA), on July 11, at
Stanford Hospital , of an embolism. He was a CPA in
Palo Alto and taught tax Jaw for 10 years in the evening program at SCU. He is survived by his fiancee ,
Barbara Stevens ; daughters, Michele Stiles and
Catherine Phifer; and son , Eric.
'66 William M.

Tustin, from radiation to lungs suffered in 1945 and
heart failure. He had been an engineering administrator
with Lockheed in Sunnyvale and an accountant with
Hunt Wesson Foods in Fullerton.

'69 Anne Marie Shea, on September 10, of complications from diabetes. A sales manager for Trotter
Realty in San Mateo, her home was in Belmont.
'69 Michael H. Valim , on May 20, at his home in
Oakland, after a three-year struggle with malignant
lymphoma. The 43-year-old father of four was a partner in the Oakland law firm of Crosby, Heafy, Roach
& May, where he specialized in complex litigation
dealing with pharmaceutical and product liability. He
and his wife were married during his senior year at
Santa Clara. After earning his degree, he attended night
school at the University of San Francisco School of
Law while working during the day as an investigator
for the Alameda County district attorney 's office. He
is survived by his wife, Peggy; and children, Mikie,
Daniel , Rosie, and Molly.
'73 J. Wallace Perry (JD), on April 9, 1989. His
home was in Los Altos. He taught in the Hayward
Union High School District, was dean of boys at
Pleasanton High School, and dean and then principal
of a Union City school . He then became involved in
real estate and bail bonds. From bail bondsmanship,
he decided to become a lawyer and entered SCU's
School of Law. He taught business law at Foothill College, and he and his wife owned The Game Room a
retail store in Los Altos. He was the owner of Cable
Car Bail Bonds in San Francisco at the time of his
death . He is survived by his wife, Frances; sons, John
and Marc; and daughter, Susan.

'73

John J. Sullivan, on August 30, in San Francisco.
He was a graduate of the University of San Francisco
School of Law in 1976 and a member of the Regional
Council for the Western Division of the FDIC. He is
survived by his mother, Catherine Sullivan; sisters,
Kathleen Foley and Rosemary Dervin ; and brothers,
Arthur and James .

'76

Tommie J. Aldrich (MA '76) , on March 31, of
cancer. She and her husband lived in Los Altos .

'79

Wesley V. Harris Sr. (MA) , on July 13, in Aptos. A native of Mount Clemens, Mich. , he was 51.
He received a bachelor of arts degree from the University of Maryland and served in the U.S. Air Force for
20 years. After receiving his master's degree, he
became a marriage and family therapist in Aptos . He
is survived by his parents, Grover and Bernice Harris
Sr., of Mount Clemens; sons, Wesley Jr., Gerald ,
Adrian , and Jeffery ; daughter, Lynn; and four
grandchildren.

'80 Michael J. Shannon , on July 20, in the Philippines. A captain in the U.S. Marines, Michael was
piloting an OV-1 Bronco observation plane when it
crashed three miles southwest of Baguio, an area
devastated by an earthquake measuring 7.7 on the
Richter scale. He was relaying messages of the earthquake damage to rescue workers and photographing
roads so authorities could determine how to transport
equipment and supplies to the victims. Philippine
President Corazon Aquino wrote to his parents, calling Michael a " hero not only for the United States but
also for my country and for all of humanity." Before
joining the Marines eight years ago, he spent a year
organizing programs for ghetto children in Los
Angeles. He was on the crew team at Santa Clara. He
is survived by his parents, John and Leslie Shannon,
of Ashland , Ore. ; and a sister, Peggy McDowell. ■

Klee (MBA), on February 9, in
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n September Tl, 450 years
ago, Pope Paul III recognized the founding of the Society of Jesus by St. Ignatius of
Loyola . SCU, like the other Tl
Jesuit universities and 48 secondary schools in the United
States, looks forward to this lgnatian year as an opportunity to
take inventory of Jesuit
education .
Father John Privett, S.J. ,
Jesuit rector, and other campus
Jesuits have held a series of
meetings, " Jesuit Conversation ," at the University to offer
personal views of the lives of
today 's teaching Jesuits . At
these gatherings, three Jesuits
respond to the following questions: Why did you become a
Jesuit? Why are you working in
a university? What is your role
at Santa Clara today?
The conversations are intended to give a Jesuit view of
what Santa Clara is all about
and to provide special insight
into the continued challenge
charted by St. Ignatius.
There are plans to hold sessions for alumni, the first in
mid-November as the San Jose
Chapter's monthly "70 Minutes" program. Later this winter, similar gatherings will be
hosted by our chapters in Los
Angeles and San Francisco.

THE CHAPTER TRAIL
The end of summer and ear1y fall were busy times for a
FALL 1990

number of alumni, students,
and parents as our chapters
hosted 50 receptions for the
class of 1994. As you may know
from experience, it's one thing
to have your own family over for
dinner, but it is another to open
your home to a group of
strangers, even though they
soon will become friends. A
collective HATS OFF to those
generous people who held these
gatherings. Also, many thanks
to Lisa Granucci who not only
coordinated the receptions, but
also marshaled the highly successful 7th Annual Vintage Santa Clara on campus Sept. 9.
At the L.A. Chapter Sports
Night at Dodger Stadium in late
September, we announced an
NCAA first-both the Bronco
men 's and women's soccer
teams were selected as No. 1
teams in their respective divisions. Besides sharing the good
news, coaches Steve Sampson
and Jerry Smith provided a
sense of the difficult task facing
each team if it is to return to this
year's Final Four.

TRAVEL UPDATE
A trip to Hawaii for the Maui
Classic over Thanksgiving
weekend has drawn an entourage of close to 200 Bronco
basketball supporters. The
association's travel committee
will meet in mid-December to
decide on 1991-92 destinations
for group trips . (Santa Clara
travel agents are welcome to
make proposals to the committee. If you are interested, please
contact me.) Also, a special request to interested travelers: If
you have preferred sites, please
let us know. A trip is now being considered to Loyola,
Spain, where a world Congress
of Jesuit Alumni will meet next
summer to observe the 450th
anniversary of the Jesuit Order.
Proposals range from 10- to
14-day visits. It would be helpful to the committee if those
who would like to make such a
trip would drop a note or advise
us by phone of your interest.

NEW "E" AWARD
Dean Terry Shoup and Sam
Cristofano '74 MS, are pleased
to announce that the first Distinguished Engineering Alumni Award will be made by the
School of Engineering on April
11 , 1991. The school will
recognize individuals for their
contributions to private enterprise, public service, or education. Perhaps you know an
alumnus/alumna whose accomplishments merit consideration for this award, the highest honor the School of Engineering can bestow. If so, you
are invited to make a nomination. For more information,
please contact Coryn Campbell
at the School of Engineering
(408) 554-5567.

CHANGING THE GUARD
Peggy Dwyer Bradshaw '73,
the second woman to be president of our National Alumni
Association, stepped into office
at the September meeting on
campus. Peggy, an executive
with Plaza Bank in Sunnyvale,
received the gavel from Matt
Cappiello '68 who now joins
the association's Council of Past
Presidents. Matt's year was
marked by his participation in
numerous association activities.
His efforts were especially appreciated by those who knew
that his term was interrupted by
the October 17 earthquake,
which forced the Cappiello
family to vacate their Marina
district home in San Francisco
for an extended period while
repairs were made.
Besides Peggy and Matt, this
year's officers are Juan de Luna
'74 ('79 JD), president-elect,
and Greg Clock '83, newly
elected first vice president. Juan
is an attorney in San Diego, and
Greg works for HewlettPackard in Palo Alto. He and
his family live in Santa Clara.
Our officers have spent a
number of years in service to
Santa Clara. Their efforts go
without notice, but continue to

nurture the loyalty of other
alumni necessary to support
Santa Clara's needs.
Special thanks are extended
to outgoing Alumni Board of
Directors who just completed
three terms: Joseph Albanese
'40, Saratoga; Marie Boitano
'77, San Jose; Teresa Cousins
'72, North Highlands; Joseph
Ferguson '56, Lake Oswego,
Ore.; Michael Hannegan '76,
San Rafael; Patrick Hannon '70
('74 JD), San Jose; Thomas
Moroney '34, Menlo Park; Leo
Murphy '42 , San Jose; and
Suzann Selden '68, San
Francisco.

DUAL LEGACIES
The recent loss of two former
University employees brought
home their contributions to
SCU. In his eulogy to Ray
Pescoe '32, Father Bob Sunderland '50 rekindled memories
of Ray's great coaching success
(his teams of 1946-1948 were
ranked in the top 10), his gentle personality, and his selflessness . Testimony to that
tribute was the presence of all
but two of his former studentathletes, more than 40 years
after their final game.
Earlier this summer, Tino
Ragone passed away. Like Ray,
Tino had great concern for
others. Besides his ever present
optimism, his daily goal as
chief landscape gardener was to
make the Mission Campus an
oasis in the midst of Silicon
Valley. Tino was an honorary
member of our association ,
class of 1961.
SCU grew from the contributions of both of these men. ■

/
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Jerry Kerr '61
Executive Director
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Alumni/Parents
Update
All alwnni, family, and friends are invited
and encouraged to participate in the
events Listed. Th is is a p relimina ry
schedule. for Junher information, call the
chairpeople or Donohoe Alumni House
(408) 554-6800. Members of the Santa
Clara family who live out-ofstate will
receive a direct mailing for events in their
area.

18

Chicago-Christmas Holiday Recepti on. SCU alumni and students at
Shaneckey's Pub. 6 p.m. Contact Jim
Manning '87 (312) 472-1502.

4

San Jose- Law Alumni Public Interest Reception. De Saisset Museum.
5-8 p.m. Contact Barbara Maloney (408)
554-5467.

Diego - Quarterly Chapter
Luncheon . At the Go lden Lion
Restaurant. ll:45 a.m . Contact John
Shean '64 (619) 584-7238.

Reception. At Tom Bergin's on Fairfax
between Wilshire and Olympic. Contact
Kathy Lozano '85 (213) 395-78ll .

5 Washington ,

D.C. - Law Alumni
Association of American Law Schools
Winter Reception. Contact Barbara
Maloney (408) 554-5467.
San J ose -New Year's Recent
Alumni Reception. At Gordon Biersch,
33 E. San Fernando, downtown San
Jose's newest micro-brewery. 5:30 p.m.,
no-host. Contact Sean Smith '89 (408)
968-6768.

Linda Bugelli '82 (415) 956-1500.

25 Portland -Quarterly Luncheon. At
John's Meat Market. 11 :45-1:15 p. m .
Contact Mike Bacon '63 (503) 641-S"iOO.
31Seattle-Quarterly Reception. At the
Washington Athletic Club. 5 p.m. Contact Phil Bannan '61 (206) 259-3164.

31

Santa Cruz- First Quarterly Luncheon. Miramar Restaurant, Municipal
Wharf, #45. Contact Bob Semas '67
(408) 423-1030 or Charlie Marcenaro
(408) 423-4441.

6

Los Angeles-Post-Work Reception at
Tom Bergin's on Fa irfax between
Wilshire and Olympic. Contact Kathy
Lozano '85 (213) 395-78ll.

15

Peninsula - Pre-game Reception.
Compadres in Palo Alto, prior to the
SCU vs . Stanfo rd bas ketba ll game.
Reception, 5 p.m.; game, 7:30 p.m. at
Stanford . Contact Charlie Dougherty '81
(415) 349-9296.

44

Coming Events

St. Louis-Pre-game Reception at

14 Santa Clara- Counseling Psychology
and Education Alumni Chapter Gathering. Donohoe Alumni House. ll:45 a.m.
Contact Kate Pi zor ' 86 M A (408)
865-0240.
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27

San Jose - "70 Minute s" with
Theodore Mackin, S.J. Father Mackin
will speak on "Divorce and Annulment."
Refreshments 5:30 p.m. ; program , 6 to
7:10 p.m. Contact Paul Porrovecchio '77
('89 MBA) , (408) 297-3269.

Annual History
Alumni Reunion. Adobe Lodge (Faculty Club) . 6 p.m. Contact Dr. Peter Pierson (408) 554-4555 or Dr. George
Giacomini '56 (408) 554-4129.

8

13

Alumni Owens
Club Reception. 5-7 p.m. Contact Barbara Maloney (408) 554-5467.

7 Santa Clara -3rd

San Jose -2nd Annual Christmas
Tree Sale. Alumni Park . Purchase your
family tree from SCU this year, or order
one to be donated to a needy family . To
purchase 6-7' freshly-cut , full , green
doug las firs fro m Oregon for onl y
$29.95, contact Robert Avey '86 (408)
983--0455 or the Donohoe Alumni House
at (408) 554-6800. You won't find trees
like this anywhere!

San Jose-3rd Annual Christmas
Caroling. With Santa , we sing at the
Jesuit Residence and local convalescent
homes. No experience required . 'Tis the
season. 5:30 p.m. Contact Kevin Hein
(408) 453-1200.

22 San Jose -Law

Tom Bergin's on Fairfax between
Wilshire and Olympic. Contact Kathy
Lozano '85 (213) 395-7811.

Chapter Update. Donohoe
Alumni House . 6: 30 p. m. Contact
Chapter President, Lisette Moore '86
(408) 441-6717.

12

San Diego -Quarterly Chapter
Luncheon. At the Golden Lion
Restaurant. ll:45 a.m . Contact John
Shean '64 (619) 584-7238.

MARCH
7 Los Angeles-Post-Work Reception. At

6 San Jose -

Santa Clara -C hicano/ Hispanic
Alumni Chapter Meeting. 6 :30 p.m. at
Donohoe Alumni House. Contact Dora
Padilla, '86 (408) 995-5500.

20

ner. Contact Fred Donati '65 (805)
928-2528.

6

Busch Center, Student Union prior to the
Broncos vs. Bilikens basketball game. 5
p.m. dinner, 7: 30 tip-off. Contact Bart
Lally '85 (314) 426-0101.

5:30 p.m. dinner ; 8 p.m . tip-off. Contact Scott Bonfiglio '74 (415) 627-0332.

27 Central Coast-Annual Chapter Din-

Sacraemnto- Annual Holiday Reception. Contact Michelle Egan '80 (916)
447-569 3 or Kent Rounds '79 (916)
442-4144.

11

Before the SCU vs. SMC basketball
game. 5 :30 p.m. dinner; 7:30 p.m. tipoff. Contact Kevin Corbett '80 (415)
357-4970.

23 San Francisco- Winter Luncheon. 16 San Francisco-Annual Pre-game
JANUARY
At the New Pisa Restaurant. ll:30 a.m.
Buffet. At Lone Mountain campus, prior
3 Los Angeles-New Year's Post-Work no-host reception; Noon, lunch. Contact to the SCU vs. USF basketball game.

10

DECEMBER

23 San

Alumni Association's a nnual C hristmas Tree Sale Dec. 8.

11 Los Angeles-Post-game Reception.
At the Bird's Nest o n the Loyo laMarymount campus, following the SCU
vs. LMU basketball game. 8 p.m. tipoff. Contact Pete Collins '86 (2 13)
641-0669.

16

San Jose - "70 Minutes-T he

Dilemma of Investing Wisely in the
'90's." Refreshments, 5:30 p.m.; program, 6--7: 10 p.m. Contact Paul Porrovecchio '77, '89 MBA (408) 297-3269.

17 San Jose -

Pre-game Buffet. At the
Bronco Corral prior to the SCU vs. USF
basketball game. 5 p.m. reception followed by dinner. 8 p.m. tip-off. Parking
at Leavey Activ ities Center. Contact
Chris Hessler '86 (408) 732-2506 or
Do nohoe A lumni House at (408)
554-6800.

21

San Jose/Peninsula-Monday Night
Live. Alumni Ice Skating Night at the
Winter Lodge in Palo Alto. (San Jose
Shark Hockey team tryouts.) Contact
Lisette Moore '86 (408) 441-6717.

FEBRUARY
6 Fresno-13th Annual Dinner. At the
Fig Garden Golf and Country Club.
Contact Jim Donovan '72 (209) 485-7919.

7

Bakersfield -13th Annual Dinner. At
the Pyre nnes Cafe. Contact C hu ck
Wiswa ll '56 (805) 324-7592 or Joe
Ziemann '62 (805) 395-7766.

7 Los Angeles-Post-Work Reception . At
Tom Bergi n's on Fairfax bet wee n
Wilshire and Olympic. Contact Kathy
Lozano '85 (213) 395-78ll.

8 Seattle -Law

A lu mn i/App licant
Luncheon. Contact Barbara Maloney
(408) 554-5467.

THEATRE AND DANCE
Unless otherwise noted, performances
are at 8 p. m. Tuesday through Saturday,
and 7 p.m. Sunday. General admission :
$7.50; students, seniors (60+), SCU
employees: $5 Thursday through Sunday,
$4 Tuesday and Wednesday. Ma yer
Theatre Box Office: (408) 554-4015 for
ticket information or to charge by phone.
All events are wheelchair accessible.

November 29- Choreographers' Gallery.
A presentation of student and faculty
works. Parker Studio Theatre. 7 and 9
p.m. Free, but tickets are required.
Limited seating.

San Diego-9th Annual Pre-game
Buffet. At the Board Room-Student
Center prior to the SCU vs. USO basketball game. 5 p.m. dinner; 7:30 p.m. tipoff. Co ntact John Shean '64 (619)
584-7238.

December 13-16-Ramayana. Hanuman
Production's spectacular presentation of
one of India's most revered epics. Kings
and queens, giants and wizards, monkeys
and demons portray all aspects of the
human condition . Mayer Theater. 7:30
p.m. General admission , $16, children
under 12 and seniors 6QS, $14. Ticket information: (408) 429-1395.

15 East Bay-Annual Pre-game Buffet.

February 8, 9, 12-16 -Jeannette. An

9
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original play by Kit Wilder about the
gruesome murders attributed to Jack the
Ripper. Directed by Will iam R. James.
Mayer Theater.

ART EXHIBITS
Unless otherwise noted, exhibits are free
and are in de Saisset Mu seum. Th e
museum is open Tuesdny through Sundny, 11 a. m. to 4 p. m. Closed Mondny.
For info rmation , call (408) 554-4528.

Through December 7-Tom Savage: Random Systems. Los Angeles pa inte r
Savage combines oils and acrylic paints
with charcoal and pencil in hi s lush
abstract works.

Through December 7-Enrique Chagoya:
Not Good for Funding. The artist's muralsized mixed media works on paper present strong images, visually and politically bold.

Through December 7-David lzu: Recent
Paintings. Izu incorporates images in his
works from the eve ryday mate ri al
world- the flotsam and jetsam of the
cultural and political sea he fee ls
"envelops us all."

Through December 7-Recent Acquisitions from the Permanent Collection.
Works by contemporary artists from de
Saisset's Permanent Collection.

January 19-March 8-Exhibition:
Decorative Beer Steins. Spanning several

December 7-8- Annual Madrigal Dinners
with the University Renaissance Singers.

centuries, thes e ste in s range from
elaborate ivory carvings of Greek gods
a nd godde sses to brown tankard s.
Donated by EV. D'Berger of Fresno in
1955.

Nancy Wait Kromm and Leroy Kromm,
directors. A repeat of la st year 's
Elizabethan Christmas celebration. Call
(408) 554-4428 for ticket information.

January 19-March 8- Exhibition: Works
of Arnold Mountfort. This Bri tish-

SPEAKERS

American portrait artist painted at the
tum-of-the-century and into the mid1900s. Twenty of his favorite portraits
were given to de Saisset by his wife,
Patricia O'Neill , after his death in 1942.

December 7- "The Strategic Realignment in the Middle East." Harry KneyTal , consul general oflsrael. Kenna Club
luncheon . Williman Room , Benson
Center. Noon. Members, $10, nonmembers, $14. Reservations required
(408) 554-4699.

January 19- March 8- Exhibition: Works
of Ernest de Saisset. In 1950, his sister,
Isabel de Saisset, left a bequest to the
University to build a gallery for her t
brother's work. This exhibition represents <ls
a sampling of 95 of hi s works donated ~
after his death in 1899 at the age of 35.
Included are local portraits and landscapes.

TBA
7:30 p.m.

7:30 p.m.
TBA
7 p.m .
7: 30 p.m .
20 at San Jose State
7:30 p.m .
22 American U
7:30 p.m.
22-29 Cable Ca r Classic
6-8 p.m .
(UCSB, Princeton, Marist)

January
2 San Francisco State

Belotti's 1991 Forecast Jan. 10

January 10- "Economic Forecast for
1991 ." M a rio Belotti , professo r of
economics and director of the Agri business Institute, will be making his 18th
annual forecast in Mayer Theater. This
year's guest speaker will be Jeanette A.
Garretty '74, vice president and senior
economist for Bank of America. Mayer
Theater, 4 p.m.; reception , 6 p.m. Call
(408) 554-4699 for ticket information.

January 25-Dt Bruce Ames. A research
scientist in biochemistry and molecular
biology at UC-Berkeley, Ames is best
known for exposing such innocuous ingestibles as peanut butter and comfrey
tea as carginogenic time bombs. Williman Room , Benson Center. Noon .
Members $10, non-members $14. Reservations required (408) 554-4699.

WORKSHOPS AND
CONFERENCES

5 U of San Diego*
11 at Loyola Marymount
U at Pepperdine
17 USF
19 St. Mary 's
24 at Gonzaga U
26 at U of Portland
31 U of Portland

2 Gonzaga U
9 at U of San Diego

15 at St. Mary's
16 at USF

7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m .

Women's Basketball
November
23-24 SCU Classic

6-8 p.m.
(Baylor, Fresno St. , N.E. Ill inois)
27 U of Pacific
7:30 p.m .
29 Florida Int'!*
5 p. m.

December
11 San Jose State
13 at Fresno State
16 CSU Northridge

7:30 p.m.

TBA
2 p.m .

27-29 at LaSalle Tournament

T BA

January

Changes and challenges in agribusiness
management during the 1990s. Sponsored by the Institute of Agribusiness and
the Leavey School of Business and Adminstration . Call (408) 554-4086 for
more information.

February 6-8- Effective Management for
Engineers. Led by Dr. David F. Caldwell,

February
2 at Gonzaga U

chair of SCU 's Management Department, and Dr. Dennis J. Moberg, professor of management at SCU. This
seminar addresses the developmental
needs and challenges engineers face as
managers. Fee: $795 (includes tuition,

7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m .
7:30 p.m .
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p. m.
7:30 p.m .
7:30 p.m.

February

4 Forham U
5 Columbia U*
10 Loyola Mary mount
U Pepperdine
18 at USF
19 at St. Mary 's
24 Gonzaga U
26 U of Portland
31 at U of Portland

February 4-Agribusiness Conference.

FA LL 1990

23-25 at Maui Classic
29 U.O.P.
8 Fresno State U

For info rmation about music programs
and fo r ticket information call (408)
554-4428 or 4429. Programs subject to
change without notice.

Arnold Mountfo rt exhibition set for winter at de Saisset Museum

Men's Basketball
November

11 at St. Louis U
13 at U of Minnesota
18 U of Nevada-Reno

MUSIC CONCERTS
AND RECITALS

year's Christmas Concert features carols
fro m many countries. Mi ssion Santa
Clara, 8 p. m. General admission, $10;
seniors, $8; students, $5.

Sports Schedule

December

6

November 30, December 7- Santa Clara
Chorale. Lynn Shurtleff, director. This

materials, daily continental breakfast and
lunc h , a nd recept io n) . Executi ve
Development Center. 8:30 to 4:30 p.m.
For mo re info rm ati o n, ca ll (40 8)
554-4521.

6 at U of San Diego
9 U of San Diego

14 St. Mary 's

16 USF

7:30
5
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30

p.m .
p.m .
p.m.
p.m.
p.m .
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30

p.m.
p. m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

* Do ubl e header w ith SCU M e n's
Games
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COMMENTARY

Mother Church
Why has the Church been so wholly a male reserve?
BY THEODORE MACKIN, S.J.
rom early in her history, the Church his 12 apostles.
I can't miss the opportunity to remind
has been referred to as feminine . The
letter to the Ephesians refers to her as a you, however, of what you may already
bride, the bride of Christ. Church authori- know. The passage in the Gospels in which
ties have called her a mother, Mother Christ instituted the sacrament of Penance
Church , thu s implying members of the is John 20 :19-23. Jesus appears to his
Church are in some sense children needing disciples the eve of the first Easter Sunday.
her nurture. The earliest pictorial art in
Christian history represented the Church as
a beautiful young woman . In some frescos, ,
she is walking hand in hand with her young ~
husband , who is Christ. The implication is
that she is going to bear their children, who
are us.
This evidence creates a question. Despite
this thoroughly feminine character-bride
and Mother Church-why has the Church
been so thoroughly a male reserve? Only
males may govern as bishops; preside at the
Mass liturgy ; hear and absolve sins; and
anoint the sick , the elderly, and the dying.
If the Church is a mother, why may only
fathers-and only metaphorical fathers at
that-carry on the Church's work?
A more refined form of the same question begins with the fact that the Catholic
consciousness has pictured the Church as
feminine, has talked about her as feminine,
but has been most reluctant to admit the
feminine into the essential life of the
Church . Why is this fear of the feminine at
the heart of Catholic life?
SCU's first lady, St. Clare of Assisi
Having shared my curiosity with you , I
He breathes on them ; he says, "Receive the
owe you at least two explanations.
The first is an explanation of the phrase Holy Spirit. Whose sins you forgive, they
"the Church's work ." By the Church's work are forgiven them. Whose sins you retain,
I mean her continuation of Christ's work: they are retained." Among these disciples
bringing compassion and forgiveness to sin- were women. And there is no record Jesus
ful men and women, meaning and hope to first said, "Would the men please stand up ;
despairing men and women, care and nur- ladies please remain seated." We know in
ture to spiritually sick men and women. John's Gospel the disciples were not only
One need not ponder long to see such works the men we now call apostles . When a
bishop ordains a priest, those words of
need a strong feminine ingredient.
Second , by bringing "the feminine into Christ are among the words of ordination
the essential life of the Church," I mean not spoken over each of the men . All of which
only ordaining women to lead the Euchar- reopens the question of the number and
ist, to hear and absolve in Confession, to kinds of persons to whom Christ gave the
administer Extreme Unction , but also put- power to forgive sins that first Easter
ting women's feminineness to work in the evening.
If we use Jung's psychological categories,
Church's work . Why haven't Catholic authorities through the centuries seen how the "feminine" designates the tender and
much this compassion and love are needed? accepting side of personality, in both men
First and most obvious, women have and women , as against the masculine and
been kept out on the strength of the logic aggressive; the intuitional and instinctive as
that if Christ had wanted women there he against the rational and logical ; the imwould have included a few of them among aginative and creative as against the in-
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tellectual and analytic.
My guess about the reason for the
Church's reluctance to give a place to this
tenderness, this instinctiveness, this creativeness, is the Church, in her bishops, saw
her work as one of establishing and keeping control over errant and sinful human beings. For centuries, from about 450 A.D.
onward, the Church assumed the work of
the Roman emperors-the work of holding
together an empire torn by factions within
and assaulted by barbarians from without.
Such work was thought to demand absolutely the most powerful masculine traits.
But look around the world. Is this control what it needs from the Church today?
What are the four or five most grievous
moral ills from which men and women at
the end of the 20th century most need healing? My guess is greed and its cousins ;
cruel unconcern for the poor; the destruction of our lovely planet for short-term profit; starvation of love and emotional loneliness, even within families and marriages;
the trivialization, by the entertainment industry, of our richest human emotions and
our most precious passions.
All these are sicknesses of the soul . And
only God can heal them. But who is going
to bring God's healing to Earth, and who
is going to bring men and women to the
healing? Recall what a priest is: a person
who brings God to people and brings people to God.
I suggest an answer to reduce the question to a more manageable scale. In Mexico, Pope John Paul scolded and begged the
few wealthy to have compassion for the
millions of poor in their country. He then
talked to hundreds of thousands of the poor.
He encouraged them to have faith , to not
lose hope.
Will his words have changed things much
in five or ten years? It's hard to know. But
what if a peasant woman with her children
had, on national television, asked the rich
for compassion? What if the same woman ,
a brave survivor of years of crying babies,
of hungry children, of never enough of
anything, had urged courage and trust on
her fellow peasants? She might not have
seemed to bring God to the people as obviously as Pope John Paul did , but she may
have done a better job of bringing the people, both rich and poor, to God .
That, I think, is what women and mothers have always done better.
■
Father Theodore Mackin, S.J., is the John Nobili
Professor of Religious Studies. This essay is based
on a Mother's Day homily he ga ve in Mission
Santa Clara this past May.
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school, Kathy and I made the sacrifices
necessary for both of us to work half time.
That way, we could spend an equal number
.Educating boys on issues relating to female sexuality
of hours each week with our children. Since
our kids have been in school, Kathy works
BY MITCH FINLEY '73
full time outside the home, and I work at
he oldest of our three sons had just After all, chances are he will be a father home, as a writer, until it's time to pick up
turned 4 years old when he asked for himself someday.
the kids at school in the afternoon. I admire
a doll. "Sure," I said when Kathy, my wife,
Sean, now 12, has two younger brothers. the words of Paul Tsongas, former U.S .
informed me about this. "Why not?"
Patrick is 10, and Kevin is 8. This means senator from Massachusetts: "No man ever
I had read the experts on how boys should Kathy is the only female in our home. Our said on his deathbed, 'I wish I had spent
have the chance to express nurturing boys have no sisters to grow up with and to more time with my business.' "
behavior by playing with dolls, and it made learn from. This places a lot of weight on
I'm raising our children as much as their
sense to me. When the moment arrived, I Kathy's shoulders to "model," as they say,
mother is. I've changed a mountain of diawas ready. We took Sean to a toy store and what a woman is about, including educating pers in my time. I've prepared as many
said, "Which doll would you like to have?"
our sons on issues relating to female sex- meals as Kathy, read as many bedtime
stories, and bandaged as many skinned
[ knees as she has. These days, I supervise
:?i homework and run the taxi service to and
1 from baseball practice. From this, I hope
our sons are learning that it's at least as important for a father to take everyday time
to be with his children as it is to "go to
work."
The first Saturday morning of each
month we rotate house-cleaning jobs.
"Sean," I say, "this month you dust upstairs
and down. Kevin , it's your turn to vacuum
upstairs, and Patrick, this month you get to
vacuum downstairs . Mom cleans the kitchen and dining room, and I vacuum the
stairs and clean the two bathrooms."
This is not a part of our week that anyone
in our family gets a big charge out of, but
we all do our part.
After school, before our boys ask,
"What's for dinner?" they ask, "Who's fixing dinner, you or Mom?" Our sons are
learning there is nothing inherently
masculine or feminine about sweeping a
Finleys growing up without a sister to learn from: Kevin, 8, Patrick, 10, and Sean 12
floor, preparing a meal , or contributing to
"That one," he replied, pointing to a lit- uality. Kathy tries to show respect for and the financial support of our family.
I was surprised at how early our boys
tle boy doll, about 12 inches high , dressed comfort with her own sexuality.
in blue bib overalls. We took it home; Sean
A couple of years ago, she explained to were sensitive to sexism, even in the books
we read them . When the birth of our
played with it; everything was cool.
our kids about a woman's monthly cycle,
Then one day, Sean wanted to accompany before it came up in Catholic school sex youngest, Kevin, was imminent, we read
me to the supermarket. And he wanted to education classes. I remember the situation Sean , then 3-and-a-half years old, a book
bring the doll-to a public place where well. Kathy delivered her little expose, with meant to alleviate anxieties about getting
many people would see me with a son who an emphasis on the wonder of it all. "Oh," elbowed out by yet another child. The title
plays with a doll. Gulp. Farewell, blessed our three sons remarked , only slightly im- of the book was There's Always Room on
lack of ambivalence.
pressed. And , "Rad," they added, just to Mother's Lap. The first time Kathy read this
title aloud, Sean declared, "And on DadNevertheless, I was proud of myself. be polite, I'm sure.
During our engagement, Kathy and I had
One of my most basic ways to model dy's lap, too! "
You betcha .
■
discussed our shared belief that roles in male behaviors and attitudes has been to
marriage should be up for grabs and open spend as much time as possible at home,
Mitch Finley '73 is an award-winning free-lance
to negotiation. A man can change diapers, "parenting" our offspring. I don't buy the
writer whose work appears in many Catholic and
kiss "owies," and prepare meals , we argument that it's OK to spend small blocks secular publications. With his wife, Kathy, he coagreed; and a woman can mow the lawn , ofome with children as long as it's quality authored Christian Families in the Real World
play baseball, and change the oil in the car. time. I believe kids need parents simply to (Thomas More Press), and his latest book is
Naturally, we wanted to pass along this set be around and available as much of the time Time Capsules of the Church (Our Sunday
of egalitarian attitudes to our children; so as possible.
Visitor Books).
when Sean asked for a doll , we approved.
During the years before our boys started

My Three Sons
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BOOKS I RECOMMEND

Read-to Books
Four-year-old Amelia helps Berlani pick her favorites
BY ROBERTA BERLANI

I

was a little surprised when asked to do
" Books I Recommend ." After all,
almost all the books I read are to my 4-yearold daughter, and most of them start, "Once
upon a time." But the request got me thinking, both about the books Amelia likes best,
and. about my favorites that I can't wait to
share with her.
Because Amelia is still too young to read,
the books around our house must accomplish two tricky tasks. They have to
make Amelia want to hear them and make
my husband and me want to read themover and over and over again. Poems and
books in rhyme are lots of fun , especially
because the rhymes and repeated words
help little people remember the story. I
always want to read books that stimulate
talk about why the characters acted as they
did, and whether or not they were showing caring, smarts, and strength.
One book you absolutely must not miss
is Fairy Tales by e.e. cummings (Harcourt
Brace Jovanovich). The slender volume
contains four exquisite, ephemeral short
stories that cummings wrote for his own
daughter. Their atmosphere of love and
childlike wonder is incredible beautiful.
My favorite is about a hopelessly shy
elephant who never leaves his house until
a gentle butterfly comes to bring him out
into the world. Of course, they fall in love
and love each other always. This is truly one
of those rare children's books that feeds an

adult's soul. You may have a hard time finding this book because I personally buy
every copy I can get my hands on.
When I was little, we had Dr. Seuss's
great How the Grinch Stole Christmas
(Random House) on some tattered pages
my mother cut from a magazine. We always
kept the copy with the Christmas decorations. Every year, we would find it at the
bottom of box, and we would read it again
when the tree was decorated. This has remained my favorite Seuss book, but at our
house now, we read it year round . The
Grinch's metamorphosis from larcenous
creep to generous nice guy is just as endearing in July as it is in December.
The Little Mouse, The Red Ripe Strawberry, and the Big Hungry Bear by Don and
Audry Wood (published by Child's Play) is
enormous fun! It's ever-so-slightly scary as
the resourceful mouse tries anything to hide
his strawberry from an unseen (and perhaps
fictitious) bear. Reading this story gives a
parent the chance to ham it up, and the illustrations are so beautiful and detailed that
you can improvise a story of your own
about each one.
Lately, Amelia has begun creating her
own stories. She loves to weave bits and
pieces of other stories and movies together
and make the characters do what she wants
them to do. We have been filling a blank
book with the stories Amelia dictates to me
and then illustrates. It only takes a little time

.t
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Berlani: fascinated with science early on
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for me to get out the book and say, "OK,
tell me again so I can write it down ."
Sometimes the stories are just a few
sentences; sometimes they go on for pages.
Unlike a diary, this book is meant to be
shared; and Amelia's biggest thrill is hearing someone else read her stories aloud to
her. Try asking your own little one what
might happen if the tornado had taken
Dorothy to Sleeping Beauty's castle and see
what the two of you can cook up.
The book I loved best when I was young
was A Wrinkle in Time (Dell Publishing) by
Madeleine L'Engle. In it, 14-year-old Meg
Murry, her 4-year-old brother, Charles, and
their friend, Calvin, travel through space
and time to save Meg and Charles's father,
a physicist who got caught in an experiment
gone awry. The young people are guided by
three supernatural ladies who dispense
deep thoughts and startling revelations
along the way. The rescue attempt is nearly
a disaster. Although Calvin, Meg, and Mr.
Murry escape, Charles is left behind on a
deadeningly totalitarian planet. Awkward,
homely, imperfect Meg has to go back
alone to save Charles, and there she finds
in herself the strength and love to overcome
the forces of evil that imprison her brother.
I guess this book had a tremendous impact
on me because at 11 I was greatly relieved
to know that real success and triumphs
weren't just reserved for the beautiful ,
sweet-tempered Cinderellas that live in
other stories for young girls. This is a
perfect book to give young adolescents, but
you should definitely sneak a good long
read before you wrap it up and put it under
the tree!
■

About Berlani
Roberta Berlani was born in PlainvilJe, Con-

necticut, on the day Albert Einstein died.
"Just a random set of events," she says,
laughing at the mere idea that this has
relevance to her career as a research scientist.
Encouraged by her mother, who still
teaches high school chemistry, physics, and
math in Connecticut, and her grandmother
who experimented in the garden, Berlani was
fascinated with science early on . "I read
everything I could get my hands on," even
playing hookey from school to do so.
In college, she discovered her love for
biology and nixed her plans to become a doctor. "I was much more interested in biology
and plants than medicine," says the 1W7 Yale
biology graduate.
After receiving a doctorate from Columbia University in biological sciences, she
came west to Stanford for a postdoctoral

fellowship, and, in 1986, made her way to
Santa Clara .
Berlani , who teaches courses in genetics,
molecular biology, and biochemistry, says,
"The nice thing about SCU is that teaching
and research are valued equally. And I can
directly involve undergraduates in my
research."
Her work focuses on how corn cells
organize and package DNA . Understanding
this process may eventually help researchers
find ways to produce stronger varieties of
com, she says.
Berlani is married to Dr. John Drace, a
radiologist on the faculty of Stanford Medical School. They live in Portola Valley with
their 4 ½-year-old daughter, Amelia. When
she is not working-or reading to her
daughter-Berlani plays bassoon in the
Peninsula Symphonic Band. -M. Mel. ■
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